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OSL/2, an Operating System Language, was designed for the
coding of supervisory systems. OSL/2 is an ALGOL-based language that
may be readily extended to a general purpose language with the addition
of a few data types (e.g., floating point numbers). The language replaces
an interrupt concept with the P and V operators on semaphores described
by Dijkstra. Concepts of multiple processes and system layers allow
OSL/2 to be used as a job control language for an OSL/2 coded supervisory
system. The system layering concepts provide for easy system extension
and hierarchical structuring. A powerful method of specifying access
techniques is used to implement queues , tables, etc. and treat them as
primitive data items in the language. The language is presented in narra-
tive and reference formats. Hardware implications are discussed and an
OSL/2 compiler which runs on the Burroughs 5500 is briefly described. The
implications of the language on system measurement, simulation, and modifi-
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Chapter 1
OSL/2 Concepts, Philosophies, and Goals
For many years supervisory and monitor systems have "been coded
in machine level languages hy a rather priviledged set of system coders.
Machine level languages have been used to improve system efficiency. The
systems programmer has been allowed the privilege of unprotected access
to all portions of a system on the assumption that he is a capable coder
not subject to the errors of the normal applications coder.
Unfortunately, assembly language coded systems have shown them-
selves to be grossly inefficient. For example, consider the differences
in system overhead and reliability between two similar systems like ASP
[1, 2, 3, k] and HASP [5] on the IBM system/ 360. HASP commonly experiences
two to four times less overhead than ASP. Yet, in the opinion of this
author, a factor of at least 2 if not k improvement is still available
in HASP if the queuing and event structure were reorganized. Even a
reasonably small system like IBSYS [6] for the IBM 709^ has significantly
less throughput capability than P0RTH0S [7] when a university job mix is
being processed. Analyses of the GECOS systems for the GE machines, EXEC
systems for Univac machines, etc., would yield similar examples of widely
varying efficiencies in different assembly language coded systems for the
same machine. By comparison the Burroughs MCP [8] (Master Control Program)
for the B5500 experiences relatively low system overhead even though the
B5500 MCP is coded in the high level language ESPOL [9]—an ALGOL language
derivative. The important point to be made here is that assembly language
has not automatically brought efficiencies. Good system design is clearly
the most important factor and does lead to efficiencies.
An examination of existing operating systems also shows that,
with the notable exception of the THE Multiprogramming System [10], errors
are plentiful. The author's personal experience has "been that even in
very old systems, about five to ten per cent of the errors that were dis-
covered late in the life of a system were undiscovered key punch errors.
Of the remaining errors, about one third to one half are addressing errors,
most of which could be caught by a simple array bounds or index check in
a high level language. After encountering literally hundreds of examples
of trivial errors which should not have been made by systems programmers,
the author has come to the conclusion that systems programmers are as
prone to make mistakes as applications coders. They are in need of tools
which help them avoid inadvertant errors by restricting the scope of their
actions to the particular task at hand - for example, an automatic index
bounds check. Because of the drastic and widely propagated effects of a
system error, systems programming requires at least as much protection as
that available to applications programming.
The cost of building operating and support systems is now so
prohibitive that new machines are required to be downward compatible with
old machines on which working assembly language system software already
exists. Yet new hardware architectures continue to be developed with a
wide variety of addressing features that cannot be used because they con-
flict with old techniques. This is especially unfortunate when one realizes
that the vast majority of system software need not be machine dependent.
Most system software is concerned with table and queue manipulation, i.e.,
with the specification of scheduling algorithms. Machine dependence has
been forced as a by-product of the use of machine dependent languages.
3The only parts of a system that are truly machine dependent are the
interrupt handlers of the supervisor, the code emitter portions of the
higher level language compilers, and the assembly language itself.
In 1968 Wells and Alsberg designed OSL - an Operating System
Language [ll]. OSL executed on one processor and was connected to any
number of other processors such as arithmetic units, data channels, and
peripheral storage devices. First in first out queues and pointers were
provided as primitive data types in the language. Interrupts were
handled by automatically invoked procedures. It was possible to dynamically
change the procedures to be invoked for each interrupt.
OSL was a block structured ALGOL 60 derivative which interfaced
with hardware through eight primitive procedures. For example, the "route"
primitive connected an interrupt with the procedure to process the interrupt.
Each of these primitives was designed to be implemented on most machines
with an extremely small number of instructions (usually, only about a dozen
were required) . In this manner one could guarantee an easy implementation
of the hardware interface on most machines
.
A task scheduler for a multiprogramming system was coded in OSL.
Since multiprocessing and multiprogramming concepts were embedded in OSL
only a few dozen lines of code were required. This code was then examined
with the intention of running the same code on an IBM 360/75 and an IBM
709^+. Due to the limited time available to the authors, they were unable
to build OSL compilers for both machines. However, by the time the project
was abandoned, they had verified that the identical OSL code could be made
to run on both machines and that the primitives involved could be imple-
mented in just a few instructions on both machines.
OSL was designed with machine independence as a major goal. Thus
it was completely divorced from any particular addressing scheme. As a
result a multiprogramming system coded in OSL would very likely run poorly
on an infinite memory descriptor machine like a B5500 or a virtual memory
paged machine like a 360/67 or a Sigma "J. Similarly, a failure to specially
treat other machine dependent features such as bulk core, head per track
disks, hypertape drives, etc. would lead sometimes to large inefficiencies.
However, OSL did assure the transportability of an entire operating sys-
tem among virtually all medium and large scale computers.
Subsequent work by the author lead to the design of OSL/2. OSL
had been designed to provide a common, machine independent systems language
for the largest possible number of machines. OSL/2 used another approach.
OSL/2 would be machine ignorant in its design. That is, OSL/2 would be
designed to easily specify well structured operating system concepts and
algorithms independent of existing machines. Once the language was designed,
the hardware necessary to implement the language concepts would be examined.
Finally, the appropriate compromises would be made in the language to make
it practical.
Several goals were set at the beginning of the design effort.
1) Since the heart of an operating system is its queues and tables,
the language must allow the specification and manipulation of arbi-
trarily structured queues and tables as if they were primitive data
items in the language
.
2) The language should provide facilities for the control and synchroni-
zation of multiple processes.
3) The specification of hierarchically structured or layered systems must
be straightforward.
k) It must be easy to insert and delete code to measure the performance
of a system coded in OSL/2
.
5) OSL/2 should be both an operating system language and an adequate job
control language. The task of an operating system is to sequence or
control one or more processes and to allocate resources to these
processes. Similarly a job control language must specify the
sequencing or control of one or more processes and specify the
resources required by each process. Since these tasks are so similar,
one language should handle both tasks. These five goals were met by
the process control concepts and the generalized data access techni-
ques.
A process in OSL/2 is a program or procedure that may execute
concurrently and asynchronously with any other process. For example, a
separately running compiler is a process. It is possible to split the
compiler into a scanner and a parser which each run simultaneously. The
scanner might process the input stream to find all special words and identi-
fiers and enter these in tables for the parser to use. The parser communi-
cates with the scanner to get the next identifier, special word, or other
symbol the scanner has processed. In this case the compiler, a process
which includes the parser, would initiate the scanning procedure as a second
process. The result is one program with two concurrent processes.
The process management facilities of OSL/2 allow one process to
create and, optionally, monitor new processes. If a process initiates a
second process which the first process will monitor, then the first process
becomes the operating system for the second process. The first process
may define new primitives for the second process to use or may even redefine
existing primitives for the second process. For example, a statistical
system might create a new primitive that performs correlation and redefine
the storage allocation primitive for those processes that will be monitored
by it.
Each time a process creates a second process which it monitors,
a new level or layer is added to the system. Communication between layers
is through the primitive procedures. A primitive action may be frequently
redefined in new layers. It is also possible to redefine a primitive within
one layer. This will be described in detail later.
A process may spin off one or more processes as asynchronously
running procedures. (For example, consider the previous compiler example
or the ILLIAC IV operating system [12, 13] which has about a dozen of these
processes—one for each operating system task.) When these processes
must cooperate with each other, they synchronize their operations through
the use of P and V operators on semaphores. These operators were defined
and analyzed by Dijkstra [ik] and Habermann [15]. P and V operators, which
will be discussed later, provide a powerful process synchronization facility,
P and V operators are truly primitive in the sense that they are simple
to implement in hardware or software and they provide a base from which
more complex process communication techniques can be constructed.
The process statements provide system layering and process
synchronization facilities. Furthermore, the ability to initiate processes
and declare data (e.g. files) at any level, allows OSL/2 to serve as an
extremely powerful job control language.
Through the use of the generalized data access facility the
programmer may define new data types such as FIFO queues, priority queues,
and special tables. Each time such a data type is accessed, for example
in an expression or on the right hand side of an assignment statement, a
fetch operation is performed. Each time an attempt is made to store a new
value in a data item of this type, for example on the left hand side of
an assignment statement, a store operation is performed. The semantics
of fetch and store operations and special functions related to the new
data type, are defined in the access definition.
The coder can define fetch and store operations for queues or
tables that perform very complex manipulations of these data types. There-
after, a complex process such as inserting a new element into a queue or
into a table may be written as a simple assignment statement. If, at a
later time, changes are to be made to the queuing algorithms, these changes
are made only in the definition and the rest of the code is unaltered.
If desired, a coder can add instrumentation in the access definition. Since
all manipulations of an access type are defined in the access definition,
the definition provides a single spot at which every fetch, store and
special function call can be recorded.
Thus the data access facility allows a programmer to define
arbitrarily complex data structures that may then be accessed as primitive
data items in the language. Furthermore, since this feature is used to
implement the queues and tables that define the state of the system, they
provide a central place where measurement of the system can be readily
performed.
It should be stressed that OSL/2 is not an extensible language
in the general sense that GPL [l6, IT] and ALGOL 68 [l8, 19] are. OSL/2
does allow the coder to specify a class of new data types and the semantic
interpretation of fetches and stores on that data type. Unlike most
extensible languages, OSL/2 does not allow binary operators to be created
or redefined. This restriction makes the language easier to implement
yet still provides those data extension features both necessary and
desirable for systems programming.
The author's continual frustration with the lack of good symbol
manipulation facilities in existing algorithmic languages led him to
adopt the pattern matching concepts of SNOBOL. Many other "nice" features
like patterns and case expressions have been added to the language for
the convenience of the coder. Most of these facilities are frills that
are not essential to the thesis. They are included primarily to document
the fact that such formerly diverse constructs as SNOBOL patterns, bit
manipulation, and asynchronous processes can all exist harmoniously within
a single, block structured, algorithmic language without the specification
of scores of new primitives and exception conditions. Most of these
facilities were added to basic ALGOL 60 by extending the primitive data
base to include structures, strings, patterns and pointers or by making
logical extensions to existing statements, such as the iteration statement.
Unfortunately, systems programmers tend to be very poor docu-
menters of their work. Unless they are made to write program logic manuals
and flowcharts before they write the code, they will most likely never
provide these flowcharts or logic manuals.
Therefore , many of the features in the language are included to
aid in the structuring and documentation of a piece of code. For example,
the lack of a GO TO statement not only forces clean program structure but
also allows a compiler to perform better global optimizations. Since
labels must appear "before and after a labelled statement and must be
used by the ESCAPE statement, a minimal level of documentation is auto-
matically forced on the coder.
The main features of the language which are essential to the
operating system codes are the generalized data access facility which
enhances system measurement and queue manipulation and the process facility
which allows asynchronous processes to be controlled, synchronized, and
layered.
The other features of OSL/2 are not essential but desirable.
These extra features make the description of algorithmic processes more
pleasant for the coder and frequently make a piece of code more readable.
Futhermore , these features not only help the systems programmer structure
and compress very complex codes, they also help him clarify his thoughts
and thus properly design and structure these arbitrarily complex systems.
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Chapter 2
An Introduction to the OSL/2 Syntax and Semantics
The heart of any operating system is its resource scheduling
and allocation facilities. Therefore, the highest design priority is
placed on the ability of the language to properly specify scheduling
algorithms. Secondary to this consideration but still of great import-
ance is the ease "with which the programmer can use the language.
Questions concerning paging, file organization, linking, and
addressing are not considered in the language.
This chapter is broken into two main sections - a description
of the data types and expressions allowed in the language followed by
a description of the statements and process control facilities.
The primitive data types allowed in the language are integers,
Booleans , strings, patterns, and pointers. Integers are used for arith-
metic and indexing. Booleans provide logical manipulation capabilities
and are used extensively when controlling program execution. Strings of
various character sizes and lengths are used with SNOBOL-like patterns
to scan text. Pointers are heavily used to build and process list data
or data structured as an arbitrary network.
These five primitive data types are used to form the three
composite data types: arrays, structures, and generalized access data.
OSL/2 arrays are identical to Algol arrays. Structures allow the
specification of tree structured data similar to PL/1 structures.
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Generalized access data are built up from the primitive data types
and the other composite data types. Special purpose procedures are
written to describe how this data will be manipulated. The combination
of the data specifications and the manipulation procedures allow one
to declare and manipulate complex queues and tables and to perform
complex I/O and data retrievals as if they were primitive constructs
in the language.
An OSL/2 program is composed of one or more nested or sequential
statement blocks. These blocks are identical to ALGOL 60 blocks.
Within the blocks, compound, iterative, conditional, and assignment
statements are allowed. In addition, procedure calls and case statements
are provided. The case statement allows one to index into a list of
statements and execute only one of them depending upon which index value
was used.
OSL/2 does not have a GO TO statement. The GO TO is replaced
by the escape statement. An escape statement allows one to leave the
range of any statement he is in. For example, he could leave an iteration
loop, or the block that contained the loop, or the block that contained
that block, etc. However, one cannot enter another statement via an
escape statement. The only way to enter a statement is to arrange for
it to be the next statement in the program sequence. In such an environ-
ment, a programmer depends heavily upon "infinite" loops, terminated by
executing an escape statement, to replace many GO TO statements.
In OSL/2, a process is a separately running program or asyn-
chronously running procedure attached to another process. Control
12
primitives are available to initiate, stop, and restart processes.
Furthermore, it is possible to declare new primitives for processes
or to reroute calls on standard primitives to alternative procedures
declared by a supervisory process. These asynchronously running
processes may synchronize their actions using P and V operators on
semaphores. These provide a very convenient lock-out capability.
This brief, global introduction to the language facilities
provides the perspective for the detailed description that follows.
2.1. The Primitive Data Types
There are five primitive OSL/2 data types: integers, Booleans
,
strings, patterns, and pointers.
2.1.1. Integer
The only arithmetic allowed in OSL/2 is performed on the
positive and negative integers. In an actual implementation of OSL/2
to solve more than just scheduling problems, it may be desirable to
include real numbers or even complex numbers as primitive data. Since
these are generally machine dependent and extremely rarely used, if
ever, in operating system work, they are not included in the OSL/2
description.
The operations that may be performed on integers include
addition, subtraction, multiplication, a variety of divisions, and
exponentiation. When performing division on integers, one may produce
a rounded or truncated answer. He may further truncate up or down in




Booleans are single valued data that take on the value true
or false. They may not be considered to he multivalued or bit strings
as they are in most languages . String data and string operators must
be used to perform logical operations on bit strings.
The logical functions and, or, not, exclusive or, equivalence,
and implication are allowed on Booleans. In the evaluation of Boolean
expressions two additional special purpose operations are allowed:
andif and orif . The use of these operations is best illustrated with
an example.
Assumed that operation X is to be performed if the Boolean
variables A, B, and C are all true. An OSL/2 program to do this would
be written if A andif B andif C then X fi
A conditional OSL/2 expression or statement begins with an if and is
terminated by a fi_. Thus if. . fi is actually a bracket pair. In thi.s
and all following examples the special OSL/2 words are underlined for
illustrative purposes only. In the language itself, words like if
,
and , etc. are reserved words and may not be used for purposes other
than indicating specific OSL/2 constructs. In the above example, one
need not test the variables B or C if A is false. The andif caused the
evaluation of B and C to be skipped if the expression is already
determined to be false. The operator orif causes a similar termination
of an expression or subexpression if the value is already determined to
be true. These operators are provided for efficiency and to avoid
unpleasant side effects. For example, it may happen, particularly in
Ik
operating systems codes, that the quantity B may not exist if A is false.
Thus the testing of B might cause an error. The way around this situation
in conventional languages has been to write nested conditional state-
ments , e.g.
,
if A then if B then X fi f
i
In OSL this is written as
,
if A andif B then X fi
2.1.3. String
String data has a character size and a length. The character
size is measured in bits and the length in characters. Strings may be
of a fixed length or may be variable within some maximum length.
A string may be bit-wise anded ( sand ) , ored ( sor ) , exclusive-
ored ( sxor ) , or complemented ( snot ) . A string may also be tested for a
pattern match or for equality or inequality with some other string.
For example, the following Boolean expression is true if the
string S contains an "A", "B", or "C M .
S { "A" | "B" | "C" }
The pattern is contained within the braces. The following statement
tests if the string A is not equal to the string B and, if not, conca-
tenates it to the string X.
if A ^= B then X.+ X & A fi
String inequality is judged by the bit representations of
each character. No collating sequences are assumed by OSL/2. However,
one may specify standard character sets such as ASCII and EBCDIC when
writing string constants. For example, the string constant E"XYZ" is
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a three character string. Each character is eight "bits long and contains
the EBCDIC representation of respectively "X" , "Y" , and "Z".






The first example specifies the first ten characters of S. The second
example specifies k+2 characters beginning at character n in the new
value of S. Characters are numbered left to right beginning at zero.
2.1. U. Patterns
Patterns are used in pattern matching statements. Pattern
matching statements are also Boolean expressions. The OSL/2 pattern
is based on the SNOBOL k pattern.
All patterns are enclosed within patterns to any depth.
Patterns may be assigned to pattern variables and saved for later use
or passed to procedures. Patterns may also specify that intermediate
results in a pattern match should be assigned to some string variable.
The basic form of a pattern expression is
•TA I A i i A \
where each A is an alternative. Patterns are matched from left to right.
The result of the match is true if one alternative matches and false if
no alternative matches. The evaluation of a pattern expression stops at
the first match.
Each alternative has the general form
S -*- P.&P_&P_&. . ,&P12 3 n
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where S is an optional string variable and P . . .P are pattern primaries.
In order to match this alternative, a string must contain the pattern P
followed immediately by the pattern P
, followed immediately by the
pattern P , etc. If a successful match is made, a copy of the part of
the string which matches the concatenated patterns is placed in S.
Since a pattern variable may have as its value an embedded assign-
ment to a string variable, one must be sure that the string variable
exists so that the embedded string assignment is always legal. Therefore
pattern variables or string variables may not appear in a pattern expression
on the right hand side of a pattern assignment if the pattern variable
on the left is global to them. Furthermore, a formal parameter pattern
variable may not be assigned a pattern which contains pattern or string
variables. In the example
Patt « {"A"
|
Str * "B" & Patt | {Str2 | Patt }}
the following must be true:
1) Patt , Patt.., Str , and Strp must be declared global to
Patt or they must be declared in the same block as Patt .
2) Patt is not a formal parameter.
Pattern primaries are string constants, string variables,
pattern variables, pattern functions, and pattern expressions.
Refer to pattern matching statements for more pattern examples
.
2.1.5- Pointers
Pointers specify or "point to" any OSL/2 data. If P is a
pointer and X some data, then P.X. is the X pointed to by P. This is
of special use when list processing. The OSL/2 coder will normally
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have only one identifier used to denote a list element. The pointer then
denotes "which list item is being specified. Pointers may point to node,
own, or normal data although they are primarily intended for use with
node data (node data may "be explicitly allocated and deallocated by
the programmer)
.
Pointers may point to other pointers. For example, "P1.P2.X"
is the X pointed to by the P2 which is pointed to by PI.
Pointers may have a null value or may be assigned values via
allocate statements and pointer functions. P <- ptr (N) creates a pointer
to the variable N and assigns it to P.
2.1.6. Conditional and Case Expressions
In the previous five data types, the following primaries are
allowed in all expressions.
if Boolean expression then expression else expression fi
and







In the above constructs, expression, is an integer, Boolean, string,
pattern, or pointer expression.
In the first construct, the if primary, the Boolean expression
is evaluated, if it is true, then the value of the primary is expression
If it is false, the value of the primary is expression .
Examples
:
if x=0 then a else b fi
n * if n=0 then h else n+1 fi
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The case primary has as its value expression, where i is the
value of the integer expression. If the integer expression is less
than zero or greater than n then the default expression is the value
of the primary.
2.2. Composite Data Types
There are three composite data types, arrays, structures,
and generalized access data.
OSL/2 allows any of the primitive or composite data types
to "be subscripted. The subscript list follows the data identifier and





C23[if X_is_even then X else 2*X fi]
Data structures, similar to the structures allowed in PL/1,
are used in OSL/2. An example of a list element declaration is given
below.
node structure list_element




Note that structures may be nested within structures. Also
note the use of an underscore to make identifiers more readable. The
underscore is a null character. Thus the identifiers "a_b_c" and "abc"
are the same identifier.
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The data within a structure must always be completely
addressed "by all identifiers in the hierarchy above the desired data.
The list of identifiers is in hierarchial order and is separated by
".". For example, the pointer forward is addressed as
list_element . forward
and the integer weight is addressed as
list_element . data.weight
"list_element .weight" , "weight", "data.weight" , and "forward" would not
be legal syntax in any construct.
If desired, for example when passing data to a procedure, one
may specify a whole structure or substructure by addressing down to the
level desired. For example, "list_element" or "list_element .data".
The generalized data access facilities allow the programmer to
specify the action that is to be taken when data is fetched from (variable
appears on the right hand side of an assignment statement) or stored into
(variable appears on the left hand side of an assignment statement) the
variable. In addition, numerous side actions may be specified. This facil-
ity is of greatest use when manipulating tables, queues, and stacks which
have complex data structures and access algorithms. In access declarations
and definitions, the key words access , stack , table , and q ueue may all be
used interchangeably.
For a simple example consider a queue consisting of integers
which are accessed in a first in first out manner such that storing into the
queue causes a new entry to be made and fetching causes the oldest entry to
be deleted.
Two constructs are required: the definition of the data type and








integer fi fo procedure fet ch
;
6. begin
7. fetch «- entry_list[oldest_entry «- (*+l)mod 100];
8. number_of_entries «- *-l
9. end fetch;
10. fifo procedure store (X); integer X;
11. begin
12. entry_list[newest_entry «- (*+l)mod 100] X;
13. number_of_entries •<- *+l
lk. end store;
15. end
A line by line description of this definition "will provide
insight into many 0SL/2 constructs.
1) On this line the new access type "fifo" is declared. Within the scope
of this definition, the identifier "fifo" will be used to declare "fifo"
queues
.
2) All the information concerning an access type is local to the access
variable. This prevents tampering with access variables through any
means other than the access procedures declared in the access definition.
Thus the definition block is a true block enclosed in a begin and end
(lines 2 and 15) that restricts the use of internal access variables.
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The access procedures declared within the definition are pseudo local
to the type fifo. That is, it is possible to write the OSL/2 code
"length (X)" in one place and have it represent a call to one of many
procedures called length depending on the declaration of "X" . "length(X)"
might refer to a standard procedure call with one actual parameter.
If "X" is an access variable and an access procedure, "length", is declared
for that access type, then the appropriate access procedure will be
invoked. If several access types are available each with its own proce-
dure named "length", the particular procedure "length" declared to be
part of the access type of the access variable will be invoked.
3) Three integers are declared and are initialized to zero.
k) An integer array indexed from zero to 99 is declared.
5) This line declares the fetch procedure. The fetch procedure will
automatically be invoked whenever a fetch is made on a variable declared
to be fifo. The result will be an integer.
6) The fifo procedure fetch has a compound statement as a body. Thus,
it is enclosed in a begin end pair.
7) The return value of the function "fetch" is set here. The value
returned is in the array "entry_list". The index of "entry_list" is
an imbedded integer assignment statement. The index will be the value
of "oldest_entry" after the assignment is performed. Notice the use of
the asterisk in the right hand side of the assignment statement. This
is a shorthand for the variable used on the left hand side of the
assignment statement. Only one such asterisk is allowed and it must
be the first integer quantity (primary) encountered on the right hand
22
side. Thus
A *- * + 1
is the same as
A * A + 1
but
A -<- 1 + * is not allowed. Note that this expression increments "oldest_
entry" and uses the mod operator to map its values cyclically over the
range zero to 99
•
8) This line is unnecessary now but will be used later. It maintains
a count of the number of entries currently in the fifo queue. The use of
the asterisk convention is illustrated here to decrement the number of
entries in the queue.
9) This end closes the fetch procedure compound statement. Note that
comments consisting of letters and digits are allowed following an
end .
10) The store procedure is declared on this line. A store procedure is
automatically invoked when an assignment is made to an access variable.
Store procedures have one parameter which is the type of the data which
may be stored into the access variable. The type of data fetched from
and the type of data stored into an access variable need not be the same
type. The identifiers "fetch" and "store" indicate that the fifo proce-
dures with those names have special restrictions as to their automatic
invocation and number of parameters. In this case the data stored into
the fifo access variable is integer data.
11) This begin starts the compound statement which is the body of the
procedure "store".
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12) In this case, an entry -will "be made in "entry_list". Otherwise,
this is similar to line 7. Note that, as in line 7, an embedded assign-
ment is used to compute the subscript of "entry_list" . This position
in the array receives the value to be stored.
13) In a manner similar to line 8, the "number_of_entries" variable is
incremented.
ik) As in line 9, this line terminates the procedure store and also
contains a comment. .
15) This line terminates the fifo definition.
In order to use fifo variables, one must declare them. For
example
:
fifo queue X, Y, Z
declares three fifo variables X, Y, and Z.
Some examples of use follow:
X -*- puts a zero on the tail of X.
Y *- Y removes the head of Y and puts it
at the tail of Y.
Y *- Y *• Y *• 1 puts 3 ones into Y.
Y * Z * X removes the head of X and puts it on
the tail of Z and Y.
I + I + Y_+ I is equivalent to Y «- (Y «- (Y «- Y) )
.
Note that subscripts and all other explicitly stated operations in an
assignment statement are evaluated from left to right. However, assign-
ments are made right to left. Thus the invocations of access store
procedures, which occur at assignment time, are right to left.
2k
Now that the basic access data type has "been demonstrated,
assume that the coder wishes to be able to add a facility to his fifo
queues to enable him to find the length of the queue. The following
access procedure declaration may then be added to the definition between
lines h and 5, 9 and 10, or ik and 15.
integer fifo procedure QSIZE;
QSIZE «- number_of_entries
;
With this addition, the coder can write QSIZE(x) and know the number of
entries in X. Note that the parameter "X" ("X" is a fifo queue variable) does
not appear in the declaration of "QSIZE". All access procedures are called
with one more parameter than is declared. By convention, this additional
parameter is the first parameter and indicates which access variable is to
be operated upon.
Some additional features of the access facility are demonstrated
by this example:
1. stack simple (S) ; integer S -«- 0;
2. begin
3. integer number * 0, default_value «- S;
k. pointer head «- null ;
5. node structure entry(
6. integer item;
7. pointer next * head);





11. if_ head = null
12. then leave fetch (default_value)
13. else
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Ik. fetch *• head. entry. item;
15. temp «- head;
16. head •*- head. entry. next
;
IT. release (temp. entry)
18. fi
19. end fetch;
20. simple procedure store(X) ; integer X;
21. begin
22. head -«- allocate( entry)
23. head. entry. item *- X
2U. end store
25- end 9
26. simple stack X, Y(A*B)
;
27. X -«- l;
28. Y «- X «• A+B;
29. X «- X;
30. X *- X «• X;
Note that in line 1 the access type "simple" has a formal para-
meter which is used on lines 3 and 12 to return a default value if the
simple stack is empty.
Note also that on line 5 a node structure is declared to hold
the entries in the stack. Node structures, like PL/1 controlled storage,
may he allocated and deallocated by explicit programmer command (cf. the
allocate and release statements on lines IT and 22)
.
On line 7 of this definition, the substructure pointer "next"
will be initialized to the value of "head" each time the structure entry
is allocated.
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Lines 12 and lU illustrate the two ways to return values for
a function. One line 12, the escape statement "leave fetch (default_value)"
sets the function value and exits. On line lk, the function value
is set but computation continues.
When specifying a node variable, if a pointer to the variable
is not given, the last allocated instance of that variable is assumed.
Thus on lines lU , l6 and 23, the phrase "head" need not appear before the
phrase "entry".
On line 26, the simple stacks "X" and "Y" with respective defaults
of zero and A*B are declared. In the definition of simple stacks on
line 1, the parameter "S" was given a value of zero which was to be used
if the parameter was not supplied at declaration time. Since the para-
meter was omitted in the declaration of "X", zero was assumed.
One might add the following access procedure and internal
procedure between lines 19 and 20.
19.1 integer procedure glorp(n,p) ; value n,p; integer n, pointer p;
19.2 begin
19-3 if. P = null then leave glorp ( de fault_value
)
19.^ else if n=0 then leave glorp (p. entry .item)
19 • 5 else leave glorp ( glorp ( n-1 , p . entry . next ) ) fi_
19.6 fi
19. T end glorp;
19.8 integer simple procedure scan(n); value n;
19.9 integer n «- 0;
19.10 scan * glorp(n,head)
This declares the procedure "scan" which may be used to non
destructively access any item in the stack. Note that procedure "scan"
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has an optional parameter "n" "which is assumed to be zero, the top of
the stack, if it is not supplied "by the coder (lines 19. 8 and 19.9).
The recursive procedure "glorp" is local to the "simple" stack
definition block and may only be used by the procedures within the
definition block. The procedure glorp does the actual search through the
stack for procedure "scan".
"scan(x)" and "scan(X,0) n will both return a value equal to the
top element on the stack X. "scan(X,n) u will return element "n" or the
default value (zero in this case) of the stack if the stack does not
contain an nth entry.
Access definitions and procedures may redefine the interpre-
tation of subscripts. One may follow the formal parameters of an access
definition with array parameters . The parameters that appear in the array
part need not be arithmetic - they are handled the same as any formal parameter,
Example
access formatted_file (A,B,C) [XL :X2,X3,XU :X5:X6]
;
integer A,B,C,(X1,X2,X3,XU,X5,X6) <- 0;
The array parameters in the access definition define the interpretation
and format of the array part of an access declaration. The array para-
meters may be declared and defaulted in the same manner that other formal
parameters are. The array part parameters are then input in the same
fashion as in any other declaration.
Example
formatted_file access (F1,F2) ( 30,30 ,150)
,
F3(30 ,150 ,150) [0:10],
(Fl+,F5,F6)( 30, 30, 150) [0:2, 13,10:2:20],
FA( 30,150 ,150)
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Subscripted access variables may appear in OSL/2 code. In
each case the appropriate fetch, store, or special access function must






integer transpose procedure fetch [B,C]; integer B,C;
fetch + A[C,B];








The above access example produces a variable X which, when used as an
array, produces the transpose of the matrix A.
The array facilities in access declarations and definitions
allow one to interpret an array subscript as a particular queue or table
entry or to imply virtually any other interpretation. Since the number
of subscripts in the declaration and the format of the definition need
not agree and can be defaulted, a maximum amount of freedom is allowed.
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For example, one could declare a special array that took advantage
of a subscript declaration with this form: "A:B:C" where an array would
he created with indices from "A" to "B" in steps of "C".
A fifo fetch procedure with the following heading could he
written.
integer fifo procedure fetch [N]; integer N •«- -1;
One could use the array subscript to specify a destructive or non-destructive
fetch from the queue if N were -1 (no subscript) then a destructive fetch
th
of the oldest element would proceed. Otherwise, the N element would be
non-destructively fetched.
In general the access procedure heading




d 3 n . d m
would be called as
Pr( Vr[NlSN2 , . . . ,Nj ^A^ . . . ,An )
where defaults may arbitrarily trim the actual number of N's or A's that
appear and Vr is a particular access variable name. The actual parameters,
both N's and A's, may be integers, booleans, strings, etc. In particular,
the subscripts (N's) need not be arithmetic and need not be interpreted
as normal subscripts.
Access variables can be declared to make complicated table
entries, perform formatted input/output , and monitor variables.
Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of the access mechanism
is the ease with which the coder can use it to measure a system. If one
uses the access mechanism to perform all stack, queue, and input /output
operations, a centralized place is provided to insert instrumentation.
One merely adds to the access definition that code which. is desired. It
is then easy to keep statistics on virtually every access variable.
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Furthermore, it is easy to delete any measurement code once it has served
its purpose.
2.3. Statements
2.3.1. Blocks, Compound Statements and Conditional Statements Are
Recursively Defined.
That is, a single statement may contain one or more statements
embedded within it. Each of these embedded statements may in turn contain
further embedded statements, etc.
This happens in one of two ways. First, assignment statement
may be embedded in expressions which are themselves parts of statement.
Second, many statements may be grouped together within a block, compound
statement, case statement, or conditional statement.
If one places several statements end to end, separates them
with semicolons and then puts a begin in front and an end at the rear
he has a single compound statement. This compound statement is then
treated as one statement, not the several of which it is composed. This
is especially important when parsing case statements and procedure declara-
tions. The compound statement has the following basic form:
begin S; S; S; S; S; S;...S; S; S end
If one takes the statement list previously described, precedes
it with a list of declarations separated "by semicolons, and then wraps it
in a begin end pair, he has a single block—which is also a single statement,
The basic form of a block is
begin D; D; D; S; S; S;...S; S end
A case statement and a conditional statement take the same forms
as case and conditional expressions (cf. 1.1.6.) except that they select
from a choice of statements rather than expressions. Conditional and case
statements have the following forms
:
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if Boolean expression then S ; S ; . . . ; S else S ; . . . ; S f
i
case integer expression of SA ;...S n ; S esac
— n-1 n
2.3.2. Iterative Statements
Iterative statements take many forms. They are used to
control loops. One may step through a loop until some condition is
satisfied, incrementing some index, or choosing items from a list. The
forms of the iterative statement are generally self-explanatory. In
the following forms several abbreviations are used. V is a variable,
S a statement, I an integer, B a Boolean, Str a string, Ptr a pointer,
Pat a pattern, and E an expression. For example, B.E. is a Boolean
expression and I.V. an integer variable.
Iterative Statement Forms :
1) while B.E. do S
2) do S until B.E.
3) for I.E. times do S








In form 1, the Boolean Expression is evaluated and tested.
If it is true, the statement following the do is executed and the whole
process begins again with a reevaluation of the Boolean expression.
If it is false, the statement is skipped and control continues after
the iterative statement.
Form 2 is similar to form 1 except that the statement is
executed first. Then the Boolean expression is evaluated. In this case,
a false result continues the loop and a true result terminates the loop.
Form 3 simply specifies that a statement is to be unconditionally
executed a fixed number of times.
Examples
:






do A[i -<- *+l] «- until i = n
for n times do factorial ««- *#(i * *+l)
Form k actually has many variations. The variable V may "be
integer, Boolean, string, pointer, or pattern. The types of the expressions
E_....,E are the same type as the variable V. In the basic form k, theOn '
variable V is first assigned the value E . Then statement S is executed.
Then V is assigned the value E . Then statement S is executed again.
This continues through all of the E's.
If the variable in form k is an integer, some interesting
variations are allowed in the E's. In this case the form of the E's
may be
k.l), I.E.
k.2). I.E. to I.E.
k.3). I.E.
X
to I.E.g by_ I.E.
k.k). I.E. step I.E. until B.E.
k.5). I.E. while B.E.
Form k.l is identical with a standard form k interaction. Form
k.2 specifies that the variable will be stepped from I.E. to I.E. by
the increment +1. If I.E. > I.E. no statement will be executed and
the next E in the form k iteration expression list will be executed.
Form U.3 is the same as k.2 except that an increment is specified. In
this case I.E. may be positive or negative and the test for the end of
this iteration expression is then made respectively on V > I.E.- or V < I.E.-
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Form k.h specifies that V is to be set to I.E. . The Boolean expression
is then tested. If it is true this iteration expression is finished. If
it is false then the statement S is executed; V *- V+I.E. ; and the Boolean
expression tested again. Form U.5 specifies that V *- I.E. If the Boolean
expression is false, no statement is executed—the iteration expression
is finished. If the Boolean expression is true, the statement S is executed;
V «- I.E.; and a new test is made.
In the evaluation of the integer expressions above, bad side
effects can present themselves. For example, the loop end, I.E. , in
form k.2 may be a complex expression that takes significant time to compute
each time through the loop. Often times, systems coders desire these
effects. However, it is necessary to carefully evaluate each expression
and assign it to a separate variable outside the loop if extra computations
are to be avoided. Therefore, in each of the forms k.l to U.5 one may
write value (I.E.) instead of I.E. If this is written, the I.E. is
evaluated only once, at the beginning of each iterative expression, rather
than many times (i.e. once for each iteration) for each iteration expression.
Examples :
1. for S [I] + "IF", "NOT", "MAYBE" do S2 + *&S[l]
2. for x +- 1, 2, 3, n step 1 until sqrt (x) < 100*n, 15, l6,
i t_o value ( j*f(n) ) bv_ 11, x+1 while x<n do print (x,y ,z)
3. for x «- x+1 while x<10 do
begin







The assignment statement assigns a value to a variable. These
variables may be integers, Booleans , strings, pointers and patterns.
Furthermore whole structures and substructures can be assigned new values
from another structure or substructure.
The basic assignment statement has the form
variable *- expression
or
structure + structure expression.
The assignment arrow may be either the symbol "*" or ":=".
Since expressions can also be assignment statements, the general form of
the assignment statement is
V «- V «e V V «- V «- E
The evaluation of primaries and subscripts is made from left to right
subject to the conventional precedence of operators. The order of
assignment is right to left. The order of assignment should normally
only be important if access variables appear on the left hand side of an
assignment arrow.
In the case of integer, Boolean, and string assignments, an
asterisk convention is allowed. That is, the presence of an asterisk
as the very first primary to appear on the right of an assignment arrow
denotes the same variable as the variable to the immediate left of the
assignment arrow. For example, let x and n be integers and A an array,
x «- * + 1 is equivalent to x *- x + 1
x -*- ((**n)...is equivalent to x -*- ((x*n)...
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A [x] -*- *+n is equivalent to A[x] «- A[x] + n
n + x-*-* + nis equivalent ton«e-x-«-x + n
A [x+* + l] -f-* + nis NOT equivalent to A [x <- x+l] «- A [x «e x+l] + n
it IS. equivalent to A [x + x'+ l] .* A[x] + n
Note in this last example that the side effect of incrementing
x when evaluating the subscript of A is not duplicated on the right. The
asterisk notation refers to the identical variable as appears on the left
of the arrow not to the same variable expression as appears on the left.
When assigning values to pointers, the values so assigned
must be at the same or higher level as the pointer receiving the value.
Thus, if P is a pointer declared in a block that is global to the block
in which P is declared, P «- P is not allowed but P *-?-, is. All
formal procedure parameters are considered global to any parameters declared
in the outermost block.
Patterns must also obey the same rules of assignment as pointers.
Structures or substructures may receive the values of other
structures or substructures provided that there is a complete match of
all data types in the respective structures or substructures.
Example :
begin
structure A ( integer B,C; structure D ( integer A))
;
structure B ( integer X,Y; structure Z ( integer L));








This is a correct program. Note that A -«- C would not be allowed
since A and C have different type structures.
2.3.^. Pattern Matching Statement
The pattern matching statement is the "basic SNOBOL string
replacement statement.
Form: S[ fixed ] P [*- string expression]
S is a string variable, P a pattern expression and optional items are
enclosed in the metalinguistic square brackets. A pattern matching state-
ment is also a Boolean expression which is true if a match is made.
Several examples would give a quick feel for the power and
use of pattern matching statements.












Note that the reserved word fixed specifies that the patterns must
match beginning at the very first character.
3. Does S contain two "A'"s?
S {"A" &any& "A"}
This pattern match is true if the string S contains the letter "A"
followed by any pattern followed by another "A"
.
k. Replace all occurances of the letter "A" in string S with the digit "l"
while S {"A"} «- "1" do
This uses an iteration statement with a dummy statement. The intent
is to repetitively execute the pattern matching statement until a
match is no longer made. When a match is made, that part of the
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string matched is replaced by the string expression to the right of
the arrow.
5. Some strings "begin with the character "("• If the character ")"
occurs later in the string, replace the "(" and ")" by "[" and "]".
s fixed {"("&{Stemp * any }&")"} <- "["& Stemp & "]"
In this case a string variable, "Stemp", has been used to store the
string matched by the pattern any . "Stemp" thus saves the characters
between the parentheses for later use in the string assignment to
the matched pattern.
6. Replace the first occurance of "A", "B", or "C" in "S" followed by
any single character with the same "A", "B", or "C" followed by a
period.




"C"} & any(l)} + SI & "."
This is another instance of saving a partial string for use later
in the assignment. Note the optional parameter on the any pattern.
This is a pattern that matches any string of characters of length "l".
7. The following pattern assignment creates a pattern that will recognize
an identifier.
ID <r { span ("ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUWXYZ")
&{ span ("ABCDEFGHIJKLMOPQRSTUWXYZ0123U 56789")
I
MT}}
The pattern variable "ID" may now be used to scan the string "CARD" to
find the first identifier and store the identifier into string "S".
CARD {S «- ID}
Assume that the string "CARD" contains a list of identifiers that
should be placed in the array "x" . The following codes would all
assign the successive identifiers beginning at "x[l]".
integer I *- 1;
while CARD { any & {x[l] «- ID}} «- MT do I -e I +1
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or
integer I *- ;




for I «- 1 step 1 while CARD {any_ & {x[l] «• ID}} + MT do
In the above examples, note that a pattern match is attempted
on the first part of the string—anything followed by an identifier.
If a match is made, the statement is true and the matched part of the
string "CARD" is replaced by the empty string. Thus the first identifier
is removed from the string so that further tests are not made on
previously recognized identifiers. The assignment to the array "x" is
performed as a side effect of the pattern match. It is common when using
pattern matching statements as the termination condition of a loop, that
the statement following the do_ is empty.
2.3-5. Procedure Statements
Procedure statements specify that certain, previously declared,
portions of code are to be executed. The OSL/2 procedure statement is
similar to the ALGOL 60 procedure statement and similar to the FORTRAN
subroutine call.
The procedure statement consists of the procedure identifier









2.k. Procedures and Functions
OSL/2 procedures are declared and used in a manner very similar
to ALGOL 60 procedures. The primary difference is that default para-
meters are allowed in procedure and function calls
.
A procedure declaration consists of a procedure heading
followed by a statement. For example, a simple procedure called
"add_one_to_A" might have the following declaration.
procedure add_one_to_A;
A + * + 1
The later occurrence of the statement "add_one_to_A" in the OSL/2
program will cause the statement "A -<- * + l" to he invoked.
The procedure heading may specify some formal parameters to





x -*- * + 1
In this example the formal parameter "x" is provided for use
in the procedure body "x •«- *+l". "x" must be declared in the procedure
heading. The procedure heading lists all the formal parameter identifiers
This list is enclosed in parentheses and follows the procedure name.
Each formal parameter must be declared in the formal parameter specifi-
cation. The formal parameter specification is part of the procedure
heading and precedes the procedure body.
The occurrence of the statement "add_one(A) M later in the
OSL/2 program will now invoke this procedure with "A" substituted for
ko
"x" in the procedure body. Thus "add_one(A) n -will cause the statement
"A -e *+l" to be invoked.
Formal parameters may be called by name , by value , or by
reference. If they are called by value, their identifiers must appear
in the value part of the procedure heading. The value part precedes
the formal parameter specification. Formal parameters which are called
by name must have their identifiers appear in a name part in the
procedure heading. The name part may take the place of, immediately
precede, or immediately follow the value part. Parameters which are
neither called by name nor called by value are called by reference. The
general form of a procedure heading is
procedure <procedure id>[(<id ,..., id>)];
[ value <id> , . . . ,<id> , ; ]
[ name <id> , . . . ,<id> ; ]
[ <declaration> ; . . . <declaration> ;
]
Where the square brackets are metalinguistic and indicate optional syntax.











In this example, the formal parameters "a" , "B", and "C" are called by
Ill









X +- *+N. , _internal;
Y -<- *+N.
,internal;
Z «- *+N. .internal
end
If the formal parameter "N" was called "by name the statement " add_3(X,Y,X, L+M+Q)
"






When one calls an actual parameter by name inside the procedure body,
the entire actual parameter, with parenthesis around it if necessary,
replaces the formal parameter. When one calls an actual parameter by
value, the actual parameter expression is calculated once upon entry
to the procedure. This calculated value is stored in a variable local
to the procedure and all references to the formal parameter are made
from and to this local variable.
Call by value allows one to increase efficiency by eliminating
many evaluations of the identical expression and allows one to avoid
undesireable side effects. For example, if the actual parameter "N" was
1*2
"L •*- L+M+Q" in the above example and if "N" was called by name, the
equivalent statement to "add_3(X,Y,Z,L «- L+M+Q)" would be
begin
X + *+(L « L+M+Q);
Y + *+(L + L+M+Q) ;
Z «- *+(L «- L+M+Q)
end
Note that the value of "L" is continually changed. This may be a bad
side effect if unexpected.
Call by value may be used to keep an external variable from





value N; integer N,A;
while N «- N-l >= do A <- A+l
While this may be the hard way to add MN M to "A", it does illustrate how
one would protect the value of "X" in the statement "Add_W(X,X) ". If
"N" is called by value, this will double "N" (assuming "N" is positive).
If "N" is called by name, this statement would be equivalent to "while
X «- X-l = doX + X+l" which is an infinite loop.
The procedure "Add_N" also demonstrates the illegal statement
side effect. "Add_N( X,23+l6 )" is legal if "N" is called by value. If "N"
is called by name, this is equivalent to "while (23+l6) <- (23+l6)-l >=
do X <- X+l". This clearly has an illegal assignment to "(23+16)" which
is not a variable.
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If a parameter is not specified to be called by name or
called by value, then it is called by reference. Parameters called
by reference are similar to FORTRAN subroutine parameters. If possible
a "reference" is a pointer to or an address of a single variable, a
structure, an array, a substructure, or a single element of a
structure or an array. This "reference" (pointer or address) is
calculated once, just before procedure entry. If it is not possible
to generate such a "reference" then the actual parameter will be called
by value. This is generally the case when a complex expression or
procedure call is used as a parameter.
Example
:
Assume the following global declarations




structure Big ( integer X,Y [0:10]);
procedure P (l,A,S);
integer I,A[0:10];














These parameters will have references
calculated. Note that each subscript
will he computed only once.
J
These parameters will be reduced to





Let us call "P" with the following actual
parameters for the
formal parameter "A





Big.Y for these arrays.
'P" with the following actual parameters for
the
References will be calculated
for these structures
.
if I<L then S else Big.S fi These structure expressions
will be called by value.case I of S, Big.S, Big.S esac
In systems programming, one frequently calls a procedure with
many parameters such that one or two of these parameters are varied
and
the others are usually the same. OSL/2 allows one to specify a default
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parameter for a formal parameter by initializing the formal parameter
in the formal parameter specification.
Example
:






procedure insert_in_job_Q ( Job
,




priority , core,time, lines
,
structure Job ( integer type, steps__completed;
Boolean TTY_Job )
;









When one calls a procedure, he may specify default values
by leaving the actual parameter position empty, inserting an asterisk,
"*", or by eliminating the parameter position if it is the last part of
the parameter list. The following calls are then all equivalent:
insert_in_job_Q (J[23])
insert_in_Job_Q ( J [23 ],*,,)
insert_in_job_Q ( J [23] , ,standard_core,*,*)
insert_in_job_Qn(j[23] ,standard_priority , standard_core,
standard_time, standard_lines)
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When an initialization appears in a formal parameter specification, an
actual parameter equal to the initialization is constructed. This is
saved and inserted at any later procedure statement when a default
value for this parameter is desired. The specification of a default
parameter is a flag to the compiler. It does not generate any additional
code in the procedure "body.
To further aid the specification of parameters, a key word
facility is provided. A particular actual parameter may be input to
a procedure by default, by placement in the appropriate position of the
ordered actual parameter list or by specifying the formal parameter
identifier followed by a colon and the actual parameter. Keyword actual
parameters need not appear in any particular order. They do however,
occupy one position each in the ordered actual parameter list. There-
fore, if a keyword actual parameter is used, the parameter position it
occupies must be specified elsewhere as a keyword actual parameter or
it must be defaulted.
Examples based on the previous procedure "insert_in_Job_Q"
:
insert_in_job_Q (j[23], Time: standard_time, standard_core)
insert_in_job_Q (core: standard_core, standard__priority
,
Job:J[23])
insert_in_job_Q (j[23], priority: standard_priority)
All OSL/2 procedures are reentrant. In order to allow one pass
compilation, all procedures and data must be declared before they are used.
This would cause a significant problem if one had a procedure A which
invoked procedure B and B could also invoke A recursively. The forward
procedure declaration is used to provide the information the compiler
hi
needs to compile calls on a procedure without compiling the procedure
body of A which contains the call on the as yet undeclared procedure B.
In the forward procedure declaration, the procedure heading is complete,
but the procedure body is replaced by the reserved word "forward"
.
The complete declaration of the forward procedure must follow later with
a statement for the procedure body.
Example
:
procedure A(N) ; value N; integer N; forward ;









Occasionally, a procedure is a formal parameter to a procedure.
In this case, the complete procedure heading must be provided in the
formal parameter specification. However, the reserved word "formal"
will be used as the procedure body.
Example
procedure add (A,B,C) ; integer A,B,C; A * B+C;
procedure sub (A,B,C) ; integer A,B,C; A * B-C;
procedure either (operation, X,Y,Z);
integer X,Y,Z;
procedure operation (X,M,A); integer X,M,A; formal :
U8
operation (X,Y,Z);




A function is a procedure that can return an integer, Boolean,
string, pointer, pattern, or structure value. Functions may thus he
used as primaries in expressions.
A function declaration has a type designation preceding a
procedure declaration. Any substructure information or string parameter




Boolean procedure b(X,Y) ; . .
.
string procedure c(x) ; . .
.
string (N,M) procedure d(X,y);
string (lengthl) procedure e(x) ; . .
.
pointer procedure f(x,y);...
pattern procedure g; . .
.
structure (integer A,B;
structure X( pointer left, right; string name)
;
structure Y( integer A,B,C)
;
Boolean bl,b2) procedure Svalue (x,y);...
To leave a procedure body, one either executes the entire
body and exits at the last statement, or he executes an escape statement,
In a procedure the escape statement is simply the reserved word leave
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followed by the procedure name. When leaving a function, the escape






These escape statements return a value for the function as they exit
the procedure body.
It is possible to have the procedure identifier appear on the
left hand side of an assignment statement within the procedure body.
This assignment statement assigns an interim value to the function.
If, later, an exit is made via the end of the procedure body or with a
simple escape statement (not followed by an expression) then the last
such interim value assigned is returned as the function value.
Example
:




The go to statement has been excluded from OSL/2. In its
place is the escape statement "leave", which exits one or more statements.
The escape statement used to exit a procedure body has already
been described.
The labelled leave statement is used to exit a statement. In
order to leave a statement, a label must be provided in front of and after
the statement. A colon separates the label from the statement.
form: label: statement : label
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The leave statement is the reserved word leave followed "by a label.
Example
:




end : inner : outter
The occurrence of a label after a statement is required for documentation
purposes only. The first label determines the parse.
The label in a leave statement may be global to the block or
procedure body in which the escape statement appears.
2.5.2. Semaphores
Semaphores were introduced by Dijkstra [xh] for the synchroni-
zation of parallel processes. Habermann [15] has proven that P and V
operators on semaphores are sufficient to safeguard any critical sections
of system code.
A semaphore is a special purpose integer variable. Semaphores
are declared analogously to integers. The reserved word semaphore replaces
the reserved word integer .
Example
s emaphore a,b ,c ,(d,e,f ) * l,x,y,z <- 0,q,r,s
Semaphores are normally initialized to zero unless otherwise specified
in their declaration.
The only operations that may be performed on semaphores are
P and V (written "P(s) M and "V(s) n where s is a semaphore).
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When a process performs the operation P(s), the semaphore s is
decremented by one (s -«- s-l) . If the decremented value of s is negative (s<0)
then the process is blocked and is booked on a waiting list.
When a process performs the operation V(s), the semaphore s is
incremented by one (s <- s+l). If the value of s is positive (s>0) then
no further action is taken. If the value of s is non-positive (s_<0) then
one or more processes were blocked and are booked on a waiting list. In
this case one process is removed from the waiting list and may now proceed.
P and V operators can be used to implement complex waiting
queues and priorities. Therefore, the primitive queuing algorithm is not
specified. Eegardless of the original queuing algorithm on a single
semaphore, a new one can be built through the use of one or more semaphores.
P and V provide access to critical code or some system resource.
To implement any scheduling scheme on x, one could introduce a process X
which schedules x. A process which desires x would then use one sema-




P(msg) ; seize message path to X
! send message to X requesting x





P(msg) ; seize message path to X
send message to X releasing x
V(msg) ; release message path to X
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Note in the above example that each process would use the "msg" semaphore
to communicate with X but each process would use a different semaphore
(indicated by x. ) to block its access to x. The process X would perform
any necessary V(x. ) to permit a particular process (the i process to
which semaphore x. refers) to have access to x. Clearly, X can implement
an arbitrary booking and dispatching algorithm for x.
2. 5.3. Processes
OSL/2 processes are separately running, asynchronous procedures
or programs. Six primitives control these processes: spawn , append
,
initiate , suspend , restart , and terminate .
The spawn primitive allows one to spawn, from inside a process,
another process which will run at the same level as the spawning program.
The spawning program and spawned program have no special relationship.
If the already executing process A of operating system OS spawned
process B the relationships would be diagrammed as follows.
A B
OS
Any parameters passed to the spawned process are called by value if they





A process may append a procedure. An appended procedure has
access to all normally addressable constructs. A process may not leave
a block until all procedures appended in that block have returned.





integer (A,B,C) [0 :9] , X,Y,Z,N «- 9;
procedure innerjproduct (A,S) \ integer AlOjN] ,S \
begin
integer sum *- ,i ;





append (inner product(B,Y) )
inner-product ( C , Z )
;
end
In this example three processes would be running simultaneously.
Two new processes would be created to perform the procedure "inner product" on
arrays "A" and "B" , and the original process would calculate "inner_product"
of "C". All three processes have access to the same global variable "N"
but each inner product procedure has its own local variables "i" and
"sum" which are not addressable by the other processes.
Initiate creates a new process that is to be monitored by
the initiating process. The new process may not directly address constructs
within the initiating process. All communication to the initiating process
must take place through the primitives defined by the initiating process
and any parameters passed to the process. A process variable is attached
to each such process. The process variable is used to "suspend", "restart",














If a terminate statement appears in a process without a process variable






Traps are special conditions that arise in the course of
executing an operator. For example, divide by zero or index out of





on overflow leave overflow (99999)
on divide_by_zero (Numerator) leave divide_by_zero (Numerator'
Traps vary from machine to machine. Therefore, each OSL/2 implementation
must define reserved or key words for each such trap. The trap declaration
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consists of the reserved word on followed by the trap condition followed
by an optional set of parameters followed by a statement. The parameters
contain pertinent information about the environment. For example, an
implementation might return the value of an index causing an index fault
and also the array bounds involved. While index out of range, integer
overflow, and divide by zero are clearly required in OSL/2, the definition
of the trap environment (i.e. trap parameters) is left to each implementation,
The trap facility allows a way of specifying special operators
for a microcoded machine or perhaps a way of changing the semantics
of existing operators. For example, one implementation might allow a
trap on all integer divides so that the coder could define the semantics
of divide.
2.5-5- Primitives
The reinterpretation of the primitives between system layers
is frequently implementation dependent. While OSL/2 specifies the manner
in which reinterpretation will be performed the actual specification of
a primitive may vary from installation to installation.
In general, the scope of primitive declarations is the same
as for normal procedure declarations with the following extensions.
Within the declarations at the head of a block, all access to a primitive
made lexicographically prior to the new declaration of a primitive are
valid and will access the old primitive. Furthermore, the types of
primitive functions must be maintained. Therefore, it is not permitted









In this example, an implicit call on the old primitive " allocate" is
performed to allocate the array "X". Note that the reserved word
primitive is used in place of the reserved word procedure when
redefining a primitive. Once "allocate" is redefined, all allocation
will be performed by the new primitive. Thus the array "A" will be
allocated by the new primitive. Since the only space addressable
by the primitive "allocate" is the array "X", "A" must be allocated
inside of "X" . Furthermore, any processes which are appended or
initiated (but not spawned) within the scope of the new allocate must
use the new allocate.
The number and type of the parameters into which a compiler
will map an allocate statement is not defined. OSL/2 originally had a
data type "core" into which allocations could be made. This facility
was deleted because it restricted the class of addressing schemes allowed
in the hardware. In order to permit the maximum flexibility for future
technological developments, such as cheap content addressed memories, the
manner of allocation and the format of the parameters are left undefined.
Most of the arithmetic function primitives will not be changed.
The allocate, release, and terminate primitives might be in a normal
system. The primary use of the primitive construct will be to define
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additional primitives for use at higher levels in a multi-layer operating
system.
2.6. Compile Time Facilities
Operating system codes have a strong need for a parameterized
macro facility and some conditional compilation. These facilities allow
a significant isolation of changeable parameters and they also allow a
programmer to write and document a single system that has several,
possibly conflicting, portions that are conditionally inserted on an
installation by installation basis.
The define facility used in Burroughs B5500 [23] and B65OO [2k] ALGOL
is used in a slightly modified form in OSL/2. One may define a string
value for an identifier.
Examples
:





define Xsize = 100#,Ysize = 37#;
The "=" and "#" bracket the string. The appearance of the defined
identifier later in the block in which it is defined will cause the
identifier to be replaced by the characters enclosed in the "=" "#"
brackets.
In the above example, A -<- Xsize is equivalent to A* 100.
Defined identifiers may appear in defines nested to any level.
Furthermore, defines may appear within defines, " define identifiers . .#"
is considered a bracket construct that may appear in a define.
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Defines may have parameters.
Examples
:
define add (A,B) = ($A)+($B)#;
define concat (A,B) = "$A$B"#;
In the above cases, add (lO*L,13) is equivalent to (lO*L)+(l3) and
concat (ABCjDEF) is equivalent to "ABCDEF".
The dollar sign ($) denotes compile time facilities. One
may declare compile time Booleans , integers, and strings.
Example
:
$integer A,B,C,D + 10 ,E;
$string (S1,S2) <- MT;
These variables must be preceeded by the dollar sign when they are
used. An assignment to a compile time variable is made at the time
it is scanned. The expression assigned must therefore be calculable
at compile time. A compile time variable which appears in an expression




X + 10 + $A*$D; is equivalent to X <- 10 + 11*10;







$for $A «- 1,13,2 do X[P(QRZ),$A] «- L*13
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In both of the above examples , the $if and $for did not require the
"$". In the if case, the expression being tested "was a constant,
therefore, a good compiler would only have compiled one branch of the
conditional anyway. In the case of the for statement, the use of
a compile time variable as the iteration control variable indicated





while . . .do. .
.




, and for . .
.
times do . . . always must be
preceded by a dollar sign if they are compile time statements.
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Chapter 3
System Measurement, Modification, and Debugging in an OSL/2 Environment
Operating systems are not static. They are constantly being
changed. These changes either improve the efficiency of the system,
add features to it, or correct errors.
,
When new systems are coded, the most significnat question
facing the implementor is: "How well does it run?" This question is
answered predictively by a closed form analysis of the system or by
simulation. Once implemented, the question is answered by measuring the
system.
Due to the complex interaction of system modules, and the
stochastic nature of the inputs a closed form prediction of the perform-
ance of an entire operating system is usually not possible. However,
many individual modules in a system may be amenable to some greater or
lesser degree of analysis.
Simulation is more commonly used when predictive estimates of
an entire system's performance are desired. Unfortunately, it is usually
very difficult to accurately estimate the loads on a system. If one
assumes, however, that an accurate model of the system is available, then
it is certainly reasonable to run this model in a variety of modes and
under a variety of loads. In this manner, the areas of competence and
incompetence of the system can be discovered a priori. This information
can then be used by the managers of an installation to make the loads placed
on a system fall in the area of the operating system's greatest competence.
The strict isolation of processes and the nature of the synch-
ronizing primitives P and V in OSL/2 make OSL/2 a reasonable simulation
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language. Therefore, it is possible to avoid a separate simulation step
by using OSL/2 for both the simulation and the final system code.
OSL/2 has no concept of an interrupt. Systems coded in OSL/2
are command driven. That is, they consist of separate processes for
each task to be performed. Each task uses the P and V operators to get
and dispatch •work. Therefore, each process is either waiting for a
command to begin work (P operation), issuing a command to another task
to begin work (V operation), or performing its function.
Since OSL/2 systems have well defined interfaces to both the
outside world and internal processes, it is a relatively straight-
forward (although frequently tedious) procedure to simulate an OSL/2
coded system in total or in part by appropriately setting global variables
and issuing P and V operations to the various semaphores of the system.
The generalized data access facilities of OSL/2 allow access
to every transaction performed on any data declared with this facility.
Therefore, one may specify virtually any information he wants recorded
on access data, the manner of recording, and the manner of read out. Since
this is done only once, in the access definition, a single place is pro-
vided where all measurements of queues, stacks, tables, etc. may be
inserted and deleted. This facility allows the system designer, subject
only to the constraint of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, to readily
measure an OSL/2 coded system a priori during simulation or a posteriori
after implementation.
Changes to an OSL/2 coded operating system may take place in
several ways. The generalized data access facilities provide an easy
way to change queuing algorithms and add special features to complex data
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structures. One may add new facilities "by adding a new primitive to an
existing system or "by introducing a new layer to the system and adding
the additional feature in the new layer. This latter technique is
especially desirable if one has a well functioning piece of code which he
does not want disturbed. Adding the new layer to the system, leaves
the original system undisturbed. Furthermore, the new layer is trans-
parent to layers above which are using the primitives in the older,
lower system.
Since OSL/2 code can express only nested loops and procedures
and cannot express interlocking loops with deliberate transfers to
various portions of code and returns via indexed and non indexed go to ' s
,
the code tends to be more clearly structured and therefore easier to
debug. However, it is still possible to write bad code and design bad
logic. OSL/2 does not attempt to solve the coding or logic error problem.
The generalized data access facilities provide a sophisticated data moni-
toring tool of considerable power. However, no special debugging facili-
ties have been added to the language.
Balzar has done some excellent work with EXDAMS [20] on a 360
PL/l system. EXDAMS provides a method of keeping a history of a program's
execution. After a run is completed, this history is coupled to a graphic
display which is used to selectively examine variables and run the program
backwards as well as forwards to discover where errors lie. This history
has links between the execution variable and time space and the source
program space. These links are used to immediately see which program
statements caused the actions indicated on the graphic display. OSL/2
is amenable to this treatment as are most higher level languages.
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In general OSL/2 appears to be a powerful language for coding,
expanding, and measuring an operating system, While OSL/2 tends to be




The Hardware Requirements of OSL/2
It was the original intention of the author to design and
simulate an OSL/2 machine. That is, a machine especially suited to
executing OSL/2 code. This project was not completed for three reasons.
First, the amount of machine time required to build and run a simulator
was not available. In fact, the author was requested to sharply reduce
the machine time spent building an OSL/2 compiler. Second, the human
time required to design the OSL/2 machine in detail and to code a simu-
lator was significantly underestimated by the author. Third, since the
author had gone through the exercise of designing the language with an
actual implementation in mind, it is doubtful that the completion of an
implementation would significantly alter the concepts in OSL/2.
The author actually wrote OSL/2 code, wrote an OSL/2 compiler,
and designed the language with a particular hardware implementation in
mind. The coding of a compiler and the resulting object machine consider-
ations had their primary impact on the syntactic description of the lan-
guage. Similarly, the production of OSL/2 code changed the syntax again.
The only concept significantly altered was the ability to pass whole
declarations into access definitions as parameters to be supplied at
access variable declaration time. The intent was to allow the programmer
to describe a data independent access technique and introduce the actual
types of data after the definition of the access type. For example, this
would enable a programmer to define a first in first out queue and at
declaration time describe the data being entered and removed from the queue,
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This proved to be quite difficult to implement. Later codes showed that
this feature was still desirable but the language was not badly hurt by-
its absence.
The author had had experience with a large number of machines
of first through fourth generation architecture. The ease with which
one could compile code for Burroughs machines and the similarity between
higher level language constructs and the machine operations in the B5500
and B65OO originally prejudiced the author toward those designs.
The OSL/2 compiler assumed that the object machine, like a
B65OO, was a zero address stack machine with each word in memory tagged
to indicate the type of its contents. Furthermore, a block level relative
addressing scheme with arrays indexed via B6500-like descriptors was
assumed [21]. This made the object code relatively easy to produce.
However, the author soon discovered that the isolation of types (i.e.
they could not be mixed in expressions) and the explicit coding of type
transfer functions made the use of tagged words to distinguish types
unnecessary. Furthermore, since OSL/2 procedure declarations require
the complete specification of all parameters, the compiler can check
at compile time for the erroneous passing of parameters and procedures
to procedures. Thus the compiler knows at all times exactly which types
it is working with. In this case, most of the type tags on words were
necessary only to protect the system from compiler errors and not to
aid the compiler.
Virtually all of the OSL/2 constructs can be implemented on any
machine upon which FORTRAN may be implemented. The exceptions are call
by name procedure parameters and the process control primitives.
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With the exception of the Burroughs compilers , call by name
has been a problem since it was first introduced in ALGOL 60. The normal
solution has been the "thunk". Since call by name parameters are evaluated
each time they are referenced in a procedure, a procedure call, or "thunk",
is substituted for the reference. Then each time a store or fetch is to
be made, this procedure is executed to produce an address or value. On
the B5500 and B65OO a hardware operand call is made. The tag bits of the
operand tell the computer whether a simple fetch or procedure entry and
complex expression analysis must be performed to produce a value. The
operand call instruction is much more complex than the most intricate
instructions on conventional machines. It does, however, replace a "thunk"
with a single hardware operator of much greater efficiency.
Call by name is a concept absent from most languages. It is
included in OSL/2 for two strong reasons. It allows the use of side
effect processes in a simple way. The concept of a continuously evaluating
expression for use in calculating process priorities is an example of how
this feature could be well used in operating system codes. Also, it is
the nature of access data that they produce complex side effects when
they appear in expressions. A call by name concept is required if expres-
sions containing access variables are to be passed to procedures.
In order to produce an efficiently running OSL/2 machine it is
considered essential that the hardware provide a call by name facility.
Such a facility seems to be easier to implement on a stack machine than
a normal multiregister machine. This is because of the ease with which
evaluation procedures may be automatically entered and the process environ-
ment saved in the stack. To enter a procedure and save the process
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environment is a more difficult matter in a register machine where the
process environment may be determined by an arbitrary number of the
registers.
The problem of inter layer communication is severe. No hard-
ware known to the author is capable of both allowing access to variables
in the system at all levels, yet rigorously assuring that variables are
not inadvertently altered by an erroneous compiler or operating system.
Ordinary relocation and bounds protect or virtual memory addressing
will not work.
If some layer of the operating system makes a mistake while
setting the bounds register or relocation register—all is lost. In a
similar manner, a virtual memory system might have an error made while
its segment table was set up. However, a few extraordinary techniques
help solve these problems. For example, the register loading or segment
address loading instruction could be made a special operator that worked
only with an already set relocation and bounds register or an existing
segment table. The operator could be designed to not create any segment
address or register setting that would violate the existing settings.
Thus one could guarantee that higher layers of the system would not
inadvertently bomb lower layers if the lower layers properly initiated
the upper layers. Techniques like these can be used to remove the concept
of priviledged instructions from a machine. Each operator is constructed
so it has a built in check that prevents it from violating its own
environment. Thus any operator (instruction) in the machine can be allowed
at any level.
Where this scheme falls on hard times is in the passing of para-
meters between system layers. How does system layer three pass a file
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and an integer to system layer ten for its use without allowing access to
all of layer three's variables? The setting of protection bits clearly
gets immediately out of hand if layer 3 frequently gets control of layer
10. Then the setting and resetting of protection bits becomes a very
significant overhead.
The author feels that the solution to these problems lies in a
suitably defined addressing scheme. An addressing scheme where it is
simply not possible to generate an address outside of one's allowed space.
The addressing scheme will be described in several steps. First
in terms of a single program, then in terms of a program with several
asynchronous processes, and finally in terms of a multilayered operating
system.
A stack machine is assumed with several level registers. Each













































b LEVEL 1 = BASE + 4
a LEVEL = BASE+O
Figure 1. Variable stack "while in block 1,
In order to address the variable "a" in block the address
couple (0,0) "would be used - level 0, displacement 0. To address the
variable "c", the address couple (0,2) is used - level 0, displacement
2. Similarly, the variable "m" in block 1 is (l,l) - level 1, displace-
ment 1. One could even put bounds on each level register to prevent
inadvertent addressing into the next higher level. Then one would have
TO
a set of miniature relocate and bounds registers. Actually, this is not
necessary but desirable. In fact, the entire program stack is an array
with bounds protect and a base of stack pointer. Furthermore, the
distinction between levels is made more clear by inserting special data
into the stack at each break in a level to indicate the old value of a
level register. This is necessary when doing recursion. This additional
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In this example the "block levels have "been numbered. The
procedure "addl" creates variables at level 1, hut it is passed variables
from level 3 and level 1. It is not possible for a procedure running at
level n to use level n+1 or higher level registers. Furthermore, it is
not possible for the procedure "addl" to maintain two level 1 registers
- one to address its own variable "Z" and one to address the actual
parameter "m" . To bypass these problems, base of stack relative address-
ing is used to pass the parameters.
By using base of stack relative addressing it is possible to
create indirect reference words that can be used through any number of
recursions. To enter the procedure in the above example an operator was
executed to leave space to save level register 1. Then another operator
was executed to create an indirect reference word to "r". This was repeated
for "m". Finally the procedure entry operator was executed to relink the
level register and enter a new code segment. So far this is very similar
to the B6500 manner of addressing and procedure entry.
Things start to get sticky when procedures are appended as sep-
arate asynchronous processes rather than executed in line. In this case
there must be several stacks (one for each appended process) each with the
same base stack. If the procedure "addl" had been appended in the last
example there would have been two processes running--each with its own
set of level registers to define its environment.
Note in Figure 3 that the level register in the appended process
points to level in the main process . Therefore the main program and
the appended procedure both reference the same level zero variables "a",
"b" , "c". However the level 1 registers in each process are different and
reference different variables.
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In addition to the array of level registers, an array of stack
fragment registers is introduced. Now the operator that translates level
displacement addresses into stack displacement indirect reference words
not only produces a stack displacement but also produces a stack frag-
ment index in the indirect reference word. If yet another "addl" were
appended at this point, it would also receive separate arrays of level
registers and stack fragment registers. The level and stack registers
would point to the same place in both processes but each of the appended
processes would have different level 1 and stack 1 pointers.
If a process now develops a level displacement address, it
must point to a legitimate address for the process. There is no way a
variable in another appended process or separate program can be addressed
with a level displacement address.
Similarly stack displacement addresses used for formal para-
meters, cannot be created that point to illegal variables since they
were all created at some time from a legitimate level displacement address
Clearly stack fragment 1 of the appended procedure "addl" provides no way
of referencing a stack fragment of another appended "addl" or another
program. The level registers and stack registers can be initialized
using the environment checking techniques discussed earlier. Therefore
the basic integrity of the values in the registers can be assured.
This is all fine for assuring a proper addressing space for a
single multiprocess program or several running together. The problem now









INDIRECT REFERENCE WORDS USE THE ADDRESS
TRIPLE (LAYER, STACK, DISPLACEMENT)
LEVEL POINTERS STACK FRAGMENTS
HE STANDARD ADDRESSING TECHNIQUE USES LEVEL DISPLACEMENT COUPLES.
THE LEVEL POINTER CONTAINS ALL REQUIRED STACK FRAGMENT REFERENCES.
Figure k. Final addressing scheme.
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To do this another array is introduced, the layer array.
Futhermore , the processor is given the knowledge of the layer at "which
it is operating (This is just part of the initiate or restart operator.).
When an indirect reference word is created, the operator also inserts
the current system layer as well as the stack fragment and stack
displacement into the word.
A complete set of layer, stack fragment, and level pointers
defines the process environment (cf. Figure k) . Since higher layers
of the operating system cannot create indirect reference words that point
into lower layers, the higher layers have access only to the data in the
lower layers that were passed to the higher layers as actual parameters.
But to those variables they have direct access as if they were in their
own layer. If one makes the final requirement that indirect reference
words are tagged so that only special operators may access them, the
integrity of the entire system is assured. Furthermore, foreign programs,
appended processes, and layers are so arranged that no possible address
can be created to reference them. Thus they are removed from the address
space.
It should be noted that this scheme is not unreasonable. The
idea of the stack fragment array, stack fragments, and level registers
are used on the B6500. However the stack fragment array is a single
array 102U long which contains every process in the machine. Thus the
addressing spaces of programs are not disjoint. In order to address a
second program a stuffed indirect reference word specifying its stack
number would suffice. The OSL/2 concept makes this array part of the
environment of each process thus separating the address spaces. The
further addition of the layer array is straight forward.
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The passing of information between layers is demonstrated to
be feasible. The communication of semaphores as formal parameters is
an obvious use of this interlayer communication. The problem of the
addition and changing of primitives does not require esoteric hardware.
Once interlayer addressability is defined, this problem falls under
standard linkage editor techniques.
In conclusion, OSL/2 algorithmic techniques do not make severe
requirements on the hardware architecture. However, the access variables
imply a call by name facility which does require specialize hardware for
efficient processing. The layering facilities do place severe





The data access techniques and process control concepts provide
OSL/2 with the ability to create and manipulate queues and tables and to
control multiple processes in a multilayered, hierarchial operating
system. The procedure parameter specification facilities (keywords
and defaults) are an integral part of these facilities and considerably
enhance the readability of the language.
A system measurement capability is provided as a side effect
of the data access facilities. The strong concepts of environment plus
the measurement capability makes OSL/2 a language suitable for predictive
system simulation as will as implemented system measurement.
OSL/2 implies a command driven operating system. That is, a
system with multiple processes each either executing or else waiting
for a command (P operation) to continue. There is no interrupt concept
in OSL/2. In general, command driven systems (e.g., the "THE" system [10]
and the ILLIAC IV system [11,12]) must have well defined structures in
order to work in the command driven environment. Such systems are there-
fore more amenable to analysis, modification, and debugging.
The power of the general data access facilities is enormous.
They allow the specification and manipulation of complex concepts as if
they were primitive in the language. They further isolate the manipulation
of special purpose constructs like queues and tables to a single declaration
where access algorithms can be readily changed without touching any other
portions of code. This facility specifies an access technique. The inter-
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pretation of parameters and array information in the declaration and
subscripts in statements and expressions are subject to programmer
control. This allows a programmer to write his own semantics for variable
accessing and control. Simple queues, complex tables, switch files,
and even formatted I/O have been generated using this facility. It will
take a significant amount of actual use before the range and power of
this technique is well established.
The data access concepts can be added to existing languages
like ALGOL, ESPOL, and PL/l. Furthermore, the concepts can be restricted
and implemented in such a way that call by name hardware is not essential
for their use. The structure definition in BLISS [22] is an example of
a language with such a facility. However, adding such a capability to an
assembly language is not reasonable. Assembly language does not have the
richness of structure and concepts of scope that permit a clean implemen-
tation.
The layered system concept provided by OSL/2 is the most diffi-
cult feature to implement. Special hardware is certainly required. It
is not recommended for implementation on current machines.
There may be one desirable concept left out of OSL/2. There
is no primitive concept of a list in the syntax. Most lists are easy to
build and maintain via the access techniques. However the concept of a
written list is not available. This was important when writing formatted
I/O. The desirable form of a read statement appeared to be read
(<file> ,<format string> ,<list>) where <list> could be a list of identifiers,
or expressions separated by commas. Instead of doing work this way,
separate "readO", "readl" , . .
.
,"readn" procedures would be required to
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read 0, l,...,n variables with "read" reserved for handling a list
manipulated via the access facility. The author had used such a
scheme in ALGOL 60 on the GE 635- In general, it was messy and one
would continually change a "readk" to a "readn" to reflect a change
in his list. Eventually, he gave up and went to the list form and
declared many, many lists.
While the list is not incompatible with OSL/2, it was left
out in an effort to keep an already large language from getting com-
pletely unmanageable. Lists can be added later if really needed. The
author feels that data types like pattern also fall into this category.
They were included only to document the compatibility of the SNOBOL
pattern matching statement with an ALGOL-like block structured language
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Appendix A
A Reference to OSL/2 Syntax and Semantics
I . Introduction
OSL/2 is a block structured, Algol-based language designed for
the specification of operating systems. OSL/2 is a follow-on language
to OSL (Operating System Language) -which was designed and documented by
Alsberg and Wells [ll].
OSL/2 is not designed for an existing machine, nor is it machine
independent. Rather, OSL/2 is designed to make coding easy for the system's
programmer, and it is also designed to be its own job control language.
That is, a user in an OSL/2 system may use OSL/2 to control his job flow.
To this extent OSL/2 is recursive in the system sense. One may describe
new operating systems that exist on top of many layers of other operating
systems
.
It is expected that OSL/2 will be best implemented on a machine
specifically designed to mirror the language itself. This machine will be
called the OSL machine.
In the syntactic description of the language, the ALGOL 60 report
is followed as closely as possible. Furthermore, every attempt is made not
to arbitrarily introduce new terminology for concepts and entities available
in, or similar to, other languages like ALGOL 60 and PL/1.
OSL differs sharply from ALGOL 60 in the following points. OSL
includes list processing and generalized data access techniques. The
programmer may specify special action to be taken when a fetch or store is
performed on data declared with the general access facilities. These
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facilities allow the ready specification of simple and complex queues,
tables, and stacks.
Semaphores replace the notion of interrupts. Semaphores are
used to synchronize processes.
Strings of various character sizes and varying lengths can be
easily manipulated with facilities similar to those offered by SNOBOL.
In OSL/2 a process is any program or procedure that is capable
of running asynchronously with any other process. Processes are created
in one of three ways. Any currently running OSL process can "initiate"
a new process. Initiated processes expect the initiating process to act
as their operating system. The initiating process must explicitly
indicate those procedure (primitives) within itself which the initiated
process has access to. All other procedures and all data in the initiating
process are not addressable by the initiated process. The initiating
process may elect to default some or all existing operating system
facilities to a lower level and choose only to add new facilities for
the initiated process.
New processes may be "spawned" by an initiated process. This
facility allows a running program to notify the operating system that
another program (process) should be initiated by the operating system.
Finally, asynchronously running procedures (processes) may
be "appended" to currently running processes. These appended procedures
have access to all data and all procedures that they would have if they
were executed sequentially. After appending a procedure, the appending
process continues execution at the next executable statement and the
appended process begins and continues execution at the same time.
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II. OSL/2 Syntax and Semantics
Table of Contents
1. The Purpose and Extent of the Language












































6. Compile Time Facilities
6.1 Compile Time Declarations
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1. The Purpose and Extent of the Language
OSL/2 is designed to describe the flow of control and manipu-
lation of data required in an operating system. The term operating
system refers primarily to supervisory and monitor systems. However,
the string manipulation facilities make OSL/2 a powerful compiler writing
language. OSL/2 is designed with the deliberate intent to make the
generation of well structured and readable codes the natural coding mode.
To this end the "GO TO" statement has been eliminated and the use of
labels had been restricted to encourage self-documenting code.
A simple macro facility is specified.
The data base includes integers, Booleans , strings, semaphores,
patterns, and pointers. Furthermore, structures, in the PL/1 sense,
are available and extendible data access facilities have been provided.
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2. Basic Symbols, Identifiers, and Constants
Basic Concepts.
The reference langauge is "built up from the following basic
symbols
:




<letter> : := A|B| C| D|E|F| G|H| l| J|k|l| m|n| 0|P| Q| R| S|t|u| V|w| X| Y| Z| a|"b| c| d| e
f|g|h|i|j|k|l|m|n|o|p|q|r|s|t|u|v|w|x|y|z
This alphabet may he arbitrarily restricted, or extended with any other .
distinctive character (i.e., character not coinciding with any digit,
logical value, or delimiter). Letters do not have individual meaning.




<decimal digit> : := <digit>
<binary digit> ::= 0|1
<quarternary digit> : := 1 1 1 2 j 3
<octal digit> : := 0| l|2| 3| ^| 5|6|
7
<hexadecimal digit> : := 0| l| 2 | 3| U| 5| 6\ l\ 8|9| A|b| c| d|e| F
Digits are used for forming integers, constants, and identifiers.
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2.3. Constant Values
<logical value> : := TRUE| FALSE
<string value> : := MT
<pointer value> : := NULL
Logical values are the values of Boolean quantities.
The string value MT denotes the empty string of length zero.
The pointer value NULL denotes the null pointer.
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2.U. Delimiters
<delimiter> ::= <operator> <separator> <bracket> | <declarator>
<specificator>
<operator> : := <integer operator> relational operator> | <pattern operators
I <logical operator> <sequential operator> <string operator>
<integer operator : := + | - | * | / | + | RDIV | CDIV | M0D







<logical operator : := EQV | IMP | 0R | AND | N0I | X0R | * | ANDIF | 0RIF
<pattern operator> : := <vertical bar>
















UNTIL | WHILE | F0R | P | V | LEAVE | CASE | 0F | ESAC

















I % i ! | <"blank>
<blank> : := <single space> ; <blank> <single space>
<bracket> : := ( | ) | [ | ] | BEGIN | END | ' |
"
| { | } | #




STRUCTURE | PR0CEDURE | N0DE | PR0CESS | FILE | PATTERN
I QUEUE | STACK | 0WN | DEFINE | PRIMITIVE | SEMAPH0RE
<specificator> : := VALUE | NAME | FIXED | F0RMAL | F0RWARD
<vertical bar> : := |
Delimiters separate the various entities of the language. In
order to accept input from common restricted alphabets, the following












In what follows, only the left hand standard symbols are used.
Delimiters have fixed meanings which will be explained as they
occur in various constructs. Delimiters and logical values are considered
basic symbols of the language and have no relation to the individual
letters of which they are composed. Therefore, the words which constitute
basic symbols are reserved for specific use in the language.
Z.h.l. Spacing
No space may appear between the letters of a reserved word. At
least one space must separate a multicharacter delimiter from any adjacent
letter or digit. That is, any two basic components of the following form









Comments may "be inserted in the program without effect on the
program structure. The following conventions hold:
1) {terminal symbol }C0MMENT {any sequence of symbols except;} ;
is equivalent to {terminal symbol}
2) % {any sequence of symbols except %} % is equivalent to
<blank>
3) ! {any sequence of symbols} {end of line} is equivalent
to <blank>
k) END {any sequence of letters digits and blanks} is equiva-
lent to END
The % convention has precedence over all other comment conventions
No comment conventions are recognized inside strings.
The metalinguistic notation {...} is used to denote the terminal
symbol or group of terminal symbols indicated by the english phrase
enclosed in the metalinguistic braces.
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2.5. Special Symbols
<special symbol> : :=
_
The underscore is completely ignored in the language except
when it appears within a string. The underscore is used in identifiers












No spaces may appear within identifiers. The underscore "_"
is used to improve readability, but is not part of the identifier. Thus
"A_B", "AB", and "A B" are all the same identifier. .
Identifiers are used to identify pointers, events, procedures,
variables, etc.
Reserved words may not be used as identifiers. Otherwise,
identifiers may be chosen freely.
Identifiers may be of any length. However, finite implementations
are envisioned. In no case will the maximum identifier size be less
than fifteen characters. When reduction of an oversized identifier is
required, the identifier shall be reduced by the following algorithm:
1) n is the maximum identifier length
2) if n is even, choose n/2 characters from the front and n/2
characters from the rear of the identifier
3) if n is odd, choose (n+l)/2 characters from the front and





<unsigned integer> : := <digit> \ <unsigned integer> <digit>









The underscore is used to improve readability and does not












<octal string> : := 8'<octal digit string>
'
1 8"<octal digit string>"









<binary digit string> : := <binary digit>
<binary digit string> <binary digit>
<quaternary digit string> : := <quaternary digit>
<quaternary digit string> <quaternary digit>
<octal digit string> : := <octal digit>
<octal digit string> <octal digit>
<hexadecimal digit string> : := <hexadecimal digit>
<hexadecimal digit string> <hexadecimal digit>






<symbol string> : := "{any string of symbols}" '{any string of symbols}'
<string> : := <binary string> <quaternary string> i <octal string>
<decimal string> <hexadecimal string> <character string> MT
Each quote, identical to the opening quote, which is placed
within the string, must be presented by two juxtaposed quotes of the same







'WHAT ' ' S Y0UE PR0BLEM?
'
»T0 QU0TE: "G0 H0ME!"'
E" ( $ # § ""?"
2.7.2.3. Semantics
The number strings described are used as masks and can take the
positive value of their binary representation when used in arithmetic
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expressions. A decimal string is semantically equivalent to a hexadecimal
string.
MT is the universal null string — it is empty.
Character strings are, by default, eight bit' ASCII code. The
prefix A denotes seven bit ASCII, E denotes eight bit EBCDIC, and B denotes
6 bit IBM BCD. Either double or single quotes may open a string. A string
is closed by the same type of quote which opened it.
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3. Expressions
In the language , the primary constituents of the program
which describe algorithmic processes are integer, Boolean, string, pointer,
pattern, and structure expressions.
<expression> : := <integer expression> <Boolean expression>
<string expression> <pointer expression>




< subscript list> : := <subscript expression>
I <subscript list> ,<subscript expression>
<subscript expression> : := <integer expression> <actual parameter>
<substring specification> : := [<first position> :<number of positions;*]
j
[<first position> :<number of positions> :<size>
]
< first position> : := <integer expression>
<number of positions> : := <integer expression>
<size> : := <integer expression>
<name> : := <identifier>
j




<structure first part> .<identifier> [<subscript list>]
<structure first part> : := <structure name>
|
<structure first part> .<structure name>
<structure name> : := <identifier> \ <identifier> [<subscript list>]
<pointer name> : := <name>
<pointer specifier> ::= <pointer name>
.
| <pointer-specifier> <pointer name>
.
<variable> ::= <name> ! <pointer specifier> <name>
<string variable> : := <variable>
j
<variable> .<substring specification
<structure variable> : := <structure first part>
|










Variables name data quantities. A variable may specify single
quantities, multidimensional arrays, or whole data structures.
When a variable specifies an array, each subscription expression
is evaluated and used to determine which array element is specified. The
value of a subscripted variable, one or more of whose subscripts are out
of bounds, is undefined. If an out of range subscript is calculated, an
"index" trap occurs. Access variables may have actual parameters passed
through the subscript list. In this case, the interpretation of the
subscripts is given by the associated access definition.
A variable which specifies a string quantity, may be followed
by a substring specification. The substring specification indicates
what is the first character desired in the string and how many contiguous
characters to the right of the first character (including the first
character) are desired. The character positions in a string are numbered
from left to right beginning at zero. If a size parameter is specified,
the new character size is used instead of what was declared for the
string.
The symbol "." is used in variables to exactly define which
quantity is desired when a pointer is specified. If P is a pointer,
then "P" denotes the pointer P and "P." denotes the quantity pointed
to by P. This use of the "." is consistent with structure addressing.
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Each higher level identifier used in a structure, that is each identifier
that does not identify a primitive data item, may he viewed as a pointer,
e.g.
STRUCTURE J0B (INTEGER ID, TIME0N, TIME0FF;
STRING NAME ( 30 )
;
STRUCTURE IDCARD_PARMS( INTEGER TIME, LINES) )
;
"J0B" and "IDCARD_PARMS" are higher level identifiers in this structure.
Thus one would address "LINES" as follows:
J0B . IDCARD_PARMS . LINES
If "J0B" were a structure which was repeated many times in a list and "P"
were a pointer which pointed into this list then the "J0B" structure




<procedure identifiers : := <identifier>
< actual parameters : := <keyword parameter> <parameter>
<keyword parameter> : := <formal parameter identifier> : <parameter>






<actual parameter list> : := <actual parameter>
<actual parameter list> ,<actual parameter>
<function designator> : := <procedure identifier>
<procedure identifier> (<actual parameter list>)
The variables which appear as actual parameters may be semaphores, files,







Function designators may define any data type value available
in OSL/2. This data is returned by the function after it executes a
given set of rules defined by a procedure declaration.
3.2.4. Standard Functions
The following functions (primitives) are predefined and






















absolute value of E is
returned.
if E>0 return +1,
if E=0- return 0,
if E<0 return -1.
returns a decimal string
which represents the decimal
value of ABS(E).
returns the binary integer
value of the string E.
convert N characters in
string A into a new string
using truncated values of
the characters in string C.
Each character in A. is used
to index into string C. The
first character in C is
selected if the character in
A has value 0, the second if
it has value 1, etc. The
Character in C is truncated
on the left or padded with
zeroes on the left to match
the character size of B. The
selected character is then
placed in B and the process
continues at the next position
in A and B until N characters
have been processed. If the
character position beyond the
end of the string C, or if N
exceeds the size of A or B then
a convert failure trap is
caused. If N<0 then no charac-
ters are converted.
returns the number of characters
in string E.
returns the number of bits per



















A pointer to the variable,
array element, or character
is returned.
A pattern is returned which
represents a string of length
N consisting of any of the
characters in E. If N is
absent, a string of arbitrary
length is matched.
Same as SPAN except that a
string which consists of any




















ANY is a pattern which matches
any string. If N is specified
then ANY matches any string of
length N.
The specified variable is
deallocated.
The upper bound of the speci-
fied array row is returned.
The lower bound of the speci-
fied array row is returned.
E is converted to a bit string
of length N. Two's complement,
arithmetic is assumed. If N i:
not provided, the current
default length of an integer
is assumed.
A pointer is returned with the
location of E in it. This
primitive is used at block
entry and block exit. If
it is redefined by the user,
the user may do his own
allocation. However, the
user may only allocate space
in arrays declared lexico-
graphically prior to the
redefinition of primitive
ALL0CATE. This function may











Allows E to be used as a
Boolean with Boolean opera-
tors. B00L(E) is true if E
is odd or has a right-most
bit equal to 1. Otherwise
it is false.





<unary operator> : := + ' -
<adding operator> : := +
j
-
multiplying operator> : := * / | RDIV CDIV | M0D
<primary> : := <unsigned integer> <variable>
j
<function designator>
CASE <integer expression> 0F <integer expression list> ESAC
( <integer expression>)
|
IF <Boolean expression> THEN <integer expression> ELSE
<integer expression> FI
<factor> : := <primary> <unary operator> <primary>
j
<factor> + <primary>
<factor> t <unary operator> <primary>
<term> : := <factor>
\
<term> <multiplying operator> <factor>
<simple integer expression> : := <term>
<simple integer expression> <adding operator> <term>
<integer expression> : := <simple integer expression> ! <integer assignment>
<integer expression list> : := <integer expression>






-h * (A+INTGR (16'OAFFF 1 ) M0D 3)
18+ IF J0BTIME MAXTIME>THEN A/B
ELSE IF A * B M0D C = X
THEN R0UNDER (Q)




A + -G * 30
Q+INTGR (X. [17:5])
X -* A+B * (C «- 10*L)
Z [17,A * B] * TEST_N0










IF Q = R ANDIF B00L (X + l) IMP B THEN 17 ELSE Q FI
LENGTH (P)
BASE (PTRl)
(X + IF P THEN 2 ELSE C * Q Fl)
3.3.3. Semantics
An integer expression is a rule for computing a numerical
value. This value is obtained by executing the indicated arithmetic
operations on the actual numerical value of a primary. The value is
obvious in the case of constants. For variables, it is the current
value (assigned last in the dynamic sense), and for function designators
it is the value returned "when the computing rules defining the proce-
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dure are applied to the current values of the procedure parameters
given in the expression. For integer expressions enclosed in paren-
theses, the value must, through a recursive analysis, be expressed in
terms of values of primaries of the other three kinds.
The value of a primary of the form IF <Boolean expression>
THEN <integer expression 1> ELSE <integer expression 2> FI is computed
as follows. The Boolean expression is evaluated. If it is true,
integer expression 1 is evaluated and is the value of the primary. If
the value of the Boolean expression is false, then integer expression 2
is evaluated and is the value of the primary.
The value of a primary of the form CASE <integer expression>
OF <integer expression_> , <integer expression >,.. .<integer expression >
ESAC is computed as follows. The integer expression following the case
is evaluated. Assume it has value i. If < i <n then integer
expression, is calculated and is the value of the primary. If i < or
n < i, then integer expression is calculated and is the value of the
primary.
If an assignment statement appears as an arithmetic expression,
the arithmetic assignment statement is executed and the value of the
expression is the value assigned by the assignment statement.
If side effects in a function designator will cause ambiguity
of result, expressions are evaluated in the order specified by the syntax.
3.3.3.1. Operators and Types
The values used in evaluating integer expressions are always
integers. The resulting value of the integer expression is an integer.
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3.3.3.1.1. The operators +,-, and * hare the conventional meanings of
addition, subtraction and multiplication. + denotes exponentiation.
3.3.3.1.2. The operators /, RDIV, CDIV, and M0D have special meanings.
Let t denote normal division of arbitrary real numbers, and let Entier(x)
denote the largest integer less than or equal to x. Then
A/B is a lower value divide = Entier (A * B)
A RDIV is a rounded divide = Entier (A * B + .5)
A CDIV is a ceiling value divide = -Entier (- (A f B))
A M0D B is the remainder after dividing A by B = (A - (A/B) * B)
If A or B are expressions, then they are called by value before executing
the above algorithms
.
3.3.3.1.3. The levels of precedence as defined by the syntax are as
follows
:
first : unary +,-
second: +
third: *, /, RDIV, CDIV, M0D




<relational operator> : := < | <= | = | >= | > I %=
<equality operator> : := = | ^=
<relation> : := <integer expression <relational operator <integer
expression
| <string expression Relational operator> <string expression
| <pointer expression <equality operator> <pointer expression
<Boolean primary> : := <logical value> | <variable>
| <function designator | <relation> | (<Boolean expression)
| IF <Boolean expression THEN <Boolean expression ELSE
<Boolean expression FI
| CASE <integer expression 0F <Boolean expression
list> ESAC
<Boolean secondary> : := <Boolean primary> | <Boolean primary>
<Boolean factor> : := <Boolean secondary>
| <Boolean factor> AND <Boolean secondary>
| <Boolean factor> ANDIF <Boolean secondary>
<Boolean term> : := <Boolean factor> | <Boolean term> X0R
<Boolean factor>
| <Boolean term> 0R <Boolean factor>
| <Boolean term> 0RIF <Boolean factor>
<implication> : := <Boolean term> | <implication> IMP
<Boolean term>
<simple Boolean> : := <implication> | <simple Boolean EQV
<implication> 1
<Boolean expression : := <simple Boolean> | pattern matching
statement
I <Boolean assignments
<Boolean expression list> : := <Boolean expression
| <Boolean expression list> ,<Boolean expression
Variables and function designators used as Boolean





"HI THERE!" = ACKN0WLEDGEMENT
IF S0MEJ300LEAN THEN TRUE ELSE F(G * T)FI
IF IF A = B THEN Q ELSE R(P3)FI THEN TRUE ELSE X = R FI
(A = B X0R C) AND D EQV L IMP Z23
B00L1 «- INT1 = INT2 «- 2*INT3
3.^.3. Semantics
A Boolean expression is a rule for computing a logical value. The
rules of evaluation are completely analogous to rules for evaluating
integer expressions.
Relations take the value true if the relation is satisfied for
the expressions involved. If the relation is not satisfied, then the value
of the relation is false. Only strings of identical character size may "be
used in a relation. When strings are being compared, the comparison takes
place from left to right character by character until an inequality is
determined or the two strings prove to be equal in content and length.
Characters are compared by the arithmetic value of their binary representations
If two strings of unequal length are compared and the entire shorter string
is identical to the first part of the longer string, then the shorter string
is by definition less than the longer string. Two pointers are equal if
they point to the same data.
3.^.3.1. Operators




bl b2 •xfcl bl AND b2 bl X0R b2 bl 0R b2 bl IMP b2 bl EQV b2
false false true false false false true true
false true true false true true true false
true false false false true true false false
true true false true false true true true
The sequence of operations -within one expression is left to right
with the following rules of precedence
:
first: integer, string, and pointer expressions







fifth: X0R, 0R, 0RIF
sixth: IMP
seventh: EQV
The operators ANDIF and 0RIF have the same meaning as AND and
0R except that they may alter the evaluation rules of the Boolean expression
and may thereby drastically change any side effects. If the logical value
computed to the left of an ANDIF in the current Boolean factor is false,
then no further calculation is made to the right in the current Boolean
factor containing the ANDIF. The value of the Boolean factor is false.
If the logical value computed to the left of an 0RIF in the current Boolean
term is true, then no further calculation is made to the right in the current
Boolean term containing the 0RIF. The value of the Boolean term is true. If
the above conditions do not hold, the action is identical to AND and 0R.
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Strings and integers may be used as Booleans when indicated by the
B00L function. In this case the string is treated as true if the right-most
bit is 1 and false if it is 0. An integer becomes true if it is odd and false





5 • 1 • Syntax
<string primary> : := <string constant> <function designator> <variable>
|(<string expression>)
IF <Boolean expression> THEN <string expression>
ELSE <string expression> FI
CASE <integer expression> 0F <string expression list> ESAC
<string secondary> : := <string primary> SN0T <string primary>
<string factor> : := <string secondary> <string factor> SAND <string secondary
<string term> : := <string factor> <string term> S0R <string factor>
I
<string term> SX0R <string factor>
<simple string expression> ::= <string term>
I
Simple string expression 5* & <string term>
<string expression> ::= <simple string expression> <string assignment>
<string expression list> : := <string expression>
I <string expression list> ,<string expression>
Variables and functions are used as string primaries must be declared to be
type STRING. Only strings of the same character size may be concatenated.
3.5.2. Examples
"THIS" & "IS A C0NCATENATED STRING"
DECIMAL (SALARY) & (IF CENTS THEN 10"00" ELSE MT Fl)
A SAND 2 '110000111100'
3.5-3. Semantics
A string expression is a rule for computing a string value. The
rules for evaluating a string expression are analogous to the rules for
evaluating an integer expression.
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The string operators SAND, S0R, SX0R, and SN0T correspond respectively
to bit wise and, or, exclusive or, and not operations. These operators work
left to right on any strings. The operators SAND, S0R, and SX0R may operate
on strings of inequal length. The result is the same as if the operations
were performed on the full length of the shorter operand and the first part
of the longer operand (which is the same length as the shorter operand)
concatenated with the rest of the longer operand.
The string constant MT is the empty string.
The value of a string expression is the concatenated string whose




<pointer expression> : := <pointer variable>
< function designator> INTJLL
IF <Boolean expression> THEN <pointer expression>
ELSE <pointer expression> FI
CASE <integer expression> OF <pointer expression list> ESAC
<pointer assignment>
<pointer expression list> : := <pointer expression>
<pointer expression list> ,<pointer expression>
The pointer variables and function designator in pointer expressions










A pointer expression is a rule for computing a pointer value. A
pointer value points to a particular piece of data whether it be an individual
character, integer, array, event, structure, etc. The pointer operator "."
may be read right to left as "pointed to by the pointer". Thus "P. A" is A








IF <Boolean expression> THEN <pattern expression>
ELSE <pattern expression> FI
I
CASE <integer expression> 0F <pattern expression list> ESAC
<pattern secondary> : := <pattern primary>
I
<pattern secondary> & <pattern primary>
<pattern factor> : := <pattern secondary> ! <string variable>
J
<pattern secondary>
<pattern alternative list> : := <pattern factor>
J
<pattern alternative list> <vertical bar> <pattern factor>
<pattern expression> : := {<pattern alternative list>}
<pattern expression list> : := <pattern expression>
i





"B" & SPAN ("012376")}
|







Pattern expressions define a rule for scanning strings. Patterns





<structure expression> : := <structure variable>
<function designator>
IF <Boolean expression> THEN <structure expression>
ELSE <structure expression> FI
i
CASE <integer expression> #F <structure expression list> ESAC
<structure expression list> : := <structure expression>
<structure expression list> ,<structure expression>
Variables and functions used as structure expressions must be declared to be
structures. All structures in one expression must have the same hierarchy




IF A=B THEN S ELSE B.S FI
3.8.3. Semantics
The rules for evaluating a structure expression are analogous to
the rules for evaluating an integer expression.
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h. Statements
The "basic unit of calculation is the statement. Statements are
normally executed sequentially in the order in which they are written. This
sequence may he shortened by conditional or escape statements which may
cause some statements to he skipped, or process statements may create
new processes that will run in parallel with the current code.
Statements may be grouped into compound statements and "blocks
which are themselves statements. Therefore the definition of statement is
necessarily recursive.
k.l. Compound Statements and Blocks
ll-.l.l. Syntax









<pattern matching statement> <synchronization statement>
<unconditional statement> : := <basic statement> <compound statement>
| <hlock>
<statement> : := <unconditional statement> <conditional statement>
<statement list> : := <statement> <statement list> ;<statement>
<declaration list> : := <declaration> <declaration list> ;<declaration>
<compound statement> : := BEGIN <statement list> END
i
<lahel> : <compound statement> : <lahel>
<hlock head> : := BEGIN declaration list>
<hlock> : := <hlock head> ;<statement list> END
| <lahel> : <hlock> : <lahel>
<program> : := <hlock>
j
<compound statement> <procedure declaration>
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All labels are used as brackets. If a label is used before a
statement, the same label must be used after the statement.
1*.1.2. Examples





















form: L:L. . .L:BEGIN D;D; . .
.
;D;S ; . .
.




A «- "N0¥ IS THE TIME"
;
B <- A & "23 SKID00";
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X + 2*(Y + 30);
Z + X+Y;
IF X = INTGR(l0"37") THEN LEAVE BL0CK ELSE TERMINATE FI
END: BL0CK
^.1.3. Semantics
Every block introduces a new level of nomenclature. Any identifier
occuring within the block is local to the block if it is defined in the
blockhead. Identifiers defined outside the present block but within a block
containing the present block are global to the present block. Only entities
represented by local and global identifiers have any existence within a block,
When an identifier is declared within a block, any entity represented by




<assignment statement> ::= <integer assignments
|
<Boolean assignment>
<string assignment> <pointer assignment>
<pattern assignment> <structure assignment>
<left part list> : := <variable> «-
|
<left part list> <variable> -<-
<integer assignment> ::= <variable> -<- <integer expression>
<Boolean assignment> : := <variable> -<- <Boolean expression>
<string assignment> : := <variable> -<- <string expression>
<pointer assignment> ::= <left part list> <pointer expression>
<structure assignment> ::= <left part list> <structure expression>
<pattern assignments : := <left part list> <pattern expression>
All variables on the left of the assignment arrow must be the same type
as the expression on the right. An asterisk may be used as the first
primary in the expression on the right of the assignment arrow. Any
pointer or pattern variable appearing on the left of an assignment arrow
must be at the same or lower nested block level of any variables appearing
to the right of the arrow. If the variable on the left of an assignment
is a function identifier, then the expression value is saved to be
returned at the end of the procedure.
k . 2 . 2 . Examples
A +- B+C
X + *+l




<-tf.fl I *»-,,!• I II -. „ ,
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U.2.3. Semantics
Assignment statements assign the value of an expression to one or
more variables in a left part list. The types of the entities on the left
and right of the assignment must agree. No type transfers are automatically
invoked.
An asterisk in place of the first primary after an assignment
arrow means that the variable to the immediate left of the assignment arrow-
is to be used in place of the asterisk without further evaluation of sub-
scripts, etc. that may cause side effects. An access variable may not be
this variable if the asterisk convention is used.
The presence of an access identifier on the left or right of an
assignment automatically invokes the appropriate fetch or store procedure
specified in the access declaration to generate or save an expression value.
Assignment statements are executed in the order specified by the
following algorithm:
first: Any subscript or substring specifications occuring in the left part
list are evaluated in sequence from left to right,
second: The expression of the statement is evaluated,
third: The value of the expression is assigned to all the left part variables,




<dummy statement> : := <empty>
U.3.2. Examples
BEGIN . . . ; END
U.3.3. Semantics
A dummy statement executes no rules and performs no calculations
It is completely null. Dummy statements may serve as markers in unused




<case statement> : := CASE <integer expression> 0F <statement list> ESAC
|
<label> : <case statement> : <label>








RESET: CASE GL0RP 0F
PX + PTR (A[K]);
PX «- PTR (B[K]) ;
PX -* PTR (C[K])
ESAC : RESET
k.k.3. Semantics
Case statements allow one statement to be selectively executed from
a list of statements. The statements in the statement list are numbered
0,l,2,...,n. The integer expression is evaluated. If the value of the
arithmetic expression is k then the k statement is executed. If k is
out of range - i.e., k < or k > n then the n statement is executed.
Control proceeds to the statement immediately following the ESAC after the





5 • 1 • Syntax
<procedure statement> : := <procedure identifier>
<procedure identifier> (<actual parameter list>)
h
. 5 . 2 . Example
SIN(X)
IOTER_PRODUCT ( A ,B
)
k.5'3. Semantics
A procedure statement serves to invoke (call for) the execution
of a procedure body (cf. procedure declarations). The effect of this
execution will be equivalent to the effect of performing the following
operations on the program at the time of execution of the procedure
statement
.
U.5.3.1. Call by Value
All formal parameters quoted in the value part of the procedure
declaration heading are assigned the values of the corresponding actual
parameters, these assignments being considered as being performed explicitly
before entering the procedure body in the order in which the parameter
appears in the formal parameter list. The effect is as though an additional
block embracing the procedure body were created in which these assignments
were made to variable local to this fictitious block with types as given in
the corresponding specifications. As a consequence, variables called by
value are to be considered as nonlocal to the body of the procedure, but
local to the fictitious block.
1+.5.3.2. Call by Name
Any formal parameter quoted in the name list is replaced, through-
out the procedure body, by the corresponding actual parameter after enclosing
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this latter in parenthesis wherever syntactically possible. Possible
conflicts between identifiers inserted through this process and other
identifiers already present within the procedure body will be avoided by
suitable systematic changes of the formal or local identifiers involved.
4.5.3.3. Call by Reference
Any formal parameter not quoted in the name or value list is
called by reference. References which consist of a single variable, array,
structure, substructure, or element of an array are called by name after
having all subscripts of such variables called by value. Any pattern
variables and structure variables containing patterns and all other variables
and expressions will be called by value.
4.5.3.4. Body Replacement and Execution
The procedure body, modified as above, is inserted in place of
the procedure statement and executed. If the procedure is called from a
place outside the scope of any nonlocal quantity of the procedure body
the conflicts between the identifiers inserted through this process of
body replacement and the identifiers whose declarations are valid at the
place of the procedure statement or function designator will be avoided
through suitable systematic changes of the latter identifiers.
4.5-4. Syntactic Restrictions
4.5.4.1. Actual-Formal Correspondence
Actual parameters must normally correspond in number and type
to formal parameters in the procedure declaration in the order in which they
appear in both the actual and formal parameter lists unless the actual para-
meters are keyword parameters (cf. §3.2.1. & §4.5-4.2.) or default parameters
(cf. §5.12.3. & §4.5.4.3.). Furthermore, subscript ranges, string lengths,




Actual parameters which are predeceded by a keyvord (formal
parameter identifier followed by a colon) take one position in the ordered
list but are linked to the indicated formal parameter.
U.5.U.3. Defaults
Actual parameters that have default values may be indicated by an
asterisk, no expression - just the next comma, or by deleting all reference
to such parameters that appear at the end of the ordered parameter list.
k.J.k.k. Call by Value Restrictions




<process statement> : := SPAWN (<procedure statement>)
APPEND (<procedure statement;*)












Process statements allow one to execute and monitor several asyn-
chronous processes.
In order to understand the process statements, one must understand
the OSL/2 philosophy. The current program in execution is an operating system
that exists on top of one or more other operating systems and is capable of
initiating new programs for which it may be the operating system.
The SPAWN command tells the operating system which supports the
current program to run a new and separate program in a manner identical to the
current program. SPAWN just enters a new job into the system. Any parameters
passed to a spawned procedure are called by value.
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APPEND initiates a procedure that is part of the current program.
This procedure can address any variahles global to it simultaneously with the
current program. Control cannot leave the "block that appended the procedure
until all such appended procedures in that block have returned.
INITIATE initiates a new program but allows the current program to
create new primitives and handle the existing operating system functions for
the new program. Each such program is identified by a process variable. If
the initiating program chooses not to redefine storage allocation, or any
other primitive for the initiated process, then those functions are by default
handled by the operating systems which support the initiating program.
SUSPEND and RESTABT perform the obvious functions for their specified
processes
.
TERMINATE terminates the current program if no process is specified.




<iterative statement> : := WHILE <Boolean expression> D0 <statement>
|
D0 <statement> UNTIL <Boolean expression>
j
F0R <integer expression> TIMES Dp <statement>
|
F0R <integer variable> <- <integer for list> D0 <statement>
|
F0R <variable> -*- <expression list> D0 <statement>
|
<label> : <iterative statement> : <label>
<integer for list> : := <for list element>
\
<integer for list>,<for list element>
<for list element> : := <integer expression>
|
<integer expression> T0 <integer value>
i <integer expression> T0 <integer value> BY <integer value>
j
<integer expression> STEP <integer value> WHILE <Boolean expression>
[
<integer expression> STEP <integer value> UNTIL <Boolean expression>
i
<integer value> WHILE <Boolean expression>
[
<integer value> UNTIL <Boolean expression>
<integer value> : := <integer expression> VALUE ( <integer expression>)
1+.T.2. Examples
WHILE P = B D0
BEGIN
UI + 1;
B «- PIT (A[I]);
END
F0R A + "CAT", "D0G", "PE0PLE" D0 MATCH (A)
F0R B «- TO N BY 1 D0 A[B] + "NULL"
D0 A +- A + 1 UNTIL S.[A:l] = "A"
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J+.7-3. Semantics
Iterative statements will cause a statement to "be executed zero, one
or more times. Let S be a statement, B, a Boolean expression, I, an integer
expression, V, a variable, and E, any expression. Then the form and semantic
action associated with each iterative statement is as follows:





2) if B is false, skip S and continue execution at the next
sequential statement.
3) if B is true, execute S and repeat this sequence starting
at 1).
form 2: D0 S UNTIL B
1) execute S.
2) evaluate B.
3) if B is false, repeat this sequence starting at l).
h) if B is true, continue execution at the next sequential
statement,
form 3: F0R I TIMES D0 S
1) evaluate I.
2) execute S I times,












d) I STEP I WHILE B,
e) I STEP I UNTIL B,
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lib





continue execution with the next for list element.
if V > I skip S and continue execution "with the next for list
execute S.
V -e V + 1.








2.2) if V < I then execute S.
2.3) skip to k)
.
3) if I < 0.
3.1) if V < I then start executing with the next for list
element.
3.2) if V > I then execute S.
1+) V «- V + I .




2) if B then execute S otherwise continue execution with the next
for list element.
13h
3) V *• V + I2 .
k) repeat sequence ^d starting at 2).
ke : as in k& with B replaced "by 'vB.
kti 1) V «- I.
2) if B then execute S otherwise skip S and continue execution
with the next for list element.
3) repeat sequence kf starting at 1.
kg: as in kf with B replaced by B.
Once all for list elements have been exhausted control continues
with the statement following S.
If an expression is qualified by value, e.g.,
F0R I «- A + B T0 VALUE (C * D/3) BY 10
then the integer expression qualified by value (in this case it is
C * D/3) is evaluated only once at the beginning of the loop. This value




<escape statement> : := LEAVE <scope> ' LEAVE <scope> (<expression>)
<scope> : := <label>
j






Escape statements allow control to leave a procedure, trap condition,
or one or more nested blocks, compound statements, conditionals, or iteration
statements without executing all the statements following in the particular
construct being executed.
A procedure identifier following a leave causes control to leave
the indicated procedure body. If the procedure is used as a function, a
value may be returned.
The label following a LEAVE indicates that control is to escape
the range of the statement with that label. The escape expression must be
contained within the statement whose label is specified. One may use a
labelled LEAVE to escape one or more iterations, blocks, compounds, or
conditional statements.
If a trap identifier follows a leave then the indicate trap
condition is left and control continues where it left off. A value may be
returned.
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U.9. Pattern Matching Statement^
U.9.1. Syntax




<variable> <pattern part> «- <string expression>
<pattern part> : := <pattern expression> FIXED <pattern expression>
k








"CAT" | PATT}} & "L"} +- MT
i+
- 9 • 3- Semantics
A pattern statement matches a pattern against a string or string
variable. If a match is made, the value of the statement is true. Other-
wise the statement is false. A pattern statement may be used as a Boolean
expression.
If a successful match is made, that part of the string matched by
the pattern may be replaced by the value of the optional string expression
in the syntax above (U.lO.l).
The pattern matching algorithm proceeds from left to right and
attempts to match the innermost and leftmost patterns first. If two
patterns are concatenated ("&") then that defines one pattern which consists
of the first pattern immediately followed by the second pattern. For
example, the pattern "A" & "B" is equivalent to the pattern "AB".
If a pattern alternative list is specified the pattern alternatives
are tried one by one from left to right until one matches or the list is
exhausted.
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If at any time a match is made to a pattern secondary, the
value of the matched part of the string may be immediately assigned to
a string variable. For example, the pattern {S <- { "A" I "B"
j
"12"}},
if it matches at any time during the execution of the pattern matching
algorithm, will necessarily assign the value "A", "B" , or "12" to string
variable S. Note: since subpatterns may match even if an entire
pattern does not match, this may lead to serious side effects.
Normally, a pattern match is made at the left most possible
position anywhere in a string. If a word FIXED preceeds the pattern in
the pattern statement, then the pattern must match beginning at the first
character in the string.
Within these constraints, pattern matching is recursively defined






<synchronization statement> : := P( <semaphore>)
! V( <semaphore>)





Semaphores are used to synchronize processes. All semaphores
are initialized at declaration time - normally to zero or one. When a
process performs a P operation, the indicated semaphore is decremented
by one. If the value of the semaphore is greater than or equal to zero,
then the process continues. If the semaphore is negative, then the process
is blocked and is booked on a waiting list for that semaphore.
A V operation adds one to a semaphore. If the semaphore is
greater than zero no other action is taken. If the semaphore is less than
or equal to zero then one process is removed from the waiting list for
that semaphore. The removed process is no longer blocked and will continue




Conditional statement> : := IF <Boolean expression> THEN <statement list> FI
IF <Boolean expression> THEN <statement list>
ELSE statement list> FI
| <label> : Conditional statement> : <lahel>
4.11.2. Examples
IF A < B THEN R •«- R + 1 FI
0UTER: IF P THEN
BEGIN INNER: WHILE TRUE D0
BEGIN
X + X + 1;
IF A * X >= 3 THEN LEAVE 0UTER
ELSE A-*-X«-R*(X-«-X+l)FI;
IF A + X - 1 >= 3 THEN LEAVE INNER FI
;
X + X + 1
END : INNER
ELSE X ^ FI: 0UTER
4.11.3. Semantics
Conditional expressions may cause some statements to be skipped
depending upon the value of the Boolean expression in the if clause.
If the Boolean expression is true, the statement list immediately
following the THEN is executed. Control then skips over all remaining
portions of the conditional statement, if any, and resumes immediately
following the FI
.
If the Boolean expression is false, the statement list immediate
following the THEN is skipped and control continues at the next sequential
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statement after the FI if no ELSE is present, or at the statement following
the ELSE if an ELSE is present.
111!
5. Declarations
Declarations serve to define certain properties of the quant-
tities used in the program, and to associate them with identifiers . A
declaration of an identifier is valid for one block. Outside this block
the particular identifier may be used for other purposes.
Dynamically this implies the following: at the time of an entry
into a block (through the BEGIN) all identifiers declared for the block
assume the significance implied by the nature of the declarations given.
If these identifiers have already been defined by other declarations outside,
they are given a new significance for the time being. Identifiers which
are not declared for the block retain their old meaning.
At the time of exit from a block (through the END, or by an
escape statement) all identifiers which are declared for the block lose
their local significance.
A declaration may be marked with an additional declarator:
0WN or N0DE. 0WN and N0DE have the following effect:
0WN: The dimensions, sizes, and string lengths of quantities declared
to be own must be fixed value expressions - that is, they must
be calculable at compile time. Upon re-entry into a block, the
values of own quantities will be unchanged from their last exit.
In contrast, the values of declared variables that are not own,
and are not initialized in their declaration, are undefined.
N^DE: N0DE quantities are not available for use until allocated within
a block. They may be allocated or released an indefinite number
of times in any block. Whenever a node is released, the default
node (that is, one not specifically pointed to) is the most recently
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allocated node. Therefore, nodes may be used as stacks. When
used as stacks, push corresponds to allocate and pop to release,
Apart from the standard functions (cf. 3.2.1+., Standard
Functions) and labels, all identifiers of a program must be declared.
No identifier may be declared more than once in any block head.
Syntax

























<id part> : := <identifier>
;
(<id list>)
<id list> : := <identifier>
;
<id list> ,<identifier>
<number of bits> : := <integer expression>
<array part> : := <empty> [<bound pair list>]
<bound pair list> : := <bound pair> <bound pair list>,<bound pair>
<bound pair> : := <lower bound> : <upper bound>
<lo"wer bound> : := <integer expression>
<upper bound> : := <integer expression>
<initialization> : := <id part> <array part>
\
<id part> <array part> *- <expression>
<initialization list> : := <initialization>
! <initialization list> ,<initialization>





<integer declaration : := <storage class> INTEGER initialization list>
5.1.2. Examples
INTEGER A,B,C, (X,Y,Z) [0:10] +
INTEGER A -t-.q, B «- I," (C,D) «- 3
N0DE INTEGER X «- 3 , Y(32), Z(l6)
5.1.3. Semantics
Identifiers declared to be integer can only take on integer values
If a bound pair list is specified, then the corresponding identifiers all
have the specified number of array indices with the specified bounds.
Initialization is performed at allocation time if specified. Thus
each time node X is allocated in the above example, it is automatically




<Boolean declaration : := <storage class> B00LEAN <initialization list>
5.2.2. Examples
B00LEAN A,B,C
0WTJ B00LEAN HAVE_I_C0ME_HEBE_BEFORE + FALSE
5.2.3. Semantics
Boolean identifiers can only take on Boolean values. Other than




<string parameter part> : := <empty>
j
(<length>) ( <length> ,<size>)
<length> : := * | * <integer expression> <integer expression>
<size> : := <integer expression>
<string specification> : := <id part> <string parameter part> <array part>
<string initialization> : := <string specification>
J
<string specification> •* <string expression>
<string initialization list> : := <string initialization>
;
<string initialization list> ,<string initialization
<string declaration> : := <storage class> STRING <string initialization list>
5.3.2. Examples
STRING A,B,C"
STRING X(20,8),(Y,Z)(*10,3) + MS
5.3.3. Semantics
String variables take on string values. Their declaration is
analogous to integers. The default string parameters are maximum length
= 32 characters, size = 8 bits, and variable length. I.e., if size is
not specified, 8 is assumed, and if length is not specified, *32 is
assumed. An asterisk ("*") prior to the length indicates that the string




<semaphore declaration : := SEMAPHORE initialization list>
5.1+.2. Examples
SEMAPHORE El ,PRINTER-FINISHED «- 1,
SEMAPHORE E[20:25], P23
5 . U . 3 - Semantics
Semaphore declarations define semaphores for use in syncnroni-
zation statements. Unless otherwise initialized, all semaphores are set




<process declaration> : := PR0CESS <id part> <array part>
j





Processes are declared analogous to integers. Process




<pointer declaration : := <storage class> P0INTER <initialization list>
5.6.2. Examples
P0INTER P1,P2[0:3]
P0INTER PTR30 «- NULL
5.6.3. Semantics
Pointers take on pointer values and are declared in a manner




declaration list> : := <declaration> j declaration list> ;<declaration>
<structure part> : := (<declaration list>)
<structure element> : := <id part> <structure part> <array part>
<structure element list> : := <structure element>
|
<structure element list> ,<structure element>
<structure declaration> : := <storage class> STRUCTURE <structure element lict>
5.7.2. Examples
STRUCTURE PAYR0LL (STRING NAME; INTEGER SALARY)
N0DE STRUCTURE LISTELEMENT (STRING ENTRY;
STRUCTURE PTRS (P0TNTER BACK, LEFT, RIGHT))
5.7.3. Semantics
Structure identifiers allow -whole data structures to be referred
to by one identifier. Each individual part of the structure may be used




<trap declaration : := 0N <trap identifier> <formal parameter part>
D0 <statement>
5.8.2. Examples
0N INDEX D0 TERMINATE
0N DIVIDE-BY-ZER0 (NUMERAT0R) D0
LEAVE DIVIDE-BY-ZER0 (CASE NUMERAT0R 0F 0,1,99999)
5.8.3. Semantics
Trap declarations specify what action is to be taken when a
trap occurs. When the indicated trap is caused the statement following
the "D0" is executed. Upon leaving the trap, control is returned where
the trap occurred. Trap conditions and the parameters passed are
installation dependent. There are four traps that OSL/2 can inherently





<pattern declaration : := <storage class> PATTERN <initialization list>
5.9.2. Examples
PATTERN ALPHABETIC <- SPAN ("ABC")
PATTERN X,Y,Z[1:3]
5.9.3. Semantics
Patterns are declared in a manner analogous to integers. Identifiers




<access definition : := <access> <access type>
<access formal parameter part>; <access definition t>ody>







<access type> : := <identifier>
<access formal parameter part> ::= <empty>
I <access formal parameters;- ;<access formal parameter specification
<access formal parameters> : := (<formal parameter list>)
(<formal parameter list> ) [<array parameter list>]
[<array parameter list>]
<formal parameter list> : := <id list>
<array parameter list> : := <array parameter>
I <array parameter list>,<array parameter>
<array parameter> : := <identifier>
<array parameter> :<identifier>
<access formal parameter specification : := <access formal parameter declarat:
<access formal parameter specification ,
<access formal parameter declaration
<access formal parameter declaration> : := <integer declaration>
<Boolean declaration | <string declaration>
I <pointer declaration> <structure declaration>
<pattern declaration
<access definition body> ::= BEGIN <prefix declaration list> ;
<procedure declaration list> <access end>
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<access end> : := END
|
; END
<prefix declaration list> : := <prefix declaration>
|
<prefix declaration list> ;<prefix declaration>

















<procedure declaration list> ;<procedure declaration
|
<procedure declaration list> ;<access procedure declaration
<access procedure declaration> : := <procedure type> <access type>
PROCEDURE <identifier> <formal parameter part>
<array parameter part>;<name or value>
<formal declaration list> <procedure "body>
<array parameter part> : := <empty> 1 [<id list>]
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5.10.2. Examples
QUEUE FIF0 (DEFAULT); INTEGER DEFAULT *- 0;
BEGIN
INTEGER DV + DEFAULT
,
QLENGTH + 0;
POINTER (HEAD,TAIL) «- NULL;
N0DE STRUCTURE ENTRY (INTEGER DATA;
POINTER NEXT)
;
FIF0 PR0CEDURE ST0RE(X) ; INTEGER X;
BEGIN
TAIL «- TAIL. ENTRY. NEXT «- ALLOCATE (ENTRY);
QLENGTH «- *+l;
ENTRY. DATA -e- X;
END ST0RE;
INTEGER FIF0 PROCEDURE FETCH [N]; INTEGER N «-
IF N<=0
THEN
IF QLENGTH=0 THEN FETCH «- DV
ELSE
BEGIN
P0INTER H + HEAD;
FETCH + HEAD. ENTRY. DATA;







IF QLENGTH<N THEN FETCH «- DV
ELSE
BEGIN
POINTER T <- HEAD;
F0R N TIMES D0
BEGIN
FETCH + T. ENTRY. DATA;




INTEGER FIF0 PROCEDURE LENGTH; LENGTH «- QLENGTH;
END FIF0
QUEUE MESSAGE (MSIZE) [n] ; INTEGER MSIZE «- 1, N + 20;
BEGIN
STRING MESSAGES (MSIZE ,l) [0 :N-l]
;
SEMAPH0RE INPUT «- N, 0UTPUT «- 0;
INTEGER (IN,0UT) «- , MV «- N
;
STRING ( MSIZE, 1) MESSAGE PR0CEDURE FETCH;
BEGIN
P (0UTPUT);
FETCH «- MESSAGES [0UT -*- (*+l) M0D MV] ;
V (INPUT)
END FETCH;
MESSAGE PR0CEDURE ST0RE(X); STRING X (MSIZE, l);
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BEGIN
P ( INPUT )
;






Access definitions define new access types for later use in
access declarations. Access variables are declared by an access declara-
tion. Access definitions define the format of access declarations and
define the semantics associated with an appearance of an access variable
in an OSL/2 program.
The access definition declares those formal parameters which
may be used in a corresponding access declaration. Parameters may be
passed for use at declaration time via a normal parameter list enclosed
in parentheses or via a parameter list enclosed in square brackets (i.e.
array parameter list) or both. Normal procedure parameter defaults and
conventions are allowed with the exception that key word parameters may
not be used in the array part enclosed in square brackets.
Each new access type must have a corresponding access declaration.
All variables declared in the prefix declaration list may only be referenced
by procedures in the procedure declaration list. For each instance of an
access variable, a complete set of variables in the prefix declaration
list is allocated. This is equivalent to the insertion of the prefix
declaration list in place of the access variable declaration with suitable
systematic changes of the identifiers to insure that the prefix declaration
list identifiers do not conflict with existing identifiers and that they
may only be manipulated by the procedures in the procedure declaration
list.
Procedure declarations appearing within the procedure declaration
list are defined to only be within the scope of the other procedures in
the procedure declaration list. Access procedure declarations declare
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procedures which may be referenced external to the procedure declaration
list and within the scope of the corresponding access variable. Access
procedures are indicated in the access definition by repeating the
identifier of the access type being defined prior to the use of the
reserved word "PR0CEDURE" in the procedure declaration.
When access procedures are invoked, an additional parameter,
not present in the formal parameter list, is added to the actual para-
meter list. This parameter appears first in the actual parameter list
and must be an access variable of the same type as the access procedure.
Each access variable is thus matched only to the access procedure of the
same type. If the access variable is subscripted, the subscript list
is passed to the procedure through the array parameter part of the access
procedure declaration. The parameters passed through the subscript
list obey all rules of procedure actual parameters and may be passed by
key word.
Two access procedures for each access type have special semantic
interpretations. The procedure named "fetch" is invoked automatically
when an access variable is encountered in an expression evaluation such
as the right hand side of an assignment statement. The type of procedure
"fetch" defined the type of the access variable on the right hand side of
an assignment statement. If "fetch" has any parameters, they must all be
defaulted. The procedure "store" is not typed and is invoked when the
access variable appears on the left hand side of an assignment statement.
The first parameter in "store" defines the type of the value stored into
an access variable. All other parameters must be defaulted. Both "fetch"
and "store" may be explicitly invoked as a normal function or procedure




<access declaration : := <access type> <access> <access specification list>
<access specification list> : := <access specification>'
<access specification list> ,<access specification
<access specification> : : = <id part> <access standard parameter part>
<access array parameter part>
<access standard parameter part> : := <empty> (<actual parameter list>)
<access array parameter part> : := <empty>
i [<access array parameter list>]
<access array parameter list> : := <access array parameter>
I
<access array parameter list> ,<access array parameter>
<access array parameter> : := <parameter>
I
<access array parameter> : <parameter>
5.11.2. Examples
FIF0 QUEUE A,B,C
C0MPLEX TABLE ( X ,Y ) ( NUMBER_0F_P0INTERS : 22
)
SPECIAL ACCESS X(l5 ,2k) [0 :2 :100 ,SQRT]
5.11.3. Semantics
For each identifier in the access declaration id part, an
instance of an access variable is declared. Parameters are processed as




<formal parameter list> : := <id list>
<name or value> : := <value part> <name part> <name part> <value part>
<value part> : := VALUE <id list>
;
| <empty>
<name part> : := NAME <id list>
;
| <empty>
<formal parameter part> : := (<formal parameter list>)
:
<empty>
<formal parameter declaration> : := <integer declaration>
<Boolean declaration> <string declaration>
<semaphore declaration <process declaration>
<pointer declaration> <structure declaration>
<pattern declaration> <access declaration
1
<procedure declaration>




<formal declaration list> <formal parameter declaration>
;
<primitive or procedure> : := PRIMITIVE
j
PR0CEDURE
<procedure typo : := INTEGER
|
B00LEAN




STRUCTURE structure part> ! PATTERN ! <empty>
<procedure heading> : := <procedure type> <primitive or procedure> <identifier>
<formal parameter part>;<name or value> <formal declaration list>





<procedure declaration> : := <procedure heading> <procedure body>
5.12.2. Examples
PR0CEDURE ADD0NE; X «- X + 1
STRING PR0CEDURE A(S23) ; STRING S23;
l6l
BEGIN
STRING SI, S2 -* MT;
WHILE S23 FIXED {SI «- {"A" | "B" | "C"}} t- MI D0
S2 * SI & S2;
END
INTEGER PR0CEDURE ADD(X) ; INTEGER X -*- 1; A «- A + X
5.12.3. Semantics
A procedure declaration serves to define the procedure associated
with a procedure identifier. The principal constituent of a procedure
declaration is a statement or a piece of code, the procedure body, which
through the use of procedure statements and/or function designators may be
activated from other parts of the block in the head of which the procedure
declaration appears. Associated with the body are identifiers to represent
formal parameters. Formal parameters in the procedure body will, whenever
the procedure is activated (cf. 3.2. Function Designators and U.5. Procedure
Statements) be assigned the values of or replaced by actual parameters.
Identifiers in the procedure body which are not formal will be either local
or non local to the body depending on whether they are declared within the
body or not. Those which are non local to the body may well be local to
the block in the head of which the procedure declaration appears. The
procedure body always acts like a block, whether it has the form of one
or not. If the identifier of a formal parameter is declared anew within
the procedure body, it is thereby given a local significance and actual
parameters which correspond to it are inaccessible throughout the scope
of this inner local quantity.
When a procedure declaration appears in a procedure heading to
declare a formal parameter, the procedure body is FORMAL. To allow for one
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pass compilation, a procedure body may Ue FORWARD. Thus the compiler is
notified of the formats of the procedure parameters but the actual declar-
ation of the procedure with a statement procedure body is deferred.
Formal parameters may receive default values. If the formal
parameter declaration is initialized, the initializing expression is
taken as a default.
5.12.J+. Values of Function Designators
For a procedure declaration to define the value of a function
designator there must, within the procedure body, occur one or more
assignments to the function identifier or an expression must be explicitly
specified in an escape statement. If no such expression is supplied, the
last assignment to the function identifier is used.
Primitive procedures are within the scope of initiated processes.
5.12.5. Specifications
In the heading, a specification part, giving information about
the kinds and types of the formal parameters must be included. In this
part no formal parameter may occur more than once. Specifications of
formal parameter must be supplied. Types, array dimensions, bases, and




<file declaration : := FILE <identifier> <input output part>
<access technique> <record format> <system- parameters>
<input output part> : := INPUT | 0UTPUT | <empty
>
<access technique> : := SEQUENTIAL | INDEXED
<empty
>
<record format> : := ( <declaration>)
( <declaration> , <blocking>
)
( <declaration> ,<blocking> ,<number of records>)
<blocking> : := <integer expression>
<number of records> : := <integer expression>
<system parameters> : := [<actual parameter list>] <empty>
5.13.2. Examples
FILE CARDS INPUT SEQUENTIAL (STRING A(80),20)
FILE TTY SEQUENTIAL (STRING A(80)) [ uNBUFR=2 ,UNIT=TTY32"
]
5.13.3. Semantics
Files reside on secondary storage. Their declaration is normally
very device dependent. FILE declarations in OSL/2 provide the compiler
with the basic information desirable to check the source code. Details
of the file which are dependent upon a particular system are in the
system parameters
.
Reading or writing from or to a file is done with simple assign-
ment statements to and from simple variables, arrays, and structures of
the same type and format of the record format declaration.
16U
6. Compile Time Facilities
The dollar sign, "$" , indicates a compile time facility. It
is possible to declare compile time variables and execute most OSL/2
statements at compile time.
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6.1. Compile Time Declarations
6.1.1. Syntax
<define declaration : := DEFINE <define specification list>
<define specification list> : := <define specifications
|
<define specification list> ,<define specification
<define specification> : := <identifier> <define parameter list>
= <define body> #
<define parameter list> : := <id list>
<define body> : := {any text including balanced DEFINE... # brackets
but not including a lone#}
<compile time declaration> : := $ <declaration>
<compile time statement> : := $ <statement>
6.1.2. Examples
DEFINE add(A,B) = ( $A) + ($B)#
DEFINE XX = X <- X + 2#
$INTEGER X,Y,Z + 0, Q « 3
$IF $X = $Y $THEN P «- $ELSE P «- 3 $FI
6.1.3- OSL/2 defines are identical to B5500 defines [23].
The define declaration associates a text string with the define identifier.
The later appearance of the define identifier in the OSL/2 code will
cause the defined text to replace the identifier and that text will then
be compiled. If actual parameters are appended to the define, then each
occurrence of the corresponding formal parameter in the text will be
replaced by the actual parameter. Formal parameters in the text of the
define body must be preceeded by "$". The actual parameters passed to
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a parameterized define follow the identifier and may be enclosed in
either parentheses or square brackets. Each actual parameter is separated
by a comma.
If a variable declaration is preceded by a "$", then all variables
so declared are available for use at compile time. Their appearance later
in the OSL/2 code is replaced by a constant equal to their current value.
Any assignment statements with a compile time variable on the left hand
side must be executable at compile time. Thus they may only consist
of constants and compile time variables.
Any OSL/2 statement preceeded by a "$" is executed at compile
time.
Should there be any ambiguity of meaning resulting from a
compile time facility, that ambiguity must be resolved by preceeding
the appropriate compile time variables or reserved words within a state-
ment by a "$". All ambiguous syntax will be resolved as if all non
marked ambiguous variables and reserved words were not compile time
variables and reserved words.





In order to provide hard knowledge of the implementation
difficulties of OSL/2, a compiler was generated. The exercise of
building the compiler did indeed have an impact on the language. In
many places, the syntax was restructured to allow for an easier parse
and to make code easier to generate.
The object code was generated for the OSL/2 machine - a
stack machine with arbitrary length words . There are a variety of
methods available for mapping variable length data into some fixed word
size. Since this is a straight forward operation that involves consider-
able coding time and would add little or nothing to the language, the
OSL/2 machine had an undefined word length sufficient to hold any single
data item.
Whenever a complex but straight forward operation was required,
it was postulated to exist as a single machine instruction. If one scans
through the code generators he will notice that the operators are produced
in the code listing as phrases - e.g. "DUPLICATE-TOP-OF-STACK-AND-LOAD-
INTEGER" which takes the address of an integer on the top of the stack,
duplicates the address and then performs a "LOAD-INTEGER" operation
using the address on the top of the stack. No mnemonic codes were used
in the hope that it would make the code more descriptive.
The addressing scheme used was the same one described in Chapter
k. Level and displacement couples are indicated on the code, and instruc-
tions are addressed by segment and instruction number. Each block is one
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segment. Instruction addresses appear in the object listing. A simple
program is included which shows the object listing format.
The compiler was built using a B5500 translator writing system
which produces a bottom up Floyd Production language parser [25]. The
syntax was written in TWINKLE [26] and the semantics in ISL [27]. This
system, unlike recursive descent translator systems, will not accept an
ambiguous language. This feature and the bottom up parsing technique helped
remove ambiguities from the language and made the production of object
code straight forward.
The complete OSL/2 language was not implemented. The implemen-
tation proceeded until most of the difficult points were ironed out. The
final language does differ slightly from the implemented language in places
where the syntax was slightly changed to make OSL/2 code more readable.
The semantics language ISL is an extension of B5500 ALGOL. While
coding the system, the author attempted to provide macros that duplicated
OSL/2 facilities. Unfortunately, the B5500 ALGOL macro facilities were
inadequate for this task. However, the exercise of producing the code
was carried out as if OSL/2 were available. In over 3000 lines of seman-
tics there were no instances where OSL/2 constructs, such as the lack of
a GO TO, were a hinderance. In fact, the concentration on OSL/2 structure
produced a more clean and well defined structure to the entire code than
is usually written by this programmer. Furthermore, there were many many
instances where OSL/2 constructs, in particular general access variables,
would have considerably helped the coding effort, reduced coding time, and
improved the readability of the code.
The primary lessons learned from the implementation effort were
that OSL/2 is implementable, general access variables are actually rather
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straight forward to implement, the program structure imposed by OSL/2 is
clean yet powerful, and the constructs of OSL/2 are useable and desirable.
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0SL2 /SYNTAX LISTED BY THESIS ON JANUARY 3* 1971 AT 1H9 A.M.
SRSWD OOOOOlCO
language: josi ?) 00000200
SPECIAL SYMPDI SjCPMMENTJ OOOOC3PC
AN <DSL2-PRPGRAM> « » ~ <PLPC><> OR <CPMPOUND-ST ATEMENT> OOOOOLCO
OR <PPPCEDURE-OECLARATlrN> J 00000500
<fc'EGjN> lt= *BEGlN / <REGIN> <COMNENT> ) 00000600
<tND> »» = *FND / <END> [<COMMFNT> / <*!> / <*b> ) i 00000700
<SEMI> »» = ti / <SEMI> <COMf/EMT> ) 00000800
<STATEMENT-l IST> «! LIST <statement> separator <semi> ; 00000900
<COMPOUND-STATEMENT> its <BEGTN> LIST OF <STATEMEK'T>S 00001000
SEPAPATFO BY <SEMI> <END> 00001100
/ <OPEN"LABFL> <COMPOUND-ST ATEHENT> <CLOSE-L ABEL> ) 00001200









/ <compound-statemef ! t> 00002200
/ <bLGCK> 00002300
/ <ALLnCATlUN-STATE^ENT> 00002400
/ <DUHMY-STATFMENT> ) 00002500
<DUMMY-STATFMFNT> «* c EMPTY I 00002600
<ASSIGNK-EM-STATEMENT> »i = < I N-TEGE R-ASSl GNMENT> 00002700
/ <BOClLEAN-ASSIGNVENT> 00002600
/ <STpING-ASSlGMMENT> 00002900





<ARROW> ::= ** / Us ; 00003300







/ <PROCEOUPE-DECLARATION> OOOOOfOl \
/ <PATTERN-DFCLARATlON> OOOCMOC <
/ <STRUCTURE-OECLARATItrN> OO0C«?0C .
/ <ACCFSS-DECL APATION> 0000<3'>.'i
/ <CODE-DECLARA-TIPN> O0OC««0c i
/ <F II E-DECLAPATlrN> 0000**^
/ <ACCESS-PLFlMTIOf^> 0000*^0
/ <EVENT-ACTIPN-DFCL ARATIPN> 0C S!!I'rS
/ <MACRO-DEF JNITIPN> OOOC«eC-0
/ <DEFAULT-LEFINITIPN>) • °!!!SJ *?
<IP-PART> lie <*I> PS ENTFRIDINPFCLSTACK
,'SSJ.nS'/K LIST OF [<*! > PS EKTFPIDINDFCLSTACK 1' SEPARATED BY t>t) iCCOOMO
<STORAGE-CLASS> lie EMPTY / *PWN' PS OWNDECLARATI PN OOOcSpOO
/ <NOpE PS NOPFPECLARATION « °^°J 3 JJ
<KD"*CLASS-lNTFGEP*DECLAPATirN> Us #INTEGER PS IN'TEGERDECL AR AT ION OOOObfcCO
FflLLOwFO BY LIST PF °?°c
5
^
<INTEGER-IMTIALI?ATIDN>S SEPARATED BY COMMAS 00005600
PS ENDOFDATAPFCl ARAT10N I 00005/00
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<INTEGEf<-DECLARATlON> Ms <STPRAGE-CL ASS><NO-CL
<NO-CLASS-BOPLE:AN-DFCLARATlrN> «»e *BPOLFAN PS
FpLLOwEO BY LIST PF <BPPLFAN- I N I TI AL I
CpMMAS PS ENDOFDATADECLARATION J
<BOOLEAN-DFcl ARATlON> tta <STPRAGE-CL ASSxNO-CL
<NO-CLASS-STPlNf,-PFCl ARATIOK> H« ISTPING PS ST
FDLlOwfP BY LIST PF <STR I NG- I M T I AL I Z
CpMMAS ^s endofdatapfclaratipn ;
<STRIKG-Pf-CL*PATIPN> i:« <STOP A GF-CL A SS> <NO"CL
<EVEK-T-OEcLARATIPN> M* #FVFNT PS EvENTDF CL ARAT
t<ID-PART> FOLLPkED BY <APRAY-PART>
PS RESETIDLISTCOUKTFR] SEPARATFD BY
CpMMAs PS LNpPFDATArFCLARATION )
<MO"CLASS-CPDE-pFCLAPATTPN> its #C0DE pS CODEpE
BY LIST OF [<IO-PART> FOLLOWED BY <AR
PS RESFTIDLISTCOUMFR 3
SFPARATFD BY COMMAS PS ENDOFD ATADECL A
<CPDE-DECLApATlpN> Ms <STORAoF-CL ASS> <NP-CLAS
<NO-CLASS-POINTFR-DFCLAPATIPN> Ms IPOINTER















<NODF-CLASS> »t= *NODE PS NPDFDECL ARAT lOM / EMP
<P0IMER-DECLARATI0N> Ms <NOPE-ClASS> <MP-CLAS





LIST pF <STRUCTURF-FLEMFNT>S SFPARATE
PS ENPOFDATADFCLARATION )
<STRUCTLRE-ElEMFNT> tjs <ID-PART> <STRUC TURE-PA
PS RESFTIDLISTCOUMFR J
<NO-CLASS-PATTERK-OFCLARATlnM> » ts #PATTFRN PS
LIST pF <PATTERN-INITIALIZATI0M>S SEP
PS ENpOFDATADFCLAPATlON J
<pATTERN-DEcLARATTON> jj= <STPR AGF-CL A SSxNO-CL
<ACCFSS-DFFiMTlP^> Ms <AC"CrSS-HfAD ING> <accfs
<ACCESS-HEAD3KG> Ms [ fACCFSS / *QUEUF / *STAC
<*I> PS ACCESSIDEMIFIER
<FPRMAL-PARAMFTFR-JUNK> PS FNDPFACCES
<ACCESS-BOOY> Ms #BEGIN [ <P A SE -STRUCTURE > *;
t <ENTRY-STRUCTURF> ti / PS NOFMRYST
<ACCESS-PROCEPL)RE-DFCLARATirN-LlST>#;
<BASr-STRUCTL'RE> Ms <no-CLa SS-Sl NGLE-$TRUCT(IRE
PS STPUCTUREMUSTBFNAMFDFASE *
<EK'TRY-STRUf TLRF> Ms #NOOE PS NOpEPECL AR A T I ON
<rP-CL*SS-SINGLE-STPllCTuRE-PFCLARATIO















































































































<KO-CLASS-SlKGLE*STRUCTIlRF-nECLARATION> M = ^STRUCTURE
PS STRUCTUREPFCLAPATION <*I> PR ENTFR I P
I
NDECLST ACK






/ <ACCf SS-PRrCF.nUPE"DFCLARATlON> J
SFPARATOR <semi>;
<ACCFSS"PR0CFDURF-DECLARATIPN> «« = < ACCE SS-PROCE PURE-HE AP I NG>
PS COpEBEGINPROCEBUPFPOpY <STATEMENT>
PS CODFENDPfrTCFDUREPODY PS CHECKNOTF ORMAL
PS ENDOFACCESSf'ROCEr>UREFOPYt
<ACCESS-PRDcFOUPE-HEA.DINri> »'= <PROr F.DURF-TYPF > <*I> PS CURRENT ACCESS I D
tpPDCEOURE <*!> PS PROCEDURE IDFNT I F I ER
PS ENTEPACCLSSPROCEPUREID
<FPRMAL-PARAMETER-JUNK> PS FNDPFPRPcEDUPEHE API NC,
J
<ACCESS-DECl AhATlPN> «J= <ACCFSS*T YFE> PS ACCE SSPFCL ARAT I PN
[ ^ACCESS / ffJlJEUF / #STACK ]
LIST <ACCESS-PART> SEPARATOR COMMA f S
.
ENDOFDAT ADECL AR AT I ONJ
<ACCESS-TYPF> II- <*I> PT I S I P AN ACCF SST YPF I
<FR0CEDURE-HF.AniK6> M= <PRPC FPUPF -T YPf> ^PROCEDURE
<*I> pS PRPCEPUREIDENTIFIFR
<FPRMAL-PARAMFTER-JUNK> PS ENDHF PROCEDUpEHE API NG ;
<PPOCEDURE-TYPE> *«= EMPTY





[ ft <INTFGER-EXPRFSSI0N> 18
/ IPOINTER PS POINTFRDECLARATIPN
/ fSTRUCTuRE ®S STRHCTUREnEcLARATION
<STRUCTURE-PART>
/ ^PATTERN PS pATTERNDFCLARftTlOM f
<FPRMAL-PARAMETFR-JUNK> ::= <FORMflL-PARAMFTER-LlST> <SEMT>
<VALUE-PART> <FORMAL-PAR AMETER-SPEC I FI CATION> / <SFMl> i
<FORMAL"PARAMETFR"LIST> >» = #
C
LIST DFt<*I> «S FORMAL PARAMETER ] -rSEPARATFO PY t> #)
PS SCANNINGFPPMALPARAMETERDECLARATIONS t
<VALUE-PART> Jl = C*VALUE LIST PF t<*I> PS VALUE IPFNT IF IER 1
SEPARATED BY CPMMAS <SEMI>U f
<FPRMAL-PARAVETEP- SPECIFICATION : : =
LIST PF
<FORMAL-PARAMFTER-DFCLARATIPN>S SEPARATED BY <SFMI> <SEMI>
PS ENPOFFORMALS J












<MACRO-DEFlMTIpN> lis *MACRO PS M
A
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t <ACCESS-ID> PS CODEACCESSIOACTUAL
/ #*R PS COPFPEFAliLTACCESSlDACTUA
/ PT CHFCKIFMFXTF PISINTFGFR
t <lNTEGER-FXFRFSSIf)N> »S rODElNTEC,
/ #*& PS CODEnEFAliLTINTEGERACTUAL
/ PT CHECKIFNFXTFPISPrOl FAN
f <BOOLEAN-FXPRES5IDN> PS CODEPPOLP
/ **(. PS CCIPEDFFAIjLTBOOLFANACTUAL
/ PT CHFCKTF^FXTFPISSTRING
[ <STRING-EXPFFSSI0N> PS CPDESTFING
/ #*& PS COFEnFFAliLTSTRlMGACTllALP
/ PT CHFCKIFfJFXTFPISPDlNTFR
t <pointep-fxprfssion> ps codeppint
/ <*«. ps cppepffaultpnintfractual
/ pt chfck1fnextfpispattfrn
t <pattern-fxprfssipn> ps codepattf
/ **& ps copf'pffaiiltpattfpnactual
/ pt checkifmfxtfpisstriicturf
i <structurf-fxpression> ps coofstr
/ **fc ps copepffaultstructurfactu
/ pt chfckifmfxtfpisfvfnt
t <fvent-varlabi. f> ps codef vent actu
/ #*& ps copepefatiltfventactualpa
/ pt checkifmfxtfpisfilf
f <file-variaplf> ps conef i l.f ac tual
/ #*& ps copfpefaultftleactualpar
/ pt chfckifnfxtfpisprpcfss
[ <pr0cess-vapiablf> ps cdnfprptess
/ #*& ps cdpepefaultprocfssactual
/ PT checkifnfxtfpiscppf
[ <CODF-vAPlAPLF> PS CnPECnPEACTUAE
/ #*& PS COPFPFFAliLTCPDEACTUALPAR
PS GFTNEXTPAR^ ;
> lj= #CPI^^ENT PS SKIPTHRPURHSEMIC
:$= <BFr,IN| > PS COPEPRFDFCI ARATIONB
LIST I <DECLARATIPN> FOLLOWED
PS COPEPDSTPFCLARATIONBI OCKHFA
<STATFMEM-LIST> <ENP> PS COPF
/ <OPFN"LABEL> <BlOCK> <CLOSF"l.A
OUND> »t= <INTEfiFR-FXPRESSlPN> PS
OUNr> ::= < I NTEGER-FXPRESS IPN> PS
-INITIALISATION M= <ID"PART> <AP
t FMPTY / <APR0W> PS CPPEPEGINTN
<1NTFGFR-FXPRFSSIPN> PS CODFFN
PS RESFTIDLISTCPUNTFP i
ART> i tr FMPT
Y
/ <ARRAY-FIPST-PART> *I P
IRST"PArT> t:= t{ P$ CnPFPE
1\ PS COPE PFGINliPPFRBPU
PS APPANOTHFPSUPSTRIPT
/ <array-first-paft> *» P
t\ PS CODEPFGlNiippFRPPU
PS APPANOTHFRSUPSrpIPT
-IMTlAi I7ATIUN> M= <ID"PA
t FHPTY / <APROV> PS CPfE
<BOOLFAN-ExPRESSlPN> PS
PS RESFTIPLISTfOUNTFR J
»: = t t* U PS SETDFFAULTS
/ #* <INTEGER-FXPPESSIPN>













































































































































t C I M C A T I n N
[ PS SFTOEF
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SF-STATFMENT> <CLOSE-l ABEL> I




ION> PS CODEPRANCHBACKTODOIF FALSE















































































































































































T > J : = |.
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PFSSIPN>
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KENT> <CI OSE-LAPFL> ;











PRESSlOM> PS COPFFORLISTEXP 3
PRESSIPN> PS COPFFORLISTEXP 3
PRESSlON> &>S COPFFORLISTEXP 3












































































































































<EVEMT-I.IST> PS COnEEMDCAUSETFRMINATE OOO485OO
/ PS CPpFFFGlNPROCFSSTEPMINATE <PROCESS-VARI ABU> 0004b600
PS COPFErUPROCESSTFRMTKATF 00046700
[ *» CODFCAUSFTERMINATF <EVENT-|_ I ST> 00048800
PS CODFFKOCAUSFTFRMINATF 1 «, 3 * ) 1 00046900
/ /SUSPEND #( PS COPEPEGINSUSPFKD <PRCCFSS"VARI A8lE> 00049000
PS CPDEENDSUSPFND *) 00049100
/ iTPESTART *( PS COPEPFGINRFSTART <PROCESS"VARI ABLE> 00049200
PS CC1DFENDRFSTART f > ) 00049300
<FVEU-LTST> Ms LIST t <F VFNT-VAR I ABLE> PS C.PDEFVENU 1ST ) 00049400
SEPARATOR t» ) 00049500
<EVEMl-STATFMFNT> »«= ICAUSF #( PS CODEBFGINC AUSF <EVENT-U$T> 00049600
PS COOEENDCAUSE *) 00049700
/ fwAlT #( PS CnDFREGlNWAlT <EvENT-LlST> PS CODEENDMlT #) J 00049800
<PATTF.RN-K, ATrhING-STATEWFKT> «t B <STR TNG-VAR I ABL F> 00049900
[ PS CPDEFLOATINGMATCH / PS COPFFlXEDMATCH #FIXFD ) 00050000
<PATTFRN"EXPPFSSlON> PS CODEPATTERNH ATOP 00050100
t PS CPDENOMTCHASSIGNMFJNT 00050200
/ <APROw> PS COTF^ATCHASSIGK'MENT <STR I NG-EXPRFSf>lON> 00050300
PS CODEENDMATCHASSIGNMEK'T 1 * 00050400
<INTEGER-ASSTGNMFNT> m= <1MFGER-VARIAB| E> PS SFTSTAPOK <ARROW> OOO5O5OO
<IMTFf,FP-EXpRFSSlrN> PS INTFGERSTORF 00050600
/ <INTFGER-FUNCTIrN-ID> <ARPOfc> OOO5O7OO
<INTEGER-ExPRESSIPN> PS I N'TE P E RFUMCT IpNSTOPE t 00050800
<INTEGFh-FUKCTInN-IO> M= <*I> PT TESTI MEGERF UMCT IONIDJ OOO5O9OO
<BnOLEAN-ASslGNMFNT> ti = <BPOl
E
AN-VAR I ABLE> PS SFTSTAPOK <ARPOW> 00051000
<PPOLEAN-EXPpESSlPN> PS BPOl EAmSTORF 0005U00
/ <BOOLEAN-FUNCTION-ID> <ARPOW> 00051200
<B00LFAN-EXPRI'SSI0N> PS BOPLFANFUNCTTrNSTORE) 00051300
<bOCLEAN-FLKCTIpN-IO> :!= <*I> PT TFSTROPLFANFUNC T
I
ONIDJ OOO5I4OO
<STRING-ASSIGNMFNT> us <STpING-VARlAFLE> PS SETSTAROK <APRn*> 00051500
<STRHiG-EXPRESSlOr> PS STRINGSTORE 00051600
/ <STRING-VAPIABLF> #. # [ < INTFGER-FXPPF SS I 0N> 00051700
PS CPDEFIELDSTAPTHYKAKE *« < T NTEGE R-FXPRE SSlON> , 00051800
PS CODEFIELOLENGTHBYNAMF tl PS SETSTAROK <ARROW> 00051900
string-expression p s partihstringstore 00052000
/ <STPlMG-FUNCTION-ID> <ARRPW> y .00052100
<STRlMG-EXPPFSSIOM> PS STPINPFUNCTIP^STORF) 00052200
<STR1NG-FUNCTI0N-TD> 11= <*I> PT TESTSTPIKGFUNCTIPNIOI 00052300
<PDINTER-ASSTGNMEKT> »: = <PPI K TER-VARI ABl E> <ARR0W> 00052400
<P0INTFR-EXPRFSSIPN> PS PP I NTERSTORE 00052500
/ <POINTER-FUK'CTIrM-ID> <ARRO*> 00052600
<POIMTER-ExPRESSlPN> PS POINTERFUNCTIPNSTOREl 00052700
<POIkTFR-FUkCTIo^-IO> lis <*I> PT TFSTPPTNTERFUNCTIOMDJ 00052800
<PAT7ERN-ASSIGNN'ENT> ;;r <PATTERN--VART ABLE> <ARRPW> 00052900
<PATTFRN-EXPRESSIPN> PS PATTFRKSTORE 00053000
/ <PATTFRN-F UKiCTIPN-TD> <ARPOW> 00053100
<PATTFRN-ExPRESSlPN> PS P ATTFPNFUNCT I PNSTOPE
I
00053200
<PATTFRN-F UKTTPf1 -ID> J»= <*t> PT TFSTPAtTFRNF UhCT IOK IDJ 00053300
<INTLGEh-EXpPtSSlPN> lt= <S I HP|_E- I NTEGER-EXPPF SS T PN> 00053400
/ <INTFGER-ASSIGN^EM> PS CODENONDEsTpUCTlNTEGFPSTPpE I 00053500
<SlMPLE-lKTEGtR-FXPRESSION> ::= <TFPM> 00053600
/ <SlHPLE-lMFf,FR-EVPPFSSTOM> * * <TFRM> PS CODE INTEgFRADO 00053700
/ <SH'PLE-lNTFGER-FXPPESSION'>#- <TERM> PS CODElMTEGERSUBTRACT;0OO53eO0
<TERM> »» = <FACTOR> 00053900
/ <TEPP> #* <FACTPR> PS CPPF I NTEGEPPULT IPL
Y
00054000
/ <TFRN( > #/ <FACTpR> PS CPDFDK'IDE 00054100
/ <TFpM> #RDIV <FACTPP> PS C.ODFPDIV 00054200
/ <IFRM> #CDIV <FACTOR> PS CPDFCDIV 0005*300
/ <TFP^> *MOD <FACTPP> PS CODtMOD J 00054400

































































> t := <RD
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: j = <































R C#*H <PRIMARY> PS CPDEPPWER
R #- <PRIMARY> PS CPDENFGATIVE PS CpDEPOWER ;
OPEINTEGERCPNSTANT
GFRSTARALLOWED
BLE> PS COPElNTEGFPVALUECAl L
IpN> PS CPDFINTFGERFUNCTION
XPRFSSI0N> PS CODFEXPSKIPTHFK'ON'FAI SE
-FXPRFSSIPN> PS CODFEXPSKIPFLSF
TOEI. SFFpUN'P
-FXPPFSSTPM> PS CODFEXPSKIPPASTFLSEFOUND *Fl
-FXFRFSSIPN> *PF PS CPDFEXPC ASFRR AN'CH
R-EVPRESSION> PS CODEFXPCASFENTPY 3
DFFAuLT <INTEGER-FXPRFSsION>
/ PS CODFNOEVPCASEDFFAULT ]
E
ION> #) PS CPDEABS
STON> #) PS CPDESIGN
SSlOl"> *) PS CODEINJTGRFRO^STPIMG
SSI0N> #) PS CODELFNGTHOFSTRING
RFSSI0N> 1) PS CODFCHARSIZFOFSTPING
IPST-PART> #. 38,
FPRUPPER f <SUBSCRIPT> 36 *
>
IRST-PART> *. 3&










































































































































































































































[#< / *<* =


























































j != #= PS CODE
lss / *> ps cn


























































EQL / ** PS CODENEO
DFGTR














































































































































































































i-'c.LArjPir ll ' r. l struiiKu
<PATTFRN-FxPRESSlPN> PS CODEExPSK I PPAS
<INTEGER-FXPRESSIPN> «PF PS CPDFEXPCAS
C <PATTtRN-EXPRESSlON'> eS CODEEXPC ASEEN
ATOR ##














































































ACfFSS - VARlABLF> p T ACCFSSCPDE )
<FILE-VAPIAPIF> M= [ <PnlNTEP-SPFCIFIFR> H <FlLF"NAME>
/ <ACCFSS-VARTABLF> PT ACCESS* ILF. J






]R <-STRUCTURF-FlRST-PART>000 7 3ftOO
ACCESSSTRUCTURE ) 00073500
183
OSL? /SMANTIx LISTFD BY THFSlS ON JANUARY 3* 1971 AT 1 1 21 A.M.






























































































































LAST ID SCANNED WA
STRUCTURE* THEN T
POINTS INTO

































































































































































































PER PF THE LAST ASSIGNFD
FSS TYPE, E.G. FIFO
FSS MIGHT PF #1 AND LIFU
FSS MIGHT BF #2, IF THAT







HE I ARGFST SFGMFNT
PEP COMPILED SO F AR
HE ME














XT OISPl ACEMFNT TO
NED AT THIS LEVEL
ONTAINS THE CURRENT
F EXPPFSSIPNS OR







































































YPE ENTRY IN IDSTACK
OINTER IS INITIALIZE
N(0) TO POINT TO THE
SOUT.





WITCH IS TRUF IF A
ARAMFTFP DECLARATION
SCANNFP. IT MUST B
HEN A PROCEDURE
ION IS ENCOUNTERED F
PARAMFTER.




F A STRUCTURE OR
IPT HAVF BEEN
AND MO NAMF CALL
































































ARRAY Mf SPLIT t t 1 7 D #
ACCFSSTAPLFC0:63]J

























































































































































































































































































E TP USE OSL



















































































































































replace pmfsput by currfntsegme^t
"|",rpanch1 for 4 digits*
replace fmfsput+35 by "( m ,
curpentsegment for 3 digits,"*",






























* THIS DEFINE OUTPUTS














































FOP 3 DIGITS* 00021700






THIS DEFINE EMITS AN 00022400
OPERATOR AS OBJECT CODE. 00022500







FOR 3 DIGITS, 00023300







% THIS PEFINF FMITS AN
* OPFRATOP AS riBJFCT CODE.
% CURRENTADDRFSS IS INCREMENTED
* THE OPFRATOP IS MARKED AS
% AN OVERWRITTEN INSTRUCTION.
COUPLF
(















UT BY CURPFNTSFGMENT FOR 3 DIGITS
"l w #CURRENTADDRESS FOR * DIGITS
" "»COUPLFl>" (%
C0UPLF2 FOR 2 niCJTS* M » ,, >
















































* THIS DEFINF FMITS AN
f OPERATION CODE FOLLOWED BY







ENTSEGMENT F O^P 3 DIGITS*
CURRENTADDRFSS FOR 4 DIGITS*
">OUTPUTRELOP1*"-"J
P OF
ACE P'P BY "LFSS-THAN W J
ACE PIP BY "LESS-OR-EQUAL*;
ACE P»P BY ••ECUAL";
ACE PIP BY "GRFATER-OR-EQllAL"J
ACE PIP BY "GRFATER-THAN")
ACE PIP PY 'NOT-EQUAL"
D(MSTACK»tTOP+l*PSYM)) = "< w
* OP I = "= M OP I = ">"
" OR I : "*••
ACE PIP BY ••-PARTIAL-DESTRUCTIVE")'
UT?
% THIS rEFH'E FMITS























































































MIMBROF PARMSs 35 j 6»
TYPEFLAGS= 43»5>










DDMMYPARMs 5 3 t 1 >



















































Y CURRFNTSFGMEMT FOP 3 DIGITS
">CllRPENTADDPESS FOR 4 DIGITS
THIS DEFINE PUTS OUT T



























ast part of an operator
intobject is turned on.
s define is used to drop
a new segmfnt.




s field holds the dsl
of the data.
s f ield contains the
s type number of data
red accfss.
e of store for access

























































































































































pLDSEMFIELD= 129 a 15*
ISDEFINED: 1 29 I 1 *
ISBETINGDFFINFD«130|1#




FFTCHAUXPTR= 1 66 » 1 3*
STPRFAUXPTRs 179 » 1 3*




















F C L A R
OWN
THIS in.
THIS POINTS TO SUP
DATA IN STRtlCTltRETAP
THF SUBSTRUCTURE OAT
BEGINS AT A HIGH ADD
AND CONTINUES TO A L
THIS POINTS TO A F
PARAMETFR LIST IN ST
THE FORMAL PARAMETER
BEGINS AT A HIGH ADR
AND CONTINUES TO A L
THIS VARIARLF IS A
AT THIS LEVEL
THIS PUINTS TO AN
FETCH PPOCFPURF.
THIS POINTS TO AN
STORE PROCEDURE.
THIS CONTAINS THE
OF THE SEM FIELD OF
BEFORE THIS TD WAS D
THIS IS THE BREAKP




THIS VARIARLF IS A
AT THIS DISPLACEMENT
THIS IS STRUCTURET
BEFORE THIS MESS WAS
THIS FIELD IS USFD
AUXILLIARY FETCH DAT








USED TO STORE ALL SU
IDS AND THF INFORMAT
RELATIVF TO THFM,
THIS FIELD HOLDS T




TYPE OF STORE FOR
DATA.





NUMBFP OF PROCEDURE PAR







































































































































































































STHREAUXPTR* 1 79 » 1 3* X



















































































L BY VALUF FORMAL PARM. 00
S FORMAL PARAMETER HAS 00
DFCLARFD IN THE 00
DUPE HEADING. 00
S IS AN ACCESS PROCEDURE 00
S IS A DUMMY FORMAL 00
FTFR INSERTED INTO AM 00
S PROCFDUPF IN ORDER 00
SRF THAT THE ACCESS 00
BLF IS INCLUDED IN THE 00
S FROCFDUPF CALL. 00
S POINTS PACK INTO RlGTABOO
E ID CHARACTERS AND 00
NT SEMANTIC FIELD FOP 00
m. 00
S POINTS TO SUBSTRUCTURE 00
IN STRUCTllPETAB. 00
IJRSTRUCTURF DATA 00
S AT A HIGH ADDRESS 00
ONTINUFS -TO A LOW ADPRESSOO
S POINTS TO A FORMAL 00
ETFR LIST IN ST RUCTUPET ABOO
OPMAL PARAMETER DATA 00
S AT A HIGH ADDRESS 00













S POINTS TO AN
PROCEDURE.
S POINTS TO AN ACCESS
PPOCEDtlRF.
S CONTAINS THE CONTENTS
E SEM FIELD OF PlGTAP
E THIS ID WAS DECLARED.





S VARIAPLF IS ADDRESSED 00
IS DISPLACEMENT 00
S IS STRUCTURFTAR POINTEROO
E THIS MESS WAS DECLARED, 00
S FIELD IS USED FOR
I TARY FFTCH DATA In











S FIEID CONTAINS THE
S TYPE NUMBER OF DATA
RED ACCFSS.

























NODE* A6 I 1 *
OWN= /»7tl»
MlSCFLAGS= 4 9 » 6 *
FORMALPARMs 49tl>












PLDSEMFlELOs 129 t 15*
ISDEFINEDs 1 29 1 1 *
ISPEINGDFF!NFD=130«1*
F0RWARDDFF1NFD-131 J 1 >





% TYPE OF FFTCH FOR
* DATA.
* THIS FIELD CONTAIN
% NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS
% NUMBFR OF SUPSTRUC
? NUMBFR OF PROCEPUR









* CALL PY VALUE FORM
T THIS FORMAL PARAGE
r BEEN DTCLARED I N THE
S PROCEDURE HEADING.
% THIS IS AM ACCESS
* THIS IS A OUMMY FO
* PARAMETER INSERTED I
r ACCESS PROCEDURE IN
?: TO INSRF THAT THE AC
1 VARIABLE IS INCLUDED
* ACCESS PROCEDURF CAL
% THIS POINTS BACK I
* TO THE ID CHARACTERS
y CURRENT SEMANTIC FIE
* this in.
% THIS POINTS TO SL'F
% DATA IN STRUCTliRETAR
% THE SUBSTRUCTURE PAT
* BEGINS AT A HIGH ADD
% AND CONTINUES TO A L
* THIS POINTS TO A F
f PARAMETER LIST IN ST
% THE FORMAL PARAMETER
% BEGINS AT A HIGH APT
* AND CONTINUES TO A L
* THIS VARIABLE IS A
* AT THIS LEVEL
* THIS POINTS TO
* FETCH PROCEDURE.
* THIS POINTS TO
* STOKE PPOCEPURE.
% THIS CONTAINS THE
* OF THE SEM FIELD OF
* BEFORE THIS ID WAS P
* THIS IS THE PREAKO




f THIS VARIABLF IS A
* AT THIS DISPLACEMENT
% THIS IS STRUCTURET
% BEFORE THIS MESS WAS
% THIS FIELD IS USED






































































































































































lABELSEGMENT = 1 53 l 15* %
LAPEL ST ARTADPRFSSM6M13*?
LABELENDADDRESS=179Jl3)> f






















IDLENGTH = 16t6J *
MSTACK*
05L2SEMFIELD = 1«35» %
%
NODE = 111* %
%









PROCEDUREPTR = 2Atl?)J %
%
%











ACCFSS TYPES AND ACCFSS
VARIABl FS.
AUXILI IARY STORE DATA.
THFSE THREE FIELDS




ADDPESSFS FOR A PLANT AT














THIS ID IS CURRENTLY 00123&00
DECLARFT. (NOTE! THIS FIELD 00123700
ALSO OCCURS IN IDSTACK.) 00l23b00
THIS ID IS DFCLAPfcO IN THE 00123900
CURRENT BLOCK AND MAY NOT BE 0012^000
RE-pECI ARFD BY ANOTHFR 0012M00
DECLARATION IN THE SAME BLOCK 0012^200
HEAD. (NCTFJ THIS FIELD AL SOOOl 2^300
OCCURS IN IDSTACK.) 0012^400
THIS FIELD CONTAUS A 0012^500
POINTER INTO THE CURRENT ENTRYOO 1 24600
IN IDSTACK THAT DEFINES THE 00124700
TYPE AMP PARAMETERS OF THIS 00124600
ID. (NOTE: THIS FIELD ALSO 0012^900
OCCURS IN IDSTACK.) 00125000
THIS IS A FORWARD DEFINED 00125100
PROCEDURE IF THIS FIELD IS A 00125200
ONE, 00125300
THIS IS THE LENGTH 00125400
OF THE ID IN THIS BEGTAB CELL , 001 25500
00125600
THIS IS THE 0SL2 * 00125700
SEMANTICS FIELD IN MSTACK. O0l25bO0
IF THIS BIT TS ON* THE ID 00125900
SCANNFD IS OF CLASS MODE. 00126000
THIS FIELD POINTS INTO 00126100
STRUCTUPETAP IF THE ID 00126200
SCANNED WAS A STRUCTURE. 00l?6300
LFNGTH OF ABOVE VECTOR. 00126400
23:1* 00126500
IF PROCEDUREPTR BFLOw 00126600
POINTS TO A PROCEDURE IN THE 00126700
IDSTACK RATHFR THAN 00126800
STRUCTUPETAP* THEN THIS 00126900
FIELD TS SET TO ONE (1). 00127000
POINTER TO PROCEDURE 00127100
IF' LAST ID SCANNED WAS A 00127200
PROCEDURE. 0C127300
THIS STACK CONTAINS ID 00127400
COUNTFRS THAT TFLL HOW MANY 00127500
IDENTIFIERS HAVF TO BE POPPED 00127600
OFF OF THE ID STACK AT THF 00127700
CLOSE OF THF CURRENT BLOCK. 00127B00
THIS STACK HOLDS PUSHED DOWN001?7VOO
PARAMFTFRS DURING A STRUCTURE 00128000
DECLARATION SCAN. 00126100
AS NFSTED PROCEDURF DFCL ARA-00 1 28200
TIONS ARE ENCOUNTERED* THE OOI283OO




















































































































* IN THE f
CANNING
ARANETFRS, TH
NT A IMS THE PU

























dupe dompentry( i d, entry* indfnt ) ;
iD/entrymndfnt;









if id then replace p»p py "idstack «
else rfplacf plp fy "strl'c tupft ar ";
replace p by "entry "'entry fop 4 digits'














































































































IF (T « SOPD
1HFN RFPLACE
IF CT < SOPD
THEN REPLACE
IF (T « SpPU
then replace
if ct « sopd
then replace
if (T <- SOPD
THEN pFPLACE


















if (T • SOPD
THEN RFPLACE
IF (T * SPPD
THEN REPLACE
IF (T « Sppp
THEN REPLACE
if (T « snPD
( IDFNTRY*ACCESSTYPF)) *
PiP PY "ACCESSTYPF ",T FOR 2 DIGITS)
( IDENTRY^STORETYPE)) *
P:P PY "STPRETYPE ",T FOR 2 DIGITS)
( IDENTRY/FETCHTYPE)) i
PtP PY "FFTCHTYPE. , . . . . ,",T FOP 2 PIGITSJ
( IDENTRY>KtiMPPOFSUPS)) *
PtP RY "NUMRPOFSUPS... ,"»T FOR 3 PIGITS)
CIDENTRY,NUK'BRSI'BSTRUCT)) /
PJP PY "NUMRPSURSTRUCT."#T FOR 3 DIGITS)
(TDFNTRY,NUHBROFPARMS)) # <r
PjP FY "NUKPPOFPARKS. . ,">T FOR 3 DIGITS)
OPDCIDEN'TRY, MACRO))
PtP py "MACRO. ....... ,TRUF")
OPD ( IDE MTRY> SUBSCRIPTED))
PtP PY "SUBSCRIPTED. . .TRUE")
DPD( I PENTRY, PROCEDURE))
PtP PY "PROCFDURE TRUF")
OPD( IDFNTRY^NODE))
PtP PY "NPDF TRUF")
rlPD( I PELTRY* FORM ALP ARM))
PtP PY "FORMALPARM. . ...TRUE")
OPP(IPFNTRY,VALUEPARM))
PtP FY "VAI.UEPARM. . . . .TRUE")
OPP(IPF^ TRY/HASPEEMSPEC))
PtP PY "HASPFENSPFC. . .TRUE")
OPDC IPENTRY^OWN) )
PtP PY "OWN ......TRUF")
(TDFNTRY..BIGTABPTR) ) *
PtP PY "BIGTABPTR "#T FOR « DIGITS)
( IDENTRV/STRUCTUREPTR) ) *
PtP PY "STPUCTUREPTR. ,"^T FOR 4 DIGITS)
ClDENTRY,FORMALPARMPTRn *































































































LACE P«P PY M FFTCHPRPCDPR..«,T FOR 4 DTGITS;
SOPO(IDENTRY»STpRFPROCFDURE)) 4
LACE PtP PY "STPPROCEDURE. .">T FOR 4 DIGITS;
SOPD(IDENTRY,FETCHAUXPTR)) /
LACE PlP FY "FFTCHAUXPTR, . „•«> T FOR 4
SOPDC IDENTRY»STC1RFAUXPTP) ) 4
LACE P»P PY "STORFAUXPTR. ..", T FOR 4
ANCSOPDC IPENTRY,ISPFFH'ED))
LACE P:P PY "ISTEFI^'ED tRUF*J
anupppc ipe>'try,isbeinodefhedn
lace p:p py "ispeingdef.. # .true*;
AN(SPPD(lDENTRY,FORWARprEFlNED))
LACE P«P PY "FDRWARDDEf. . . .TRUF";
*OPU(TDENTRY*IDSTACkPTR)) *
LACE P»P PY "IPSTACKPTR. . ..«>T FOR 4 DIGITS;
SOPD(IDFNTRY,STRUCTPTRPFFORF)) *
LACL P«P PY "STRliCTPTRPFnR.*/T FOR 4 DIGITS;
A ( P A > P ) / 1 8 ;
nkme.sout;
lace. pmesput + i by "no fntrlfs";
TEt^ESPUT
o;





^HILE NPL<NPL AND T<M DO
BEGIN
REPLACE PJP PY PA+lBxT FPR 18," ";
NOL «- NPL + i;










RpPLAcE PMESOUT + C T«^'IN(5x!NDENTM00)> PY »*= = > BIGTAB ";
N FOR 4 DIGITS*













































































REPLACE PMFSCUT+I BY "
I








RFPLACE PMFSOUT+I BY "FORwARDDEFINeD*;
WRITEMESOUT
END























2 TRUE IF IDSTACK - OTHFPWISE STRUCTURETAB
* TRUE IF FOPMAlS AMD SUPSTRUCT TO PE DUMPED
* TRUE IF PLnsEMFlELD TO BE TRACED
% TRUE IF PIGTAR TO PE PUMPED
% WHICH FNTPY TO DUMP
,




























s THEN GO AWAY;



















replace pk'espi't + j ry
"tttttttt SUBSTRUCTURES
writemesout;


















































































'•*>#### FORMAL PARAMETERS ######"!
WRITEMESOUT)


















definf comma=tf p*pmes0ut*5 thfn replacf p«p by "> "#l
blankmesout;
replace pmesout by ""*> mstack "» n ftp 4 digitsl
writfmesout;
blankmesout;
p «- pmes0ut + 5i
IF BOOlEAN(£OPD(MsTACK*N#NODF))
THEN REPLACE PtP PY "NODE")




replace plp by "procfdureptrisintojdstack"
end;




rfplace ptp by "procfdureptr*", j for 4 digits
end;




rfplace ptp py w entry="#i for 4 digits)
end;


































































REPLACE PlP BY "STPUCTUREPTRe", I FOR 4 DIGITS! 00327000
END) 00327100































BOOLEAN PROCEDURE LANGUAr,ECONTPOLCARD( PARM) ; 00330300
VALUE PARM; ALPHA PARMl
., 00330400
COMMENT ThIS PROCEDURE IS TRUE If AN 0SL2 CONTROL CARD IS 00330500
BEING SCANNED. GTHERWISF IT IS FALSE. THE LEGITIMATE 0SL2 CONTROL00330600
CARDS ARE AS FOLLOWSI 00330700
PDUMP UDSTACK/STRUCTURFTAR] [ TP ACFf t PARM/SEM/P IGTAB J *& 3 3&00 3 30ftOO
tALL/N/TOP N3 00330900
idstack or structuretab is dumped, 00331000
if trace is not presfnt* then only the 00331100
inpkated fntrifs are dumped. 00331200
if trace is on' then the trace parameters 00331300
causf a tracf on the indkatfd pointers 00331000
parm => stpuctureptr & formal parmptr 00331500
sem => old semfield 00331600
bigtab => pigtapptr 00331700
if no trace parameter is entfred* then all 00331600
are assumed. 00331900
one can dump all of the entries in a 00332000
stack or just entry n or the top n entries. 00332100
mstack [top n/tpace r p i gt
a
b/p arm/sfm/ all 3] 00332200
THF TOP N ELEMENTS OF MSTACK ARF OliflPFD 00332300
OR THE TOP ELEMFNT IS DUMPED KITH A TRACE 00332400
INTO JUST PIGTAP OR IF PARM OR SEM OR ALL 00332500
ARE SPECIFIED/ THEN THE TRACE CONTINUES INTO 00332600
IDSTACK OR STRUCTURETAP WITH THF INDICATED 00332700
TRACF PARAMETERS. NOTE THAT THF USE OF 00332800
199
BIGTAB HERF IS UNIQUE. THE ONLY WAY TO TURN
ON A BIGTAP TRACF PARAMFTER WHEN A TRACE
PRrcFFDS INTO IPSTACK DR STRUCTURET Ap IS TO
USE THE TRACF PARAMETER ALL WHICH TURNS ON









OPJFCT TURNS ON OBJECT PRINTING
NOOBjECT TURNS OFF OBJECT PRINTING
KILL DOES A DIVIDE BY 7EROJ
THIS DUMPS ALL OF THE
SINGLE VARIABLES IF THEY











PARM b "OPjFCT" THEN PRINTOBJECT « TRUE







DEFINE PRINT = BL ANKMESOUTJ REPL ACF PMESOUT+5 BY t,
FIMISH(FINISH1 )=>" = •%

































































































F INI SH (CURRfiNTDF CLOW h) 00 3392 00
END) 00339300


































IF CURRENTSTRUCTUREPTR * 00342400
THEN 00342500
BEGIN 00342600
PRINT M CURRENTST^UCTllREPTR M 00342700
FIMSH(CuRPENTSTRUCTuRfPTR) 00342600
END) 00342900




F I N I SH< CURRENT NUKBEROFSUP STRUCTURES) 0034 34 00
END) 00343500










FINISH(CURRENTF'DRMALPARAKETERLISTPOINTEP) 00 34 4 6 00
END) 00344700











FIN I SH( CURRENT ACTUAL PARAMETERCOUNT) 00 34 5 600
END; 00345900




FINISH (CURRENTS A XACCESSNL'MBER) 00 34 6 4 00
ENO) 00346500















PRINT"SCANNINGFDPMALPARAMETERDECLARATI0NS W ; 00 34 6100
WRlTFMESDUT 00348200
END) 00348300












PR I NT STACK (lDCOUNTERSTACK#PTinCOUNTERSTACK) 0034 9600
FND 00349700







ELSE IF PARM = "PROCED" 00350500
THFN 00350600
BEGIN 00350700





FLSE IF PARM = "SUBSCR" 00351^00
THEN 00351300
BEGIN 00351400









PRINTSTACK(ACTUALPARWSTACK'PTACTUALPARM STACK) 00352 400
END 00352500





phintpstackcfr-rmalswitchstack^ptformalswltchstack) 00 35 3100
FND 00353200
ELSE IF PARM = "IDSTAC" 00353300
THEN 00353400
PEGIN 00353500
ID « TRUE* 00353600
GO TO FANCY 00353700
END 00353600
ELSE IF PARM = "STRUCT" 00353900
THEN 00354000
PEGIN 00354100
ID « FALSE; 00354200
EANCYt PARM «- CCSCAN; 00354300
IF PARM = "TRACE " 00354400
THEN * 00354500
DO REGIN 00354600
PARM * CCSCAN; 00354700
IE PARM - "PARM ' ., 00354800
THEN 00354900
BEGIN 00355000
TRACEPARM « TRUE* 00355100
PARM + CCSCAN 00355200
END 00355300




PARM * CCSCAN 00355b00
END 00355900
ELSE IF PARM = "FIGTAB" 00356000
THFN 00356100
BEGIN 00356200
TPACEPIG <- TRUEj 00356300
PARM «- CCSCAN 00356400
FNp 00356500
ELSE TRACEPARM < TRACESEM «- TRACERIG * TRUE 00356600
FND UNTIL PARM * "»"J 00356700
IF PARM = "ALL " 00356800
THEN 00356900
PEGIN 00357000












ELSE TOP <- POT



















































IF CCSCAN = "j" THE
END UNTIL CCSCAN 4 *>"
ELSE LANGUAGECONTPOl CARD
END LANGUAgECONTROICARDJ
PARM « CCSCAN) s "ALL w
traceparm«-tracfsem<-tracebig«-true
IF PARM s "PARM "
TRACEPARM <- TRUE
IF PAPM = "SEM "
TRACESFM <r TRUFJ
(PARM «- CCSCAN) * ","J
K(PTMSTACK-1 )J
ARM OR TRACFSEM OR TRACEBIG
TAB(TRUE,SOPD(BIGTAP>







OP STEP -1 UNTIL BOTTOM DO
K(N)j


































































































































erpms "this procedure hf aping does not match the forward ">
"declaration of itself. "i
writemesout;
end nofprwapdmatch;
BOOLEAN PROCEDURE FoUALSTRUCTUPETABf A*B); INTEGER A>p;
COMNFNT THIS PROCEDURE CHECKS THAT THE PATA TYPfS AT AiB IN
struc.tiipetab have the same specification and substructure
specification;
if a = then fqualstructurftap <- p =
ELSE IF b = THEN EOUALSTPUC TllRFT AR « FALSE
else eoualstructuretab «•





and Ecu als truc turf tab csopd ( structure t a p,a» st ructureptR),
SOPD (StRUCTURFT A R,B, STRUC TUREPTR))
AND EeU*LSTRUCTURETAB(*OPD( STRUCTURFT AP# A* FPPM ALP ARMPTR)#
SOPn(STRuCTURETAP#B#FPPMALPARMPTR))J
BOOLEAN PROCEDURE FQUAl IPSTACK C A#B > J INTEGFR A*B;
COMMFNT THIS PROCEDURE CHECKS IF THE GOflDlES AT A « P IN
IDSTACK HA\/E THE SAMF SPECIFICATION AND SUPSPEC I F I C AT I ON INSOFAR










boolean procedure equal idstruct ( a, b 5 j integer a»p;
commfnt this procedure checks that the guy a in idstack is the
same type as b in structuretari
egualidstruct « sppdc idstack , a , sall ) = sopd( s*ructurftar,b> sall 0)
and eoualstructuretap(sopd( idstack* a * structureptr )t





sopd (struc turf tap* b> formal parmptr ))
;
BOOLEAN PROCEDURE TFSTTYPE ( TYPE ) I VALUE TYPF) INTEGFR TYPE;
COMMENT THIS PROCEDURE CHECKS IF THE TYPE OF THF ID IN MSTACK











sopd(mstack*stop > entry )#
idstackptp) »node));











































































IDST ACK* SOPDC BlGTAB, SOPDC MSTACK, STOP* ENTRY)*
IDSTACKPTR)*TYPE) = TYPE )
TYPE = STRUCT OR
SOPDC IDSTACK*




































"this 10 is not part of this structure.")
mesout;
NCTRUE))













INTEGER FRPCFDURE FI NDSUeSTRUCTUREl DC Bl GTApPTR ) i
value pigtfibptr; intfger pigtarptr;
comment this procedure uses thf current values of
currentstructureptr anp curpentnumberofsubstpuctures to ftnd
an entry in structurftar that has the same td as that which
is at pigtafptr in pigtap. if no entry is found* then the
VALUE OF FlN'DSUBSTRUCTiiREID IS ZERO CO))
BEGIN LABEL FRUOECORP;












































































thfn return (cupre nt structureptr+i-i)
END
I ERUDECORPI END J
BOOLEAN PROCEDURE FUNCT I PNTEST( TYPE 5
I
VALUE TYPFI INTEGER TYPf»
COMMENT THIS PRPCEpijRE CHECKS IF THE FUNCTION ON THE
TOP OF NSTACK IS OF THF SPECIFIED TyPFI
FUNCTIONTEST <-
(IF BOOLFAN(SPPD(MSTACK#STOP*PROCEDUREPTRISINTPlDSTACK))
THFN SOP DC IOSTACK,*npD(MSTACK* JTnP#PROCFDURFPTP)#TvpF)
ELSE $OPD(STRUCTUPETAB,tOPD(MSTACK,$TOP,PRPCFDUREPTR)#TYPF))
= TYPE*
BOOLEAN PROCEDURE PFFSF TFQUAL ( A> LA> P) I
VALUE A>LA,P> INTFGFR A»IA*B>
CONSENT THIS PROCEDURE DOES AN ECUALSTRUCTuRFT AB WHERE A ANQ
LA POINT Tp THF A VECTOR AND DESCRIBE ITS LFNGTH. B IS AS IN
EOLALSTPUCTURETAb;
BEGIN LABEL ERUDECORPI











for i <- 1 stfp 1 until la co
IF NOT EOUALSTFUCTl'RETAR(A + l-I>P + l-I)
THEN BEGIN RETURN( F ALSE ) FND
ENPI
rfturn(truf)
I ERUDECORp: END ;
PROCEDURE TESTFPTYPE(TYPF)! VALUF TYPE! INTFGER TYPFI
COMMENT THIS PROriPUPF PRINTS AN FPROP M^SSAGF IF THE NEXT
<AL PARA^FTFP IN A pRPCEDURF POLS NOT HAVF TYPF "TYPE"!












































































THEN' SFMANTKTFST FALSF 00418600




PROCEDURE TESTACCESSTYPF(TYPE)) VALl'F TYPE! INTEGER TYPE) 00419100
COMMENT THIS PRnCEDUPF TESTS THf TYPf OF THE ACCESS VARjABLf 00419200
ON THE TOP PF MSTACK. IF IT IS FOLLOWED BY AN ARROW* IT IS TESTED 00419300
FOR A STORE TYPE) . 00419400
DRDP 00419500
GETLKSYM(I); 00419600
IF *OPD(MSTACIOSTPP+1#P$YM) s "t" 00419700
OR $nPPCMSTACK,STOP + i>PSYM) = "«•" 004l9p00
THEN SEMAMICTEST <• TYPE * 00419900
SOPDC
I
DsTACK,J>PPD(PIGTAB>JOPD(M STACK* STOP* ENTRY)* 00420000
IDSTACKPTP)*STORETYPF) 004?0l00
ElSE SFMAKTICTEST « TYPE * 00420200








PMESOUT * POlNTER(MES0UTfO])j 00500600
PTIPSTACK <- 1 ; 00500700
PTSTRUCTURFTAR <- 1) 00500600






COMMFNT THIS ACTION SETS UP AN ACCESS DECLARATION SCAN, 00501400
CURRENTPEClTYPE IS SET UP AND CURRENT ACCESSIJ) IS SET TO FOlNT TO 00501500
THE DECLARATION OF THE ACCESS TYPE TN IDSTACM 00501600
DRDP 00501700
CURRENTDECLTYPE • ACCESSVARJ 00501800




CUMMFNT THIS ACTION FK'TERS THE TD INTO TDSTACK AND SETS UP FOR 00502300
AN ACCESS DEFINITION. K THE ID IS IN USE IN THIS PLOCK* AN ERROR 00502400
MESSAGE IS PRINTED) 00502500
DROP 00502600
CURRENTDECLTYPE <• ACCESS? 00502700
JEXECCENTFRIPINDECL STACKS 00502 600





CUKRENTPROCFPUREID * PTIPSTACK-IJ 00503400

















commfnt this action sets curpentcecltypf = bool to indicate




SEKANTICIEST «- (IF CURPFNTSTRUCTUREpTR =
THEN $flPPUDSTACK#CURRFNTPRpCEDliRElD#TYPE)











IE NOT J0PD(F0RMALSWITCHSTACK>ST0P-1) % CHK IF FORML PARM SCANTNG
THEN
EEGIN
EpPMS "A ","»», "FORMAL ,, #" ,, "> ,' SPECIFICATION IS ONLY ALLOWED '
KFPRMAI ALLOWFD) t



























"AS A PROCEDURE BODY IF THE DECLARED PROCEDURE "» *
"IS A FORMAL PARAMETER OF ANOTHER PROCEDURE,";
TEMESOUT
KFOPWARDOKI I
NT THIS ACTION CHECKS TO MAkE SURE THAT A FORWARD
E PODY IS ALLO^FP;
( IpSTACK>CUPRENTPROCFDURFID,PIGTABPTR)J
BIGTAB/I^FORWAPDDEFINFD) = 1
MS "HEY DUMMY - ONLY ONE FORWARD PER PROCEDURE IS ALLOWED.
RITEMESOUT
SCANMNGFORMALPAPAMETEPDFCLARATIONS
MS "FORWARD IS NHT AN ALLOWFD PROCEDURE BODY HERE. ONLY H
"FORMAL IS PERMITTED. "J
TEMESOUT
D(BIGTABM»F0RWARDDEF INED) « II
KIFNEXTFPISAPROCFDURE )«

































































ERRMS "NUMBER OF ACTUAL PARAMETERS EXCEEDS NUMPFR ALLOWED." J 00509/00
KRITEMESOUT; 00509800
SEMANTKTEST «- TRUE! 00509900
END 005:
ELSE 005:





SEMANTKTEST «- TRuEl 005'
IF NOT (IF BUOLFAN(SOPD(MSTACK/STOP»PROCEDUPEPTRISINTOIDSTACK))005:
THEN EQUAL IDSTRUCT($OPDCMSTACK» JTOP^PRnCEDURFPTR)* 005:
CURRENT FORMAL PARAMETFRL I STPOINTER "005:
CURRENT A CTUAL PAR A METE RCOUNT) 005:




CURRENT AC TUALPARA ME TFRCDUNT)) 005:
THFN 005:
BEGIN 005:
errms "procedure id oofs mot match the procedure f0rmal"#005:




ELSE SEMANTKTEST « FALSFJ 005:
END) 005:
kCT ION (CHECK I FNEXTFP IS ACCESS)* 005:
DROP 005:
IF CURrFNTACTUALPARAmETERCOUNT i CURRENTNUMPEROFFORMALPAPAMETEPS 005;
THEN 005:
BEGIN 005:
ERRMS "NUMBER OF ACTUAL PARAMETERS EXCFEDS NUMPER ALLOWED." i 005;
WRITEMESOUTj 005:
SEMANTKTEST < TRUE» 005;
END y 005:
ELSE 005:
SEMANTKTEST « FALSE) 005:
END) 005'
.ACTlONf CHECKIFNEXTFPISPOOLEAN)! TFSTFPTYPE ( POOL ) i 005:
ACTION(CHFCKIfNEXTFPISCODE )« TESTFPTYPECOSLCODE); 005:
.ACTlON(CHECKIFNEXTFPISFVENT )t TFSTFPTYPE (
F
VNT >; 005:
ACTlOMChFCKlFNExTFPISFILE )* TFSTFPTYPE ( DSLFILE ) J 005:
ACTIOMCHFCKIFNEXTFPISINTEGFR)! TFSTFPTYPE ( I NT )J 005;
ACTION(CHFCKIFNEXTFPISPATTERN) » TFSTFPT YPE( PATT )J 005;
ACTlON(CHFCKTFNEXTFPlSPniNTER): TFSTFPT YPE ( PTP )J 005'
ACTlON(CHECKlFNEXTFPISPROCESS)l TF STFPT YPE ( PROS )J 005:
ACTlOK(CHFCKlFNFXTFPISSTRING )» TFSTFPT YPE ( STR )J 005:
ACTIONCCHFCKIFNEXTFPISSTRUCTURE)! 005:
COMMENT THIS ACTION PRINTS AN ERROR MESSAGE IF THE SCANNED 005:
ACTUAL PARAMETER WHICH WAS A STRUCTURE* IS MOT STRUCTURALLY 005:
IDENTICAL TO THE pROCEpUPE FORMAL PARAMETER OR IF THF FORMAL 005:
PARAMETFR IS NOT A STRUCTURE; 005;
DROP 005:
IF CURRFNTACTUALPARAMETERCOUNT * CURRENTMUMPERDFFORMALPAR AMETFPS 005:
THEN BEGIN 005:
ERRMS "NUMBER OF ACTUAL PARAMETERS EXCFEDS NUMPFR ALLOWED." ; 005:
WRITEMFSOUT 005:






eprms "a structure is mot allowed as an actual m *




$ppp( ms tack* stop #numprsurstruct)>
currentformalparameterlistpointer +
current ac tu alp arameterc punt)
then begin
does not match formal parameter ">








STATEMFNT PODY TO A PROCEDURE













ERRMS "PROCEDURF DECLARATIONS USED TO PEFINF
"PARAMETERS IN A PRPCFDUPE Hf/iDING MAY











COMNFNT THIS ACTION PRINTS AN ERROR MESSAGE IF THE NUMBER
SUBSCRIPTS DOES NOT MATCH THE DECLARATION
DROP
















COMMENT THIS ACTION SETS SFMANTTCTEST TRUE If THE PROCEDURE






































































IF THE FUNCTION ON THF TOP
OROP
SENANHCTEST «









THF FOLLOWING ACTIONS ALL TEST
OF HSTACK IS OF THF IKDKATFD TYPE;
tACTIONCCHFf KTHATPARPSNOTRFQDJPEDt
COMMENT THIS ACTION INSURES THAT A PROCFDURF ID
ALLNE SHOULD NOT HAyE ACTUAL PARAMETERS. IF ACTUAL




























CUMMFNT THIS ACTION GENERATES An ERROR





ERRMS "AN EXPRESSION IS EXPECTED FOLLOWING









comment in a rfturn 5tatfmfnt* this action chfck
declarfd procedure structure matches the returned st
if it does not an errop mfssage is printed;
FE&IN
DEFINF ERROR = BEGIN ERRMS "RETURNED STRUCTURE
"MATCH THE DFCLARED PROCEDURF ST
WRITFMFSOUT FND f!
LAFEL LOOP;
INTEGER PROCEDURE STRUCTURE POINTER*
NUMB EROFPROCE DURE SUP STRUCTURES*
RE
T
























































































SOpDt STRUCTURE TAB* CURRENT I DPTR> STRUC TUREPTP ) ;
NUMBEROFPROCfOI'PF SUBSTRUCTURES «
SOPDC STRUCTURE TAP#CUPRFWT I DPTR#NUMBPSUBSTRUCT)
RNSTRUCTuPFPUtNTER « *OPD(MSTACK*STOP,STRUCTURFPTR);
ER0FRETURNSUPSTPUCTURFS«-$0PD(MSTACK#ST0P»NUMBRSUBSTRUCT);







































ESE FOLLOWING ACTIONS ALL CHFCK THAT AN in IS OF THE
ED TYPE. IF CUPRFNTSTRUCTtlRFPTR = |»;E GO RIGHT TO IDSTACK
GTAB. OTHERWISE WE TRY TO FIND THE ID IN STRUCTURETAB IN
RFNT AREA OF THF SUBSTRUCTURE;
FCKTHATSTRUCTURFSAPETHESAME )l *
FNT THIS ACTION IS INVOKFD TN A STRUCTURE ASSIGNMENT TO
THAT THE STPUCTuRFS ON THE LFFT And RIGHT OF THE ASSIGNMENT

























R * SOPDf MSTACK#*TOP-?»STRUCTURF.PTR))
MPFR < JOPD(MSTACK»*TPP-P#NUMfRSUFSTRUCT))
TNUMBER = RIGHTNUMBFR







































































ACTION 1 REMOVES A LABEL






label is not the
DROP





ERPMS "THIS CLOSING LAREL DOES NOT MATCH THE OPENING
KRTTEMESOUT;
END;
MILE $OPD(LEAVESTACK>*TOP>MARK) # 1 DO
BEGIN






























% ACT ION (CODF BE GlNFOR UNTIL) «
SACTlONrCCDFBFGlNFORWHILE):
JACTlON(CODEBEGlNlNlTIATE)!




I «- CURPENTMAXIMUMDISPLACEMFNT - IDL ISTCOUNTFR;
J <- I + IDLISTCOUNTFR-i;
for i * i step 1 until j 00


































































































if not nonamecall then
cooplef "name-call"»$opp(ipstack>t « *opo(bigtab#






























































































COMMFNT THIS ACTION SETS CURPENTDECLT YPF = OSLCOPE TO INDICATE 006
THAT A CODF DECLARATION IS BEING SCANNED ; 006;








$ACTlOMCODFDEFAULTFVENTACTUALPARAMETER) » ' 006:
$ACt I ON
(
COpFDFFAULTF I LF ACTUAL PARAMETER)* 006:
SAC T I ON (
C

















fop i * 1 step 1 until idl i stcdunter-1 do 006:




















FDP T « 1 STFP 1 UNTIL I D 1. 1 STCHUNTeRM DO 006;





FACTION (CODF E'NDPFCASEWAIT)! 006'
&ACTlON(COPFENDOFEXPCASE)J 006:
DROP 006:






$DPD ( C ASF STACK* STOP )+CUPHFNTCASrCOl'NT» 'BRANCH");
END)
BRANChC J-OPDC CASE STACKS fTnp-l-(?xCUPRF NIC ASFCTUNT))*
SpPD (C ASF STACK, STOP )>" I KDEXEO-PRANCH");
PTCASKSTACK f PUASESTACk - ( 2xCURRFN TC ASECOuNT+3 )
;
CUhRt'NTCASFCnUNT * SOPp C C ASESTACK, STOP* 1 ) i
END)
















EPP I <• 1 STEP 1 I'NTiL lDLlSTCOUNTfTR-1 PO
OpFRATPR( "ST PRE- INTEGER-PARTIAL -DESTRUCTIVE");





































































































FxPRSMFSTACK»STOP) * CURRENTADDRESS }





































































xprsn i f st ac k>ttop)# current address* "pr anch«)j
exprsniestack);. .
opeexpskipthenonfalse)!
(f xprsn if stack* current address) i







































































































IF NOT K'ONAMFCALL THFN

















































tACTlONf CODE NONDE STRUCT BOOLE A NSTORF)t
DROP
SDECRC CURRENT ADDRESS);
XOPER ATPRCSTPRE-BOOL LAN-PART I
A






























































































$ppd(idstack>i#dispi- ace kent)* ppintid);
end;
iCTlON(COpFPOlNTERACTUALPARAMFTER)«
iCTIONf CO pFPO I NTFRF UNCTION )t
»CTION(COpEPOINTERRELOP)«
OUT PUT RF L OP ("PO INTER");
*CTlON(COpEPOlNTERVALUECALL)»
DROP



















cuhrfntsegment « ( max i mumsegment * max i mumsfc-ment




























































































SAC T I ON
(
COP F SKIP2NDARYIFFAISF)»



















OUTPUT RFL OPt "STRING");
«ACTlON(COnFSTRINGVALUFCALl )l
DROP



























































































COMMENT THIS ACTION' PRINTS AN ERR
SCANNED MS NOT THE SAME AS THE ACCES
CUKRENTLY BEING DEFINED;
DROP








































S IN AN ARRA
OUNTER FIELD














ENGTH) = 5e "FETCH" AND «OPP(
THEN
BEGIN





































































































































































FRRNS "STORE PROCEDURES ARF ALLOWED '"»

















THIS ACTION CLEANS UP AfTER AN ACCESS HFADING.
MADE TO INSURE THAT ALL FORMAL PARAMETERS WERE DECLARED;






















ccmmfnt this action cleans
declaration have been scanned)

































































CLMMFNT THIS TFRMlNATFS AN
$FXEC(F!^DOFPPOCEDUREBOrY);
lACTlON(ENpOFACTUALPARAMETFRSCAN)»
COMMENT THIS ACTION POPS TH






errms "too few actual para
writemesout
end;
$POP( ACTUALP ARMST ACKfCliRPENT ACT
tpop( actual p armst a c io current num
spop( ac tualp armst ack^curpentfor
end;|ACTlON(ENDOFRLOCK)«
COMMENT THIS ACTION POPS AL
AND STRUCTliRETAB THAT ^ERE DECl
DROP
SPCPdDCOUNTFRSTACKt IDCOUNTER);











&ac t i on (endof dat a declarations
comment this action cleans




commfnt reset isdefh'ed and i
each id encountered. thfn push
DROP
tPUSHUPCOllNTERSTACKl IpcPUNTER)








tact i on (
e
ndof entire structure decl ar
a
commfnt this action cleans
declaration has been scanned;
structupeisown false;
fcACTION(ENPPFFOPHALS)!




OPM ALSW I TCHSTACK i SCANNING
J
ACCESS PROCEDURE BODY;
E ACTUAL PARAMETER SCANNING
K AND TERMINATES AN ACTUAL
< CUPRENTNUMnEROFFORMAL PAP A METERS




L OF THE VARIABLES OFF OF IDSTACK







UP ANY OWN/ NODE* ETC. FLAGS THAT
NNING A DATA DECLARATION ;
N CURRFNTDFCLNODE *
ACCESSID «- 0;
SPEINGDEFINEO BITS IN BlGTAB FOR




T TON 5 I
UP AFTER AN ENTIRE STRUCTURE



































































































MEM THIS ACTION POPS THE FORMAL PARAMETER DECLARATIONS AND





ment this action tests that all formal papamfters were
fo and does an eno of block thing pefhre entering the
i're pddy. it also checks that forward declarfd procedure
gs are compatible with the final declaration;
4- 1 step 1 until idcounter do
PUSH(STRUCTURFTAp,SALLOF(lDSTACK*$TOP+l-I )))
F SOPD( IDSTACK>$TOP>HASBEENSPEC) =
HEN
EGIN














OMMENT NOTE THAT FOP W A RDDE F I NFD IN IDSTACK IS FROM THE
LDSEMFIELD OR PREVIOUS DEFINITION OF THIS IDENTIFIER?
HEN *
EGIN COMMENT CHECK THIS DUDE OUT FOR COMPAT Ab IL I T Y WITH HIS
FORWARD DEFINITION)







J * SGPDf IDSTACK»CURRENTPROCEDt!REID*FORNALPARMPTR) + U
FOR K <- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL IDCOUNTER DO
BEGIN









f EXEC (SCANSUB STRUCTURE))
END)
SACTI ON (ENDOFSTRUCTUREDECLARATION) I













































































ION LIST, THE IDL
I
STCHUNTER IS POPPFD FROM STRUCTUPFPApM-
D IDENTICAL ENTRIES ARF MAOF IN STRIICTuRFTAp FOR FACH ID I
1ST ASSOCIATED WITH THIS STPUCTURE, THE RESULT IS ONE ID
R THE STRUCTURF IN THE ID STACK AND A POINTFR TO AN ARRAY
TRIES IN STRUCTURFTAP. THE ID ENTRIFS IN STRUCTURETAR ARE
IN THE SUP-STRUCTURE IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY OCCURRFQ
UP-STRUCTURE DECLARATION. SHOULD AMY OF THFSE IDS IN
ETAP REPRESFNT SUBSTRUCTURES WlTHlM THE CURRENTLY DEFINED
l> THEY WILL POINT TO ANOTHFR SUR-STPUC TURF ID ARRAY IN
ETaB. BIGTAP ENTRIES POINTING TO THF SUP-STRUCTURE IDS
ED AND ALL IDS IN THE CURRENT LIST OF DECLARATIONS ARE SET
DEFINED AGAINJ





+ .... ................. ..............
t
I (PIGTAPPTR)
,<.... ........ ... +
t t
V (IDSTACKPTR) J ( STRUCTURFPTR )





£),.-.....— -.--> (N uLL) Bl(INTEGER)
(BIGTAPPTP)
+ . ............. ..........I
(
V (IDSTACKPTR)
















— > NAME ,----------> (NULL)
I
I CSTPUCTUREPTR)























































































































































ACTION IS COMPLETE, T
EACH ID IN THE ID PAP
K AND ALL IDS CONTAIN
PEHOVFD FROM THE STAC







MAKE ENTRIES IN STR
STEP 1 UNTIL IDLISTCn





PUT SEN FIELDS BACK







he idstack will contain one new
t, thesf ids will pf on the top
ed within the sub-struc turf wili
k. a completf stpucturf descrip

























D PITS IN BIGTAb FOR ALL CURR*ENT
NTERSTACKt iDCOUN







FNTRY OF THE FlP
DOING THIS FO
APPEAR IN THE F
OR FUNCTION CALL
TACK, STOP, ACCESS




















PROCEDURF TO BE AN ACCESS PRPCE
TURETAR, IT ALSO MAKFS A FORMAL
RAMETER. THTS PARAMFTFR IS THE
LATER SYNTAX TO RFGUTPE THAT THF
PARAMETER SLDT IN THE PROCEDURE







































































































































































































































n comment if this iden
This block, then print
errns "id used twicf in
writemesout
TIFIFR HAS ALREADY BFFN DECL
A MESSAGE TO THAT EFFECT I
































































































































COMMENT PUSH A NEW ID INTO THE ID STACK. PUT THF OLD
PIGTAR SEMANTICS FlFLD INTO THE NEW ID AND SET DEFAULTS E
THIS DATA TYPE. THEN SET THE RlGTAp POINTER IN THE NEW I
STACK TO POINT PACK TO THE RIGTAR ENTRY/ AND* FINALLY* AD
TO THE IDCOUNTER TO INDICATE HOfc MANY IDS HAVE PEEK PROCE































SENTERCBIGTAB, SOPDCMSTACK, STOP, ENTRY)*
SEM» 0,
ISPEINGDEFINEDH*






REPLACE PMESOUT PY w ( "' CURRENTLE V'eL FOR ? DjGlTS*
"'"'CURPEMTMAXIMUMDISPLACEMENT FOP 4 DIGITS*
") s "*POlNTEP(SOPD(PlGTAP*SnPD(MSTACK*STOP»
FNTRY) + l'S/iLD) FOR
sopd
(














DSTACK* CURRENT ACCESS I D'STORET YPE)*
EETCHTYPEt
SDPD( OSTACK* CURRENT ACCESS I D*EETCHT YPE)*
EETCHpROCEDUREt
SDPD C IDST AC K* CURRENT ACCESS I D'FETCHPPOCEDURE)*
STOREPRCCEDUREl














































































a EVNT TO INDICATE
$ACT ION (ENTERNUMREPOF SUBSCRIPTS) J
DROP








JACT I ON (EVENT DECLARATION) J
COMMENT THIS ACTION SETS
THAT AN EVFNT DECLARATION IS
CURRENtPEClTYPF <- FVNTJ
§ACTI0NCF REDECLARATION) J
COMMENT THIS ACTION SETS CURRENT DECLTYPF s OSLFlLEJ
CURRENTDECLTYPE • PSLFRE)
SACTIOK(FORMALPARAMETFP) l
COMMENT THIS ACTION FNTERS A FORMAL PARAMETER INTO ICSTACK.
THE FORMAL PARAMETFR BIT IS TURNFD ON, ALSO, THF IS BEING DEFINED
BIT IS TURNED ON. IF THE IS BEING DEFINED PIT IS ALREADY ON THEN
AN ERROR MFSSAGE IS PRINTED)
DROP
IF BCOLEAN(SOPD(bIGTAB,$OPD(MSTACK>*TOP*ENTRY)>ISBElNGDEF I NED))
THEN
BEGIN
ERPMS "ID USED TWICE IN THE SAME FORMAL PARAMETER LIST - %













































SACTlON(FUNf TIPMSSTPUCTURF)! SENA^T ICTFST«-FUNCT I ONTEST f STRUCT ) J
sactlon(getnfxtparm)j
comment this action updates the actual parameter count)
sincr(currfntactualparametercount);
siction(idisaccess)!
comment this action sets semantictest true if thf identifier
just scannfp is an accfss variable)

































































COMMENT THIS ACTION' SFTS SFMANTICTEST TRUE IF THF ID ON THF






then semantictest « false



















SEMANTICTEST « I F I =
THEN FALSE















comment this action adds one to the
DROP
SIKCRCCURRENTNUtobRDFSUBSJJ
operator ( w make- i ndfx w );
end;
$actlon(integerdeclaratton):
comment this action sfts curpentdecl. t ypf = int to indicate




SEMANTICTEST * (IF CURPEN'TSTRUCTlJREPTR =
THEN *oPDCIOSTACK*CURRENTPRnCFDliPnr*TYPE)
else sopdcstructurftab#currfntidptr*type ))











































































COMMFNT THIS ACTION SETS SFMANTICTEST * TRUE IF THE ID JUST 00760?00
SCANNED IS AN ALLOWABLE ACCFSS TYPE/ 00760300
SEMNTlCTEsT *OPD( IDSTACK* SOPDC Bl GTAB/> SOPO( MST ACK> STOP'ENTR Y )# 00760400
IDSTACKPTR)>TYPF) = ACCESS J 00760500
&ACTlON( LFAVELAREL )« 00760600
COMMENT THIS ACTION CHECKS THAT THE LABEL IN A LEAVE STATEMENT 00760700
IS LEGITIMATE AT THIS TI^EJ 00760600
DROP 00760900
I « SOPD(MsTACK,$TrtP, ENTRY)) 00761000
J «• SOFD(BlGTABM»IOSTACKPTR)j 00761100
IF «0PD(IDSTACK*J*TYPE) * LAPL 007-61200
THEN 00761300
BEGIN 00761400
ERPMS "THIS IS NOT A LApEL."; 00761500
WRITEMESOUT; 00761600
END 00761700
ELSE IF J < CURRENTPROCEDUREID 00761600
THEN 00761900
BEGIN 00762000





$PUSH( LEA VEST A CIO S ALL 10, ADDRESS! CURRENT ADDRFSS); 00762600




COMMENT THIS ACTION SETS CURRENTDFCLMACR0*1 SO IT MAY BE USED 00763100
TO INDICATF MACRO VARIABLES AND PROCEDURES; 00763200
CURRENTDECLMACRO « l j * 00763300
;ACTlON(MAkFSURENOPARAMFTERSAPERFQUlRED) l 007 6 34 00
COMMENT THIS ACTION MAKES SURE THAT NO PARAMFTERS MUST RE ' 00763500
SUPPLIED TO AN ACCESS DECLARATION; * 00763600
DROP 00763700
IF $OPD( IDSTACK,CURRENTACCESSlD#NUMPROFPARMS) * 00763600
THEN 00763900
BEGIN 00764000
ERRMS "PARAMFTERS MUST RF SUPPLIED WITH ", 00764100
P0INTER(S0PD(PK.T/\B>(I«-S0PD( IPSTACK^CURRFNTaCCESSID* 007 64 200
RIGTAPPTR)) + 1>$AID) 00764300
FOR $OPP(PlGTAB>I>IDLFNGTH)> 00764400




ACTl0N(M0vE0SL2SEMFIELDFR0MlTD4) j 007 64 900
COMMENT THIS ACTION MOVES THE 0SL2SFMFIELD IN MSTAC* FROM 00765000
TOF-1 TO TpP-4) 00765100
S0FD(MsTACK' J T0P-4,nSL2SFMFIFLD)«-S0PD(MSTACK*ST0P-l,0SL2SEMFlELD); 00 765200
ACTI0N(M0VFDSL2SEMF I FLDFROM 1 T06 )
3
00765 300
COMMENT THIS ACTION MOVFS THF 0SL2SEMFIELD IN MSTACK FROM 00765400
TOP-1 TT TpP-6; 00765500
$0Fn(MsTAC(oST0P-6»nSL2SFMFIELD)*$PPDCMSTACKj>ST0P-l,0SL2SEMFIELD); 00 7 6 56 00
AC TI ON (MUSTBEUN SUB SCRIPTED)! 00765 7 00
COMMFNT THIS ACTION PRINTS AN ERROR MESSAGE IF A SUBSCRIPTED 00765600
VARIABLF APPEARS WITHOUT ITS SUBSCRIPT; 00765900
232
DROP

























r P ) >
SETS CURRENTDFCLNODE * 1 TO INDICATE THAT
DECLARATION ARE OF TYPE NODF ;
ENTERS A
51















LABEL SEGMENT: CURRENT SEGMENT*
LAPEL ST ART ADDRESS I CURRENT ADDRESS*
BlGTABPTR«S0PD(M5TAClO STOP* ENTRY)*





IDSTACKPTPl PTIDSTACK-1 ); Y$PUSH(lDCOUNTFPSTACKIl)j





cpmmfnt this action rfc0gni7es the reserved word own and sfts
currentdeclpwn = 1 to indicate that all identiftfrs in this
declaration are c'e type own)
cuprlntoeclown «- 1 ?
sactioncpatterndeclaration)!
comment this action sets currentdeclt ypf = patt to indicatf




SENANTICTEST <• (Ir CURRENTSTRUCTUREpTR =
THEN JOPD(IDSTACK*CURRENTPROCFD|iRF.lP#TYPE)













































































COMMFNT THIS ACTTOk SETS CURRENTO













6acti0n( procedure identifier) j
comment this action enters non-st






































































































































































































IF CURRENTpFCLTYPE * STRUCT
THEN
BEGIN























































THIS PPPCEPURE IpFNTIFlFR HAS
THIS BLOCK HEAD, THE PRFVTO
SOUT
BFFN USED PREVIOUSLY IN"
US IDENTIFIER IS LOST.")





THIS ACTION SETS CURRENTDECLT
SS DECLARATION Is PEING SCANN
YPE <- PROS;
YIP):
THIS ACTION PUSHES AN Ip ENTR
IT IS USEP TO PLANT AN ID
YPE = PROS TO INOICATF
EDI





































N IN A DECLARATION, wF
K TO ZERO )
ISTCOUNTER) J
T THE END OF
T SET THE ID
R <- 0)
T )l
THIS ACTION PFSFTS CURRE NTSTRUCTUREPTR AFTER A








































































































DMMENT AT THE END OF
Tp TURN ON THE SCANMl







OMMFNT THIS ACTION PR
STRUCTURE DECLARATION
STRUCTUREPARMSTACK AN
TlFlERS ARE SET TO OFF
UDFD FROM USE WITHIN T





















D THEN SET TO











FTER LIST* THIS ACTION IS
TERDECLARATJPNS SWITCH.




SCAN OF A DECLARATION LIS
TION PARAMETERS ARE PUSHED
7EPO. ALL PIGTAB
PRFVFNT THEIR BEING
IN FFFECT* WE PERFORM A




































current numperpf sup st
p
soppcstruct









































































































































OR SOPDf PIGTAPM* IPLENGTH)*






AN ACTUAL PARAMFTEP SCAN PY
FORMAL AND ACTUAL PARAMETER
ELSE *0




SOPD (MST AC IO STOP- 1# PROCEDURE PTR)>
FORMALPARMPTR)
PD(STPUCTURETAB*








sopdc mst ack/f top- 1>pr0cepureptr)»
numrppfparms)
pd(stpucturf.tap^




















IS ALL TFST THE
RlNGLFNCTH) I
MlCOLPN) t



























































































ic t j on
(
structure dec larat ip
comment this action
for latep use in a strl'
STPUCTliPElSPWN * CURREN
CURRENTDECLTYPE « STRUC
ACTION (STRUCTURE MUST BE NAME
COMMFNT THIS ACTION












action (structure must be name
commfnt this action















































MESSAGE IF THE STRUCTURE
S ONIY OCCURS IN ACCESS
ABPTR)),IOLFNGTH) * 4
BASE"









MESSAGE IF THE STRUCTURE
IS OhLY OCCURS IN ACCESS
»BJGTABPTR))#IDLENGTH) * 5
) * "ENTRY"















































































C TURFT AB p CURRENT I DPTR> TYPE ))
P(BlGTAB>


















































































-stack- and -l pad-boolean");
test testtype(oslcode);
test « tfsttypecevnt );
test «• testtype(oslfile);
TEST « TESTTYFEdNT ))
AND LASTTYPE = INTMF SFMANTlCTEST
-STACK -A NO -LOAD-INTEGER*);
TFST « TESTTVPE(PATT );
TFST « TESTTYPECPTR )j
TFST «• TESTTYPE(PRDS )|
TFST TESTTYPECStR )J







SFMANTICTFST < TESTT Y&€< STRUCT ) ;










BE SPECIFIED AS VALUF - IT IS NOT A FORMAL'















































































































































I * J (K *+





















TEST1 THEN ELSE J FIJ
« K + i - IF TFST1 THEN, ELSE L + M FIl
S12*TFST3>




F Q >= 3 THFN L ELSE M FT
ASE J OF K#K>(OL»L#L»M>M,m»
IF I « (* + l) MOD 50 = 2









































ULIAC IV TRANSLATOR WRITING SYSTEM

























f- M-r -CALL (00,000«)




POINTER F » ^' ' 'L t >
P(00,0007 )
0CllC(07 KAMT-fAlL (00,0007)
001 loooe ^ mi t
00110009 STr-F-F-POlNTFR
POLLEAN TFST1 ,TFST?>
(00,0008) = TF ^Tl
























0010 MMF-CALL (00,0000) T
0011 MMF-CALL (00,0001) J






0017 MMF-CALL (00,0000) I
0016 LnAPMNTEGER
0019 MULTIPLY
0020 NAmF-CALL (00,0001) J
0021 IPAP-INTEGEp







TEST1 <• TEST2 « FALSE) 000013001 13
001:0028 KAMF-CALL (00,0006) TFSTl
001:0029 NAME-CALL (00,0009) TEST2
00110030
. F Al SE
00110031 STpPE-RPOLEAN
001 j CO 31*** STpRF-ROPlFAM-pAPTIAL-rESTPdCTIvE
00110032 STpPF-RDOLFAM
JOB, NUMBER «- IF TFSTl THEN ELSE J FIJ OOOOlflOOj H
001:0033 NAME-CALL (00,0010) JOR
001
l
003A IMTEGER-LITFPAI -CALL 000 ! .
001:0035 MAKF-INDEX NUMEtFR
001:0036 NAMF-CALL (CO, 0008) TESTl
001:0037 LPAT-ROOLFAM
001:0036 *** (RRANCH-TF-FALSE INSTRUCTION WILL BE HEPF) ***
001:0039 I^TFGER-LTTEPAl -CALL
00110036*** fcRA^CH-lF-FALSF (OOllOOftl)
001:0040 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERE) ***
j









002:0001 MMF-CALL (00,0002) K
002:0002 LHAP-INTEGFR
007:0003 IMTFGER-LITFRAL -CALL 1
002:0004 A^p
002:000b NAME-CALL (00,0008) TESTl
002:0006 L.n a n-PPnLFAN
002:0007 *** (BRANCH- 1 F-FALSF INSTRUCTION WIIL BE HERF) ***
002:0008 IN T EGEP-LITFPAi-CALL
2^2
00?l0007*** FRANCH-IF-FALSr (00210010)
002:0009 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL PE HEPF) ***
00?:0010 NAMF-CALL (00,0003) L
? t C 1 1 LPAP-TNTEC.ER






































































ST PRE -BOOLE A ^" FART I A L-PE STRUCT I Vf
STpRF-POOLFAM

































THEN IF C >= 3 THEN
7
TEST2











0053 INTFGER-LTTFFAt -CALL 3
:C054 INTFGER-GRFATEP-PP-FCUAL
0054 *** (PRANCH-lF-FAt SE INSTRUCTION' WILL BE HERE) ***
0055 NAME-CALL (00,0003) L
0056 LPAP-H'TEGEP
005**** BPAN'CH-If-rALSF (00210058)
0057 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERE) ***
0058 NAmF-CALL (00,0004) M




10060 *** (BRANCH ! NSTPUCT ION WILL BE hERF) ***
0061 NAMF-CALL (00,0001) J
0062 LHAD-lNTErER
0063 *** ( INDEXEP-l'PANCH INSTRUCTION vlLL BE HERF) ***
0064 NAME-CALL (00,0002) K
0065 LPAO-INTECEP
0066 *** (BRANCH INDUCTION WILL BE HERE) ***
0067 NAME-CALL (00,000?) K
0068 LPaP-INTEGEr
0069 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL RE HERF) ***
0070 NAMF-CALL (00,0002) K
0071 LOAD-INTEGER
0072 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WlLl BE HERF) ***
0073 NAf'F-CALL (00,0003) L
0074 L^aP-INTEGER
10075 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERE) ***
0076 NAmF-CALL (00,0003) L
i0077 1.0AP-INTEGFR
0078 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERF) ***
0079 NAMF-CALL (00,0003) L
,0080 LOaP-INTEGER
:0081 **+ (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERF) ***
0082 NAMF-CALL (00,0004) M
0083 LOAP-INTEGER
0084 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERE) ***
0085 NAMF-CALL (00,0004) M
0086 LOaP-INTEGEP
0087 ** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WlLl RE HERF) ***
0086 NAMF-CALL (00,0004) M
IF I « (*+D MOO 50 e 2 00002400; 24
10089 LOAP-INTEGEP
0090 *** (BRANCH INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERF) ***
0091 K8MF-CALL (00,0000) T
0092 tinpLTCATE-TOP-PF-STACK-ANO-t OAD-INTEpER








THFN I ELSE FI 00002500; 25
0099 IMTFGER-EOUAL
0099 *** (PRANCH-IF-FALSE INSTRUCTION WILL BE HERE) ***
0100 NAMF-CALL (00,0000) I
2kh












*** (BRANCH IKSTRUCTIOfi WILL BF. HERF) ***
00002600 26
002:0105*** E-Pa^H
? : 6 6 * * * h R A f* C H
00? 10 106*** P P a>' C H
007:0069**+ BRANCH
002:0107*** [RfiN'CH
00 7:007?*** b » A N C
H
00?:010f*** PPANCH










































































002:0119*** ST PRF -BOOLF A N-P APT I A L-DF STRUCT I VE
002:0120 STpPF-BOCLFAM
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TMF TpTAL CPU TIME WAS
ThF TpTAL I/P TIME WAS
THE TpjAL ELAPSFO TIME WAS
MINUTES 30,0 SErPNOS.
MINUTES 37.5 SECPNPS.
1 MINUTES 9.7 SFCONpS.
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